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Preface

Biosensors are analytical devices that convert a biological stimulus into an electrical signal [1]. Biosensors have been utilized in a wide range of applications across various fields, such as in biomedicine (drug discovery, diagnosis, etc.), food safety, processing, environmental monitoring, defense, security, and the marine sector, among others. Biosensors provide better stability and sensitivity compared with conventional methods [2].

This book includes eleven chapters organized into four sections. Together they present the state of the art in current and novel strategies for biosensing.

Section 1 “Nanomaterials in Biosensing”

Section 2 “Wearable Biosensors”

Section 3 “Mathematical Assessment on Biosensors”

Section 4 “Biological Monitoring with Biosensors”

Section 1 includes two chapters. Chapter 1, “Nanomaterial-Enhanced Receptor Technology for Silicon On-Chip Biosensing Application”, explains how integrating nanomaterials into biosensor design enhances sensing capabilities due to the large surface area and intrinsic reactivity of nanomaterials owing to their distinctive optical, chemical, electrical, and catalytic properties. The chapter examines the incorporation of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) into a silicon-on-a-chip biosensor platform to detect cancer biomarkers such as prostate-specific antigen (PSA). Chapter 2, “Nucleic Acids for Electrochemical Biosensor Technology”, explains how nucleic acids are used as both recognition agents and target molecules, the way they are used in biosensor technology, and their electrical properties.

Nanomaterials are relevant in several areas. In the case of biosensors, they increase sensitivities and low detection limits, allowing the detection of even individual molecules. Also, nanomaterials can immobilize a greater quantity of bioreceptor units at reduced volumes and act as transduction elements [3].

Section 2 includes three chapters that address wearable biosensors, which are devices that provide continuous, real-time physiological information via dynamic, noninvasive measurements of biochemical markers in body fluids, such as blood, sweat, tears, saliva, and interstitial fluid. Recent developments have focused on electrochemical and optical biosensors, together with advances in the noninvasive monitoring of biomarkers including metabolites, bacteria, and hormones [4].

Chapter 3, “Theranostic Microneedle Devices: Innovative Biosensing and Transdermal Drugs Administration”, explains the use of microneedles, how they can be used as biosensors, and their usefulness in drug release. Moreover, the chapter authors claim that microneedle devices allow the continuous monitoring
of physiological parameters with very low invasiveness, together with sustained administration of local drugs for long surgical procedures.

Chapter 4, “Control Strategy for Underactuated Multi-Fingered Robot Hand Movement Using Electromyography Signal with Wearable Myo Armband”, develops a control strategy for an underactuated robotic hand, based on surface electromyography (sEMG) signal obtained from a wireless Myo gesture armband to distinguish six several hand movements.

Chapter 5, “Advanced Materials and Assembly Strategies for Wearable Biosensors: A Review”, discusses various types of wearable biosensors within the context of human health monitoring with a focus on their constituent materials, mechanics designs, and large-scale assembly strategies. The chapter also addresses current challenges and potential future research directions.

Section 3 includes three chapters that examine processes that occur in sensors’ layers and at their interface. Chapters also provide analytical and numerical methods to solve equations of conjugated enzymatic (chemical) and diffusion processes. Thus, digital modeling is important for both proximal analytical solutions and experimental data [5].

Chapter 6, “Ultra-Precise MEMS Based Bio-Sensors”, discusses state-of-the-art micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) sensors used for biosensing applications. It studies a new class of resonant microsensors and presents the device architecture/s based on an array of weakly coupled resonators.

Chapter 7, “Microfluidic Adsorption-Based Biosensors: Mathematical Models of Time Response and Noise, Considering Mass Transfer and Surface Heterogeneity”, gives advanced mathematical models of time response and noise of such devices, which are needed to improve the interpretation of empirical measurement results, to achieve the optimal sensor performance. It presents the mathematical models and considers the coupling of processes that generate the sensor signal: adsorption-desorption (AD) of the target analyte particles on the heterogeneous sensing surface, and mass transfer (MT) in a microfluidic chamber.

Chapter 8, “Hybrid Heterostructures for SPR Biosensor”, demonstrates the details of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technology with two recently studied prism-based hybrid heterostructures. These heterostructures are made up of conventional SPR biosensors with two additional layers of recently invented transition metal dichalcogenides, platinum di-selenide (PtSe2), and highly sensitive 2D material, tungsten di-sulfide (WS2).

Section 4 includes three chapters that provide a comprehensive glimpse of different biosensors and their characteristics, operating principles, and designs, based on transduction types and biological components [6].

Chapter 9, “Advanced Biosensing towards Real-Time Imaging of Protein Secretion from Single Cells”, summarizes recent advances in real-time imaging of single cellular protein secretion, including label-free and labeling techniques, to unravel the direction for developing a simple and powerful methodology for real-time imaging of single cellular protein secretion.
Chapter 10, “Novel Biosensing Strategies for the \textit{in Vivo} Detection of microRNA”, describes the principles and designs of these detection technologies and discusses their advantages as well as their shortcomings, providing guidelines for the further development of more sensitive and selective miRNA sensing strategies in vivo.

Chapter 11, “Electrochemical Response of Cells Using Bioactive Plant Isolates”, probes the electrochemical response of model cells using bioactive compounds captured in bio-zeolites or membrane mimetics. The voltage and current fluctuations emanating from studies establish a correlation between cell death and membrane depolarization.

\textbf{Dr. Luis Jesús Villarreal Gómez and Dr. Ana Leticia Iglesias}
Facultad de Ciencias de la Ingeniería y Tecnología, Universidad Autónoma de Baja California, Tijuana, Baja California, México
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Section 1

Nanomaterials in Biosensing
Chapter 1

Nanomaterial-Enhanced Receptor Technology for Silicon On-Chip Biosensing Application

Timothy Anton Okhai, Azeez O. Idris, Usisipho Feleni and Lukas W. Snyman

Abstract

Nanomaterials integration in biosensors designs are known to enhance sensing and signaling capabilities by exhibiting remarkably high surface area enhancement and intrinsic reactivity owing to their distinctive optical, chemical, electrical and catalytic properties. We present the synthesis and characterization of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), and their immobilization on a silicon on-chip biosensor platform to enhance sensing capability for prostate specific antigen (PSA) - cancer biomarkers. Several techniques, including UV-Visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectrum, Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) were used for characterizing the AgNPs. The biochemical sensor consists of AgNPs immobilized on the receptor layer of a silicon avalanche mode light emitting device (Si AM LED) which enables on-chip optical detection biological analytes. A bio-interaction layer etched from the chip interacts with the evanescent field of a micro dimensioned waveguide. An array of detectors below the receptor cavity selectively monitor reflected light in the UV, visible, infrared and far infrared wavelength regions. AgNPs used as an immobilization layer in the receptor layer enhances selective absorption analytes, causing a change in detection signal as a function of propagation wavelength as light is dispersed. The analytes could range from gases to cancer biomarkers like prostate specific antigen.

Keywords: silicon avalanche mode LED, silver nanoparticles, biochemical sensors, optical sensor, nanomaterials, receptor technology

1. Introduction

Biosensors and lab-on-chip (LOC) devices have become a subject of growing professional interest world-wide. This is evident in the growing number of scientific publications, and the astronomical growth in the world market for biosensors and lab-on-chip devices over the past ten years. This has been possible, on a large part, due to rapid improvements in sensing techniques, innovation and growth in the development of new biomaterials such as conducting polymers, copolymers and sol-gels, multiplexing capabilities that promote versatility in new generation sensor devices, the possibility of integration on standard silicon integrated circuit chip,
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and miniaturization possibilities down to micro- and nano-dimensions. Recently, researchers have been successful in developing light emitting devices that can be realized in standard silicon integrated circuitry, and have also proposed diverse applications for these in the future [1–5]. The main advantage of these devices may be the ease of integration into mainstream silicon manufacturing technology such as complementary metal oxide silicon (CMOS) and radio frequency (RF) bipolar technologies. Through recent research, light emission from silicon devices has been achieved in various reverse-biased p-n avalanche structures. This development has now been nomenclated as “silicon light-emitting diodes that operate in the reverse avalanche mode” (Si AMLEDs) [6–10]. If the detailed dispersion characteristics observed per solid angle for a particular device is known, it can enable the design of novel and futuristic on-chip electro-optic applications. Examples of such applications could include wavelength multiplexers for on-chip communication, diverse futuristic on-chip micro- and nano-dimensioned gas sensors and even on-chip biosensors [11–14]. In this chapter, a two-junction micro-dimension p+−np+ Silicon Avalanche-based Light Emitting Device (Av Si LED) has been analyzed in terms of radiation geometrical dispersion characteristics, and with particular interest in the different wavelengths of light (colors) being emitted at different emission angles from the surface of the device. It is worthy of note that the detailed dispersion characteristics will be a function of the device structure, the number of transparent over layers with each having different optical refractive index, and even the final topography or curvature of the various surface layers.

2. Light emitting characteristics from silicon AMLEDs

Light emitting devices (LEDs) have become a subject of growing research interest in recent times. A series of LEDs have been realized in standard Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon (CMOS) technology by Kramer et al., [15] and Snyman et al. in [15–19]. These structures emit light through phonon-assisted intra-band and inter-band recombination phenomena [20–22]. Subsequent devices were developed by Du Plessis et al., which showed increased light emission when additional carriers are injected into avalanching Si n+p light emitting junctions [23, 24]. Further work by Xu et al. led to the realization of a series of CMOS integrated LED devices with third terminal gated control [8]. Subsequently, the temperature, carrier density, and electric field encountered in Silicon Avalanche Mode Light Emitting Devices (Si AMLEDs) were analyzed by Duttal and Steeneken et al. They also suggested operation of gated Si LED operating in the forward-biased mode and emitting in the 1100 nm region [12]. A major advantage with these devices is the realization of high modulation speeds ranging into the GHz due to the reverse bias configuration of Si AMLEDs [25, 26]. Potential applications of these devices can be found in hybrid optical RF systems, on-chip micro-photonics systems, and CMOS-based optical interconnect. In a recent work by Xu and Snyman, they demonstrated enhanced emission intensities of 0.1 to about 200 nW/μm² from Si AMLEDs in the 650–750 nm emission regime by using enhanced impurity scattering and extended E-field profiling in the device [27, 28].

We present in this chapter a specific p+np+ graded junction type Si AMLED device (Figure 1(a)) that was realized in a 0.35 micron Si bipolar process with a high frequency RF application capability. This process enabled an “elongated pillar” structure to be etched out on a broad silicon semi-insulating p-substrate. These structures could hence effectively confine the lateral carrier diffusion and
Figure 1.
Device design (schematic), considerations of a p + nn + Si avalanche mode LED in RF bipolar integrated circuitry [27] (a) lateral cross-section of the device. (b) Device optical performance characteristics as compared with other previous devices [27]. (c) Spectral characteristics of the emitted optical radiation (for below 570 nm consult Ref. [17]). Inserts show optical emission micrographs of the LEDs taken at normal angles to the surface of the device.
maximize the diffusing carrier density in the device. The device used n + and p + regions in the substrate region of the silicon, and positioned a distance 1 micron apart from each other. Subsequently, up to 1 micron graded doping profiles were formed at the edges of these regions, while overlapping of dopants occurred in the center region of the device [27]. For illustrative purposes, device design and performance characteristics relative to previous designs are again presented in Figure 1(b). The optical emissions from the device were measured with an Anritsu MS9710B Spectrum Analyzer with a lensed-probe optical fiber. The device and the lensed probe were electronically micro manipulated to within 0.1 mm of the light-emitting device. The total emission intensities with cross-sectional conduction areas of about 1 micron square as indicated at the surface of the device was measured to be in the order of 200 nW per μm². Figure 1(c) depicts the main spectral components as observed for these types of devices. Clear peaks and prominent peaks of 2.8 eV, 2.3 eV, 1.8 eV, and 1.5 eV were observed in the spectrographic measurements for the devices and are shown in the spectrum when converting the nm emissions to corresponding eV emissions [19, 27]. Overall, the spectrum represent a broad spectrum from 450 nm to about 850 nm with main characteristic peaks at 450 nm (2.8 eV) (blueish), 550 nm (2.0 eV) (greenish), 600 nm (2.3 eV) (reddish), and at 750 to 850 nm (1.5 and 1.8 eV) (infrared). To form the on-chip biosensor, a bio-interaction layer etched from the Si AMLED chip interacts with the evanescent field of a micro dimensioned waveguide. An array of detectors below the receptor cavity selectively monitor reflected light in the UV, visible, infrared and far-infrared wavelength regions.

AgNPs used as immobilization layer in the receptor layer enhances sensitivity and selective absorption of antigens and biomarkers, like the prostate specific antigen (a biomarker for prostate cancer), causing a change in detection signal as a function of propagation wavelength as light is dispersed.

3. Transducers and transduction mechanisms in biosensors

Integrated biosensors can be categorized in several ways, one of which is their transduction mechanism. Below is a brief description of some of the main transducers used in biosensor mechanisms:

3.1 Transduction mechanisms

Electrochemical or Electroanalytical transducers: These types of transducers exploit analyte capturing to change the electrochemical characteristics of electrode-electrolyte systems. Hassibi, and Lee [29] described one of the first reports of a CMOS electrochemical biosensor array chip capable of performing impedance spectroscopy, amperometric analysis, and cyclic-voltammetry techniques. The Electrical performance of this CMOS multi-functional chip is comparable to state-of-the-art electrochemical measurement instruments currently used in molecular biology. Prior efforts in this area are limited only to ISFET [30] and conduction-based sensor arrays [31] in CMOS compatible processes.

Mechanical transducers: Mechanical transducers in biosensors are systems in which an electromechanical parameter of the system (e.g., mass of a cantilever) is changed by the additional mass of the captured analytes. Mechanical transducers cannot be fabricated using standard CMOS processes. This is largely because CMOS processes, unlike many MEMs processes, offer no component or device, which can move in response to mechanical motion [32, 33].
**Thermal transducers:** They are used to measure the temperature change during biological thermal reactions to detect the total number of molecules involved in the reaction [34].

**Acoustic transducers:** Acoustic transducers are based on the principle of using acoustic waves to develop biosensing devices. Acoustic waves can be used to analyze biochemical reactions in different fluid (liquid and gas) environments because they have the ability to travel through them easily. Different mechanisms can be employed to either generate or receive acoustic waves, including piezoelectric, magnetostrictive, optical and thermal techniques. The surface or the acoustic biosensor can be functionalized using standard methods, and the binding of the target analyte will induce a change in the acoustic wave. By measuring and subsequently analyzing this variation in the resonant frequency, it is possible to determine the correlation between the acoustic signal and the interaction of the molecule. One important advantage of acoustic transducers is the ability to operate using wireless excitation. This makes it extremely important for sensing in difficult-to-reach or hazardous environmental conditions. Additionally, the compatibility with integrated circuit technology permits a high efficiency in the fabrication process. The main drawback of this technique is the fact that any little vibration induced in the system can produce artifacts that will require complex algorithms to differentiate from the true biosensing signals [35].

**Optical transducers:** Optical biosensors can easily fulfill the requirement for high sensitivity, fast response and the potential for real-time measurements. They also lend themselves to optical measurements through different techniques like emission, absorption, fluorescence, refractometry, or polarimetry. Optical biosensors based on evanescent wave detection have unique properties such as extremely high sensitivity for direct, real-time measurement of biomolecular interactions in label-free schemes. The advantages of optical sensing are significantly improved when this approach is used within an integrated optics context. Integrated optics technology allows the integration of passive and active optical components (including fibers, emitters, detectors, waveguides, and related devices) onto the same substrate, allowing the flexible development of miniaturized compact sensing devices, with the additional possibility to fabricate multiple sensors on a single chip. The integration offers additional advantages such as miniaturization, robustness, reliability, potential for mass production with consequent reduction of production costs, low energy consumption, and simplicity in the alignment of the individual optical elements [36].

![Figure 2](image_url)

*Figure 2.* Categories of optical transducers used for biosensor applications.
Independent of the transduction method used in integrated biosensors, one challenge is always to adequately immobilize capturing probes on the surface to create the capturing spot. Our design addresses this challenge by etching a receptor cavity through the silicon substrate, and by using AgNPs as immobilization layer in the receptor layer to enhance selective absorption of the target analyte.

3.2 Optical transducers categories

Optical transducers can be further categorized into the different categories shown in Figure 2 above.

4. Waveguide structures

In waveguide structures, light is guided in the plane of the thin film, facilitating the integration of such a sensor, along with source and detector components, into a single integrated chip device [37]. This is a significant advantage in the development of on-chip micro- and nano-optical biosensors. Secondly, for porous silicon waveguides, the active sensing layer is the top porous layer, eliminating the infiltration difficulties that can plague Bragg mirrors, rugate filters, and micro-cavities, where biomolecules must filter through many layers of both high and low porosity. As a result of both advantages mentioned above, waveguide sensors display electric field confinement, sharp resonance peaks, and a thin sensing layer, all qualities that facilitate a fast response and a high sensitivity detection of molecules.

4.1 Optical waveguide biosensors

Various modalities have been developed for optical waveguide biosensor applications. They include grating-coupled waveguide sensors, interferometric waveguide sensors, photonic crystal waveguide sensors and resonant optical microcavity sensors, among others. Figure 3 below provides examples for each of the optical waveguide options mentioned.

![Optical waveguide biosensors diagram](image)
4.2 Receptor layer in waveguide and evanescent field

The difference in refractive index between the core and cladding of an optical waveguide exist. Thus, light is guided via the core with a higher refractive index on account of total internal reflection, which generates an evanescent optical field that decays exponentially from the sensor surface, as in Figure 4. Biomolecular binding events modulate the refractive index contrast and thus attenuate the propagation of light through the waveguide. By monitoring the coupling and/or propagation properties of light through an appropriately modified waveguide, it is possible to construct sensors responsive to the target biomolecular analytes of interest, as shown in Figure 4.

5. Synthesis and characterization of nanomaterials

Silver nanoparticles were, characterized and applied in the receptor layer to enhance the sensitivity of the biosensor. The synthesis method and materials, and the characterization procedures and results are discussed in the following sections.

5.1 Synthesis procedure and materials

Silver nanoparticles were prepared by chemical reduction method, using silver nitrate (AgNO₃) as the silver precursor. The preparation procedure of silver nanoparticles is adopted from Muzamil et al., [38] with minor modification. All reagents were of analytical grade and used without any further purification. The reagents include Silver nitrate (AgNO₃, ≥99%), Trisodium citrate (Na₃C₆H₅O₇, 1%), Polyethylene glycol (CₙH₂₄Oₙ, ≥99%), and Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, ≥99%), and were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The experiment was conducted at room temperature (23°C) unless otherwise stated. To synthesize silver nanoparticles, 50 ml of 1 mM silver nitrate solution and 5 ml of polyethylene glycol were taken and heated till boiling on a magnetic stirrer. When the solution started to boil, 1% trisodium citrate solution of 4 ml was quickly added with constant stirring. A few minutes later, the solution turned into yellow color, hinting the formation of silver nanoparticles. The pH of the nanoparticles was kept at 7.6 by adding NaOH. Afterward, it was cooled to room temperature and stored at 4°C before use.
5.2 Characterization of silver nanoparticles

The prepared AgNPs were characterized using SEM, FESEM, HRTEM, SAXS, FTIR Spectroscopy, and UV–Vis spectroscopy. The SEM images of samples were obtained from JEOL Scanning Microscope JSM-6400. The surface morphology and elemental analysis of the silver nanoparticles were studies using JSM-7800F Field Emission Electron Scanning Microscope (FESEM), integrated with energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). High resolution TEM analysis was carried out using Hitachi H-800 electron microscope at 200 kV acceleration to determine the size distribution and elemental composition of samples respectively. Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) spectroscopy was performed with SAXSpace Spectrometer from Anton-Paar, Graz, Austria, using a solid sample. The X-ray scattering spectra were plotted with a SAXdrive software. GIFT software was used to Fourier transform the scattering data to obtain the pair distance distribution function (PDDF) and size distribution spectra. The functional groups of the nanomaterials were done on a Perkin Elmer FTIR spectrometer Frontier (Spectrum 100 spectrometer) in the range...
of 400–4000 cm\(^{-1}\) using the KBr pellet method. UV-vis spectra were acquired over the range of 200–800 nm using PerkinElma Lambda 650S UV/Visible Spectrometer. To produce graphs and curves that are clear enough for reporting, Origin 8.0 software was used to plot the data obtained from the characterization equipment.

5.3 Results and discussion

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and FESEM were used for topographical imaging of the nanoparticles, and to investigate the size, shape, impurities &

---

**Figure 7.**
(a) SAXS analysis showing (a) internal structure of AgNPs (b) size distribution by number.
stabilization of the particles, as shown in Figure 5(a) and (b). The SEM image of the AgNPs shown in Figure 5(a) reveals a globular-shaped morphology, which was further confirmed by the FESEM image in Figure 5(b). The FESEM confirmed the globular-cluster shaped morphology of the silver nanoparticles.

Interestingly, the HRTEM image in Figure 6(a) showed that the AgNPs are spherical at nano-range with spherically shaped internal structures. This is supported by the selected area diffraction structure (SAED) image in Figure 6(b). HRTEM results also complement the SAXS results, which show that most of the particles are spherical or cuboidal in shape.

The SAXS analysis in Figure 7 was used to investigate the internal structure of the nanoparticle, and it revealed that the AgNPs show lattice fringes, which confirms that the particles are crystalline. In addition, they exhibited a quarzispherically shaped internal structure as expected. Figure 7(a) shows the internal structure of the AgNPs, while Figure 7(b) shows their size distribution by number.

The elemental composition of the AgNPs was evaluated by energy dispersion x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to find out the purity of the nanomaterials. From the layered images and the EDS spectrum analysis, we confirm the presence of silver, carbon and oxygen, as shown in Figure 8. The presence of carbon was due to the carbon tape used for coating the nanomaterial before the analysis.

The morphology is consistent with the expectation for silver nanoparticles, and we functionalized our silver with polyethylene glycol. The sizes (width and
diameter) for the AgNPs could not be clearly determined due to agglomeration of the particles. In the FTIR analysis represented by the graph in Figure 9, prominent peaks were observed for different stretches of bonds. The peak at 3435 cm\(^{-1}\), representing N-H stretch, 3074 cm\(^{-1}\) assigned to C-H stretching vibrations, and 1593 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to stretching vibration of C=O bond. The peak at 1391 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to C-C and C-N stretching, while 1113 cm\(^{-1}\) assigned to –C = bond, and 908 cm\(^{-1}\) and 621 cm\(^{-1}\) are for C-H out-of-plane bend and CH bending vibrations, respectively. These peaks are comparable to [39].

UV Visible spectroscopy is one of the most important techniques which can confirm that the prepared material are nanoparticles [40]. Figure 10 shows the plot of absorption spectrum obtained from the UV-Vis spectroscopic analysis of the AgNPs over a range of 200 to 800 nm. The exact peaks occurred at 310 and 400, which is indicative of the peak of silver nanoparticles [41, 42]. The bandgap from the Tauc plot in Figure 10(b) for the synthesized AgNPs is 3.26 eV, which implies that the nanomaterials will absorb in the UV-Vis range.

Figure 10. UV-Vis results for AgNPs showing (a) the absorption spectrum, and (b) the bandgap from Tauc plot.
6. Design, simulations and potential applications

We present in this section the design, simulation results and potential futuristic on-chip applications of our device.

6.1 Software simulation and design

To model how the evanescent waves would couple with bio-species in a cavity etched in the nitride layer as light waves travel through the waveguide, we performed optical simulations using RSoft BeamProp optical simulation software. As represented in Figure 11, light emitted from the optical source travels through the waveguide. As the resultant evanescent wave travels through the cavity etched deep into the nitride layer, it is exposed to specific analyte material trapped within the cavity. In this design, a multimode wave travels through high refractive index bridge waveguide and interacts with material within the etched cavity in the nitride layer. The interaction, in this case, would be primarily a function of the specific refractive index of the analyte inside that cavity, since the multimode light traveling in the waveguide will interact and be diverted into the absorbed analyte. The unique fingerprints of each material within the cavity then produces a change in signal that is recognizable by the detector, as in Figure 11(a).

6.2 Applications in futuristic micro- and nano-dimensioned devices

Applications already proposed and demonstrated for Si Av LEDs include micro displays [44, 45] and Lab-on-chip systems [46, 47]. Analyses of test results from our device open up exciting possibilities for potential applications for the derived technology in futuristic integrated on-chip optoelectronic and biosensor applications.

These applications can be achieved through (1) placements of specific designed optical sources with specific directional and dispersive emission characteristics; (2) design and placement of micro wavelength dispersive coupling into micro dimensioned on-chip optical waveguides, and (3) design and placement of broadband wavelength emitters for diverse on-chip electro-optic applications. Other possible applications include (4) realization of various on-chip nano- and micro-dimensioned sensors that can detect a variety of parameters, ranging from standard physical parameters to a range of derived bio-parameters through the

![Figure 11](image-url)

Figure 11. Bridge waveguide design realization with RSoft BeamProp optical simulation software: (a) design of bridge waveguide device [43], (b) optical simulation run for the bridge waveguide.
use of waveguide optics and intermediate evanescent-based waveguide receptor layers. An attractive feature of these applications is the micro-positioning of the optical source itself through micro- and nano-lithographic technology, the design of waveguides and wavelength dispersers using the same technology, and the design of micro-electronic processing technology in close proximity to the optical source and detectors to process and transfer derived information to adjacent on-chip processing circuitry. **Figure 12** demonstrates a typical application where the AgNPs synthesized are deployed in the etched cavity within the nitrite layer to form a highly sensitive platform for selective detection of analytes like prostate specific antigen, which is a biomarker for prostate cancer cells.

### 7. Conclusions

The current designs and simulations as demonstrated in this chapter indicate that it would be possible to develop simple to advanced micro and even nano sensors directly on silicon chip, by means of Si AMLEDs and standard silicon integrated circuitry processing. The design of various on-chip nano- and micro-dimensioned sensors that can detect a variety of parameters using waveguide optics and intermediate evanescent- and waveguide-based receptor layers seems possible. The major advantage of such biosensors would be the micro-dimensioning and the integration of such sensors directly on the chip, in conjunction with adjacent on-chip optical processing circuitry. Sensitivity and selectivity of such biosensor devices can be enhanced by creating a layer of nanomaterials in the receptor cavity. Since monolayers of analytes can be detected through the diversion of waveguide traveling radiation into absorbed species with different refractive indices, or through the coupling of species with the evanescent electrical fields of waveguides, the sensors could be made extremely sensitive.
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Chapter 2

Nucleic Acids for Electrochemical Biosensor Technology

Zihni Onur Uygun, Hilmiye Deniz Ertuğrul Uygun
and Ferhan Girgin Sağin

Abstract

Biosensor technology has developed extremely rapidly in recent years. This technology brings along precise measurements as well as specific measurements. Thanks to its ability to be miniaturized and be easily accessible to the end user, it is one-step ahead of other similar methods. The selectivity of biological molecules and the sensitivity of electrochemical methods enable the continuous evolvement of these new technologies. In this chapter, the use of nucleic acids as both recognition agents and target molecules, the way they are used in biosensor technology and their electrical properties are explained in detail with examples. Aptamers, which are synthetic nucleic acids, and their use in electrochemical biosensor systems with different electrochemical and immobilization methods have been compared extensively.

Keywords: biosensor, DNA, RNA, aptamer, electrochemistry, sensor, nanomaterials, impedance, differential pulse voltammetry, cyclic voltammetry, DNA tetrahedron, mediator

1. Introduction

Biosensor technology is a promising field where many outputs are continuously produced thanks to physicochemical techniques and biological materials developed every day. In this technology, a biological molecule interacts with the analyte on the biosensor and this generates a physicochemical signal which is detected by the transducer. Biosensor systems are divided into two classes in terms of biological molecules used, either catalytic-based which transforms the analyte or affinity-based which binds the analyte directly [1]. In terms of physicochemical signal transmitter, it can be designed as electrochemical, optic or piezoelectric. Systems that are combined within also continue to be open to development today. For example, both electrochemistry and optical measurements can be made in spectro-electrochemical techniques. Among these techniques, electrochemical systems [2], which are produced at low-costs without being interfered by the properties of the analyte solution, are used mostly.

The most important element of the biosensor is the biorecognition agent which shows the affinity for the analyte. These agents are of biological origin and are biomolecules with specific substrates such as proteins [3], enzymes [4], nucleic acids [5], antibodies [6], cells [7], cell surface channels. Biosensors can be designed by immobilizing these biomolecules on a suitable signal transmitter based on the
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working principle. When selecting the biorecognition agent, the specimen containing the analyte to be measured and the characteristics of the reaction that will take place should be considered. It is desired that the biorecognition agent has a maximum activity and that it has a low degree of denaturation.

The living organism's structural and functional strategy is hidden in its genes. The gene structure is based on the bases that form nucleic acids, which are divided into two main groups according to their functions, are deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acids (RNA) [8]. DNA carries the genetic information in the double helix structure that includes adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T) bases. RNA has two main differences when compared to DNA, which are the inclusion of uracil (U) instead of T and the single stranded nucleic acid structure different from DNA. DNA's double helix structure is formed with hydrogen bonds between the DNA bases of the complementary chains. In the same chain, ester bases between the 5'OH group on the pentose sugar of a nucleotide and the 3' OH group of the other nucleotide sugar form the single chain structure (Figure 1).

Thereby, U, A, G, C and T can be ordered in countless combinations to form genetic sequences. These sequences are copied and then transcribed in the ribosomes to take part in the synthesis of peptides and proteins by encoding one amino acid corresponding to all three bases.

Although they have different structures in different living organisms, the basic function of base sequences does not change. Erwin Chargaff showed that A-T and G-C base pairs in DNA sequences are mutually paired with hydrogen bond [9]. The important point here is that the hydrogen bonds formed between DNA helices directly affect the physical properties of DNA, since there are three hydrogen bonds between G-C, while there are two hydrogen bonds between A-T. If the G-C ratio is high, it requires more energetic power to separate the double helix. This is a considerable structural characteristic for the electrochemical techniques.

On the other hand, RNA is a single chain nucleic acid produced by using DNA sequences. Besides the three main types of RNA in protein encoding (mRNA, tRNA and rRNA), there are also other types of RNAs that serve in post-translational modifications in DNA replication or as regulators. For example, small nuclear RNA (snRNA) involved in RNA cleavage, guide RNA (gRNA) involved in CRISPR-Cas9 system, micro RNA (miRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA) and viral RNA. These different nucleic acids are worth to identify their function and structure [10].

Today, DNA or RNA analysis can be done quite precisely. Therefore, genetic sequences have a central role in diagnosis and treatment processes and they guide the scientists for development of new techniques. RNA and DNA sequences can be easily illuminated with polymerase chain reactions (PCR) and next-generation sequencing analyzers [11]. Like every method, these methods have limitations. For PCR, it is necessary to use consumables for reproduction and analysis of the nucleic acid sequences. This increases analysis costs and affects the analysis time. The disadvantages of the methods naturally make it inevitable to develop new and efficient methods. Although there are different nucleic acid analysis methods, simple and precise methods are needed. Bioelectronics systems are preferable as they are in the front line with their low cost, fast analysis time, minimum consumable requirement and lower margin of errors. Efficient properties of biological molecules with physicochemical transducer sensitivity increase the preferability. These basic mini analyzers are able to provide fast, low cost and precise analysis, based on the immobilizing biological molecules on a physicochemical transducer. The term biosensor is developed by immobilizing a biomolecule of biological origin that provides the biochemical reaction on a transducer. In terms of classification, it can be divided into different areas according to both the working principle of the biomolecule and the working principle of the transducer.
In electrochemical nucleic acid biosensor systems, the electrical signal occurs because of the interaction between the biorecognition agent and the analyte. As a result of the biochemical reaction, if an electron is formed, amperometric measurement can be performed. If a molecule is formed it can be detected by potentiometric
or direct affinity-based binding can be measured as impedimetric/capacitive. When there is no molecule being exposed, only affinity-based biosensor systems can be designed amperometrically. In this design, when the interaction between molecules occurs, a secondary molecule (label) can generate an electrochemical signal. Measurements can be performed through the electrochemical activity of the label used here. Electrical conductivity is an extremely important parameter, especially in biosensor systems. Nucleic acids, on the other hand, can be considered as ideal transistors, because of their structure, they show conductive nanocable characteristics and are very efficient in use in electrochemical biosensors in order to be found in many different conformations. The DNA helix has between 3.4-angstrom base pairs, and the aromatic ring structure facilitates electron flow. This structure, that is the closeness between the bases, is similar to the Z-directional space of graphite and provides conductivity. Moreover, the π electrons on DNA also help electrical conductivity [10]. They help electrochemical conductivity due to structural variability.

On the other hand, beside the electroactivity of DNA, the electrochemical measurement method is important in the design of nucleic acid biosensors. Some electroactive secondary molecules can be used for the electrochemical detection. Mediators, which are frequently used in biosensor systems, can also be used to measure molecules that interact with DNA. Mediator is an intermediary molecule that facilitates electron exchange in an electrochemical reaction and lowers the reduction/oxidation potential of the detection system and also has regeneration potential [1]. The most important feature of a mediator is that it can signal in a low and narrow potential ranges. This feature increases the sensitivity of the biosensor since signaling of other electroactive species can be prevented in lower potentials.

Electroactive species can be determined using techniques such as differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) in studies that require the measurement of electroactive species, and the measurement of the amount of DNA through the reduction or oxidation of these species. The basic principle of the measurements is the presence of electroactive species on DNA (guanine base) or the formation of signals by binding some mediators or indicators to DNA. Indicators such as ruthenium complexes, ferrocene and methylene blue are often used for nucleic acid based biosensors. Measurement can be performed by chemically marking the DNA or RNA at the end or forming a complex with DNA helix. Measuring current generated by electroactive species in these electrochemical techniques is extremely important, but can also limit the effectiveness of measurement systems. In other electrochemical measurement systems where mediators are not used, different electrochemical techniques that can measure nucleic acid binding or conformational changes may be used. These methods are performed in redox probe solutions to characterize electrode surface. Here, CV is capable of measuring physical changes on the surface with the help of a redox probe. When the sensitivity of CV in affinity based non-electroactive detections is insufficient, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) or capacitance (C) measurement can also be used in affinity-based nucleic acid biosensors. These two methods are really sensitive methods to detect biomolecules, charge transfers and mass transfers with reaction kinetics and also are affected by electrode surface charges [12]. Therefore, nucleic acid length, base composition, and conformational changes after target molecule binding had to be considered before study design. Moreover, the negatively charged redox probe usage reduces the interference of the redox probe interaction between nucleic acid in the measurement.

Another advantage of nucleic acids is that there is no denaturation or loss of activity like proteins. The most important point to consider here is to take measures to reduce the effectiveness of DNase and RNase enzymes that break down nucleic
acids. Some examples of methods that can be used when designing a biosensor system with nucleic acids are given in the following pages.

2. Nucleic acids as biorecognition receptors and target

With 5 different base sequences on nucleic acids, the potential for an almost unlimited sequence is theoretically available. Their use as both a biorecognition agent and a target molecule to be analyzed is among its advantages. By its ability to form a complementary structure even within itself, it shows the feature of an analyte-biorecognition agent.

2.1 DNA and RNA usage in biosensor technology

In studies where DNA is used as a biorecognition agent, biosensor systems can be designed by measuring molecules that interact directly or indirectly with DNA. Especially in genetic analysis, DNA determinations have been performed based on complementary base pairings (Figure 2).

Chen et al. [13] developed a DNA biosensor whose signal was increased in triplicate for the determination of transgenic soybeans. Signal enhancement was performed as rolling circle amplification (RCA). In the biosensor system Chronocoulometry was used to detect DNAs via electrode surface charges. Firstly, Fe₃O₄@Au magnetic nanoparticles were produced and the electrode was modified with SH modified DNAs to capture the target DNA sequence. After this immobilization on carbon electrode and incubated by dropping target DNA, complementary DNA forms a double structure with the target DNA. Afterwards, the double helix was cut and removed with ExoIII and 4 single-stranded ssDNA with a gold nanoparticle cube in the center was added to the free cutted ends, and binding was achieved with the help of Phi29 DNA polymerase and T4. [Ru(NH₃)₆]³⁺, which forms a complex with anionic phosphates, is used as a complex mediator specifically bound on this quaternary structure. The amount of DNA was determined chronocoulometrically over the electrochemical signals generated by the ruthenium complex. A linear calibration curve was obtained between 10⁻¹⁶ and 10⁻⁷ M, and LOD was calculated as 4.5 × 10⁻¹⁷ M. Target DNA analysis took 2 hours. By the help of this complex DNA analysis, the authors managed to develop an ultra-sensitive system. Sensitivity is increased with the DNA immobilization steps used here. However, since the study requires a repetitive enzyme treatment, it seems costly and time consuming in developmental process.

Nucleic acid biosensors can also be developed by using enzymes used in DNA analysis. In recent years, studies using the CRISPR-Cas9 system are used in biotechnological studies as a genetic editing molecule. Uygun et al. [14] developed an impedimetric graphene oxide electrode modified with CRISPR-dCas9 for the determination of the target circulating tumor DNA molecules containing the PIK3CA exon 9 mutation, which is used as a biomarker in breast cancer and is referred to as a liquid biopsy biomarker. In this study, deactivated Cas9 (dCas9) proteins without exonuclease activity, were used as biorecognition receptor by modifying them with a sgRNA that would recognize the target ctDNA sequence. Graphene oxide electrodes were modified with dCas9 and sgRNA, consequently. In this way, the modification for ctDNA analysis is completed. The short analysis time (40 seconds) needed was a great advantage. The impedimetric measurement method with a 1.92 nM LOD in the range of 2–20 nM ctDNA concentration has been developed.
Because of the charges on the DNA, analysis of cations, where the bases show selectivity, can be detected. In another biosensor study, due to its negatively charged structure, the ability of chelating properties of DNAs for metal ions
is used. Zhang et al. [15] used DNA molecules for the determination of mercury ions. DNA probes modified with the DNA sulfur group formed a self-assembly monolayer on the gold electrode. Afterwards, the electrode modified with the reporter DNA, which has a gold nanoparticle in the center, was measured by binding mercury ions. Both impedance and CV were used in the study. The linear measuring range was set as 1–200 nM and the LOD was calculated as 0.05 nM. By this study, thanks to the use of DNA molecules, the mercury molecule was determined with a relative standard deviation of 3% within real samples.

To observe the complementary base pairing and post translational modifications, secondary conjugates such as antibody or enzyme can be used in the DNA based biosensor studies. Huang et al. [16] developed a biosensor to determine DNA methylation levels. In this study, the methylation level was determined with the help of a bioconjugate modified by a secondary antibody. This conjugate is formed on graphene oxide layers that target CpG and have horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labeled anti-5-methylcytosine antibodies. The signal generated by HRP is directly proportional to the presence of methyl groups, and DPV was used in this enzymatic reaction-based study. Hydroquinone as a mediator, i.e. electron transmitter, also reduced the reaction voltage and made it more selective. Then, the measurement was carried out on the complex of the bioconjugate with cytosine containing methyl groups. While the biosensor reaches 1 fM LOD value, it can measure in the linear range between 1 fM and 10 nM. The preparation process of the biosensor took approximately 5 hours. In this study, since DNA methylation is performed by measuring the enzyme activity on the bioconjugate, the measurement efficiency is based on the performance of the antibody, enzyme and the mediator.

Jahandari et al. [17] developed a biosensor modified with gold nanoparticles for DNA-based Temodal (anticancer drug) determination. They also modified dsDNA molecules electrochemically on the gold nanoparticles deposited on the pencil graphite electrode. The binding of the Temodal to the DNA on the biosensor was measured by DPV. Here, the main measurement is not the Temodal measurement directly. As the intercalator agent binds to the DNA, the reduction potential of the guanine base on the DNA decreases due to the amount of Temodal that is bound to DNA. Temodal performed intercalation by the interaction of the minor groove on the DNA. In this system with a maximum measurement time of 8 minutes, a maximum recovery deviation of 5% was observed in real samples. Linearly, it showed 1 nM LOD with measurement performance between 5 nM and 45 μM. The performance and sensitivity of this study are directly proportional to the presence of guanine bases. The base ratio on DNA is important in the design of such studies.

Ebrahimi et al. [18] determined cadmium ions using ethyl green (EG) on a simple DNA-based biosensor system. EG can be used as a hybridization indicator in DNA studies. Cadmium is known as a toxic heavy metal and this heavy metal measurement is especially important for biological samples. Cadmium destabilizes the double helix by forming a bond through the N7 atom of the guanine base on DNA. Similarly, in this study, measurement was performed using differential pulse voltammetry signals of EG. The signal generated by DPV is the oxidation signal that occurs as the result of the release of EG by destabilizing double helix. In other words, EG among the DNA helix is released as the result of the binding of cadmium to DNA, and it forms a destabilized DNA signal with cadmium. Measurement of cadmium ions showed 0.3 pM LOD with a linear measurement between 1 pM and 1 nM and between 10 nM and 1 μM. The limitation of the study is the accumulation performance of EG on DNA. The degree of this accumulation determines the sensitivity. It is difficult to determine the low amounts of cadmium in drinking water with a relative standard deviation of 8%.
In biosensors developed with DNA, the properties of DNA hybrids can be used. Yang et al. [19] have developed an electrochemical biosensor for the determination of MCF-7 cells, which are breast cancer cells. In this biosensor, DNA molecules were used for modification. The system provided linear measurement between 100 and 1 million cells in 1 mL and the LOD was found to be 80 cells/mL. The biosensor system was developed as a sandwich-type and the signal was made more sensitive with nanomaterials on antibodies labeled with DNA. With the 3D nanomaterials used in the design of the system, the modification steps are quite highly complex and difficult in terms of workload. In the study, the electrode was first modified with 3D-graphenes and then was modified with gold nanocages with antibody on the carbon nanotubes and immobilized on the electrode. DNA fragments labeled with a secondary antibody bonded on MCF-7 bound on these antibodies, and the measurement was performed with DPV. Here, MCF-7 measurement was performed by DNA hybridization, that is, by measuring the degree of binding of the complement bound to the ssDNA labeled with the last bound antibody.

Saeedfar et al. [20] developed a biosensor using multi-walled carbon nanotubes modified with gold nanoparticles to determine the sex of Arowana fish. The process of determining the sex of the Arowana fish before maturation is quite difficult. Arowana is an ancient and very expensive fish. This biosensor was developed as it is a very advantageous approach for the fish farming industry to distinguish the gender of the fish in time. For this, a hybridization-based approach has been adopted. Carbon nanotubes were used as a hybridization agent by complexing with ruthenium (III) chloride hex ammoniate in this study. DNA determination was performed between $10^{-21}$ M and $10^{-9}$ M and $1.55 \times 10^{-21}$ M was the lowest detection limit.

Apart from DNA and proteins used in DNA determination, uncharged DNA variant known as Peptide Nucleic Acid (PNA) is also used. Unlike DNA, instead of a phosphate backbone, this molecule contains a backbone made of neutral amino acids. PNA of this nature can be used as potential probes for both DNA and RNA determination. The advantage of PNA is that it provides a great advantage in reducing the determination time. Tian et al. [21] used graphene field-effected transistors in their PNA-modified electrochemical biosensor study. In the DNA analysis study by measuring the gate voltage, it reached the level of 0.1 aM LOD and performed between 0.1 aM and 1 pM.

Due to their structural features, RNA biosensors can also be used in biosensor development, just like DNA biosensors. The structural differences of RNA with DNA were mentioned above. Apart from their metabolic functions, RNA and DNA are similar except for the difference in oxidation in ribose sugar. Studies have also been carried out which DNA and RNA can be used together in biosensor studies, especially using complementary DNAs for RNA analysis. In this section, RNA-based biosensors and types of studies are summarized.

Luo et al. [22] have developed an electrochemical DNA biosensor for exosomal miRNA analysis. The study was generally modified by adding a DNA probe modified with methylene blue (MB) over amino groups after the lysine amino acid was electrochemically coated on the glassy carbon electrode. Complementary to this probe, a ferrocene-modified secondary probe is attached. The biosensor was prepared for sample measurement by exosome extraction that releases miRNA to hybridize them to complementary chain and detected by labeled with Ferrocene (Fc). The variation of the Fc signal with the MB folded on itself indicates the miRNA and probe measurement, consequently. It shows performance at 2.3 fM level LOD and linear measurement range between 10 and 70 fM.

As a result, DNA and RNA have been used both as a recognition agent and as a target molecule with successful results. In some of these studies, the determination
was carried out by measuring a secondary molecule on the basis of DNA hybridization. Besides, DNA analysis with the use of Cas proteins and DNA analysis with PNA were performed by using different methods and extremely low detection limits were reached.

### 2.2 Aptamers as synthetic biorecognition receptors

Aptamers have caught a very rapid trend after their discovery. These artificial nucleic acids are produced by the systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) method [5]. By being artificially produced, they show affinity for a wide range of target molecules. They achieve this affinity with easy physical changes. Aptamer sequences designed in the correct sequence for the target molecule work by binding to the target site by undergoing conformational change when the target molecule approaches. The conformational change can be measured by using a label or surface resistance, shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

Ohno et al. [23] developed a label-free immunosensor-based aptamer-modified graphene FET. The researchers, who modified the G-FET with IgE aptamers, determined IgG by measuring the gate voltage on the FET. With a protein concentration measurement between 0.29 and 340 nM, a LOD value of 0.29 nM was reached. 47 nM isotherm value was observed as the Kd value. Since nonspecific binding of different proteins except this molecule was not observed.

In another study, Chen et al., [24] developed an aptamer-based biosensor for the electrochemical determination of Human epidermal growth factor (HER2). Differential pulse voltammetry was chosen as a measurement technique. In the study, after modifying the gold nanorod nanomaterials with palladium, they formed a bioconjugate for analysis by modifying it with an aptamer containing SH group and horse radish peroxidase (HRP). Later, they modified the gold electrode with DNA tetrahedrons. DNA tetrahedron is a nanoscale structure designed by using the complementary base pairing reactions of nucleic acids. They modified the single-stranded DNA aptamer from one corner of the DNA tetrahedron structure.

![Figure 3. Labeled-aptamer based electrochemical biosensor technology.](image-url)
DNA tetrahedron is preferred because of its mechanical structural rigidity and high affinity (5000 times higher for ssDNA aptamer). The DNA was dropped onto the tetrahedron-aptamer modified gold electrode, aptamer’s unbound ends were modified with BSA. After HER2 molecules were captured by the aptamer on the electrode, the bioconjugate was added on this modification and the biosensor was constructed. HER2 measurement was performed indirectly through the conversion of HRP to hydrogen peroxide and the measurement of hydroquinone (mediator) added to the environment. In this study, researchers used the DNA tetrahedron structure and aptamer composite, thus HER2 recognition capacity was increased with this modification. The biosensor, with a working range of 10–200 ng/mL, provided the opportunity to make the analysis in 60 minutes. LOD was found to be 0.15 ng/mL.

Apart from large proteins, aptamer molecules are also used to identify small molecules. Aptamer molecules are particularly useful for the determination of molecules which are extremely difficult and demanding to identify easily. Swensen et al. [25] conducted real-time cocaine measurement in their biosensor study. This determination was carried out in approximately one minute. The microfluidic chip has been modified with cocaine-specific aptamers for cocaine binding. One end of the aptamer is modified with methylene blue. The sample, injected into the microfluidic chamber, was added to the fetal bovine serum with a flow, and the measurement was performed by binding to the aptamer. Rapid measurement is important for the rapid determination of this drug, which has a half-life of 60–90 minutes in serum. Besides the speed advantage, this system has a 20 pM LOD with a linear detection range of 10–2000 μM.

Apart from organic molecules, aptamer-based biosensors have also been developed for the determination of ions. Radi et al. [26] developed a biosensor system for the aptamer-based potassium determination. The gold electrode was made ready
for potassium ion measurement after being modified with aptamers with SH at one end and Fc at the other. The biosensor had a measurement limit between 0.1 and 1 mM and reached a value of 0.015 LOD by using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.

Besides the principle of binding aptamer molecules to a molecule, a bifunctional aptamer-based biosensor for determination of adenosine and lysozyme was developed by Deng et al. [27]. In their study, they performed the determination of adenosine and lysozyme on DNA/DNA duplex. The gold electrode was first modified by a probe with SH group (adenosine selective) and then a secondary probe (lysozyme selective) attached to this probe, and the modification was completed with a DNA loaded nanomaterial with a central gold nanoparticle. Finally, ruthenium complexes were added as electroactive species on this structure. After the primary probe captures adenosine with adenosine binding, the gold nanoparticle structure together with the secondary probe is separated from the biosensor. With lysozyme binding, the secondary structure is separated from the main structure by binding lysozyme. All these bonding and separation reactions were followed by the electrochemical activity of ruthenium complexes. Electrochemical measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrochemical method</th>
<th>Biorecognition receptor</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Linear range</th>
<th>LOD</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coul</td>
<td>Phi29 DNA polymerase and T4</td>
<td>Transgenic soybeans DNA</td>
<td>$10^{-16}$ and $10^{-7}$ M</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^{-17}$ M</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>CRISP-dCas9</td>
<td>PIK3CA</td>
<td>2–20 nM</td>
<td>1.92 nM</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Hg²⁺</td>
<td>1–200 nM</td>
<td>0.05 nM</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>DNA-(HRP)-labeled IgG</td>
<td>DNA Methylation</td>
<td>1 fM–10 nM</td>
<td>1 fM</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>AuNPs-DNA</td>
<td>Temodal</td>
<td>5 nM–45 μM</td>
<td>1 nM</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>DNA-ethyl green</td>
<td>Cd²⁺</td>
<td>1 pM–1 nM</td>
<td>0.3 pM</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>DNA-antibody-graphene</td>
<td>MCF-7 Cells</td>
<td>$10^2$–$10^5$ cells/mL</td>
<td>80 cells/mL</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>DNA-ruthenium</td>
<td>Arowana fish gender (DNA)</td>
<td>$10^{-21}$–$10^{-9}$ M</td>
<td>$1.55 \times 10^{-21}$ M</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-FET</td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>PNA</td>
<td>0.1 aM–1 pM</td>
<td>0.1 aM</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>DNA-MB, DNA-Fc</td>
<td>Exosomal mRNA</td>
<td>10–70 fM</td>
<td>2.3 fM</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-FET</td>
<td>IgG aptamer</td>
<td>IgG</td>
<td>0.29–340 nM</td>
<td>0.29 nM</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>DNA tetrahedron–aptamer</td>
<td>HER2</td>
<td>10–200 ng/mL</td>
<td>0.15 ng/mL</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC voltammetry</td>
<td>Cocaine aptamer</td>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>10–2000 μM</td>
<td>20 pM</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>5′-ferrocene(Fc)–DNA–SH-3′</td>
<td>K⁺</td>
<td>0.1–1 mM</td>
<td>0.015 mM</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Adenosine-lysozyme aptamers</td>
<td>Lysozyme Adenosine</td>
<td>10–60 μg/mL 0.02–40 nM</td>
<td>0.01 μg/mL 0.02 nM</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 1. Comparison of the nucleic acid based biosensors.
was carried out by CV. Lysozyme and adenosine bifunctional biosensor reached the LOD limits of 0.01 μg/mL and 0.02 nM, respectively. Measurements were made between 0.02 and 40 nM for adenosine and 10–60 μg/mL for lysozyme.

With aptamer nucleic acids, target biomolecules can be easily identified. Although aptamer molecules work similarly to antibodies, they can easily be modified with a secondary biomolecule. Molecules that do not have denaturation problems unlike proteins can be very useful in the development of biosensors, especially in the development of electrochemical biosensors. Electrochemical activation of electroactive species or direct aptamer binding to the target molecule can be measured impedimetrically. As a result, aptamer systems are suitable for affinity-based sensor development in biosensors (Table 1).

3. Conclusion

Biosensors are low cost analyzers with high potential to be miniaturized. They also provide short measurement time. Thanks to the numerous combinations of biorecognition receptor and transducers, biosensor systems can easily be adapted for the measurement of any kind of analyte. The biological activity of the biorecognition agent on the transducer is the critical element in a biosensor. Biomolecules with low probability of denaturation, adaptable to all kinds of measurements and strong electrical components should be selected for biosensor development. Nucleic acids meet the needs of biosensors at this point. They are advantageous biomolecules that can interact from metal ions to large proteins thanks to their multiple negative charges. Nucleic acids also have the potential to facilitate the determination of organic molecules, such as drugs and pesticides, which can enter between nucleic acid chains thanks to the electroactive guanine base in their structure. They can be used as simple biorecognition agents, similar to an unlimited antibody-antigen interaction, with the potential to be designed to synthetically show affinity for the target molecule. Another important feature of nucleic acids is the potential of their end portions to be modified by secondary signal transmitters without causing any deactivation. Apart from being both a biorecognition agent and an analyte molecule, their immobilization capacity also increases their usage and advantages. In conclusion, the fact that they can be used as a material which provides stability and ease of modification for analysis in biosensor systems puts nucleic acids one step further among other biorecognition agents.
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Wearable Biosensors
Chapter 3

Theranostic Microneedle Devices: Innovative Biosensing and Transdermal Drugs Administration
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Abstract

Biosensing systems based on microneedles can overcome the stratum corneum of the skin, i.e. the outer natural barrier of the human body, without any pain and detect the target analytes directly in the interstitial fluid. Moreover, microneedle-based devices (MNDs) can combine diagnostic sensing and therapeutic administration of drugs in one single tool. From this point of view, more than a painless door to the human body, a MND represents the a perfect example of theranostic instrument, since a single device could quantify the real value of a relevant biomolecule, such as glucose, and accurately deliver a drug, the insulin, if needed. MNDs could be integrated on printed circuit boards, flexible electronics and microfluidic channels, thus allowing a continuous monitoring of the physiological parameters with very low invasiveness, together with sustained and localized administration of drugs. MNDs can be designed for very specific applications, from the detection of skin cancer to the monitoring of metabolic pathways. Moreover, several fabrication approaches have been introduced, from laboratories to large-scale production. Finally MNDs can be properly functionalized to enhance analytical performances.

Keywords: microneedles, theranostics, biosensing, microfabrication, drug delivery

1. Introduction

A new type of biomedical devices was born when technologies and facilities for Micro and Nano Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS and NEMS) fabrication have met medical and biological issues. These new kinds of biomedical devices are able to easily control physical and chemical parameters at a very small scale, down to nanomolar concentrations and nanometric sizes [1–3]. Moreover, the integration of such a device in wearable and/or mobile systems gave them popularity among commercial devices. In this technological frame, Microneedles based devices (MNDs) were born. Their height is sufficiently large to overcome the outer natural barrier of the human body, the stratum corneum of the skin, but not enough to reach the nerves, resulting in a lack of pain [4]. Usually, MN height is ranging from 10 to
1000 μm, depending on the application and how deep in the epidermis is the specific target analyte. Then, MNs based devices act as an interface between the body of the patient and a biomedical device, whose applications can range from fluid extraction for ex-situ analysis to drug and gene delivery, from in situ diagnostic tools to targeted cell therapy [1–4]. Material, length, shape of the body and the tip of the MNs drastically vary depending on the application [2, 3] and the fabrication technology, according to new needs and challenges. Biosensing systems based on MNs have to overcome the stratum corneum without pain and to detect the target

Figure 1.
(A) Sketch of different MNDs for sensing purposes together with their working conditions into the human skin. Starting from the right, they are characterized by the locus of probe-analyte interaction: Swelling bulk MNs sensors (BMNDs), where probe-analyte interaction is inside the volume of MN; hollow MNs sensors (HMNDs), where a small material sampling of ISF is analyzed on or offline; coated MNs sensors (CMNDs), whose surface is the locus of the interaction between analytes and bioprobes; planar MNs sensors (PMNDs), where the probe–analyte interaction is on a specific zone of a flat MNs surface. (B) some configurations for MNs for drugs delivery: (from left) hollow MNs present a inner cavities to immediately administration of high dose and high MW drugs; soluble and hybrid MNs for fast administration with a high doses and medium MW; coated MNs for fast administration of low doses and any MW; swelling MNs for very slow administration of high doses of smaller molecules. Reproduced with permission of Ref. [8].
analytes directly in the interstitial fluid. In those cases, more than a strategy could be used: the functionalization of the surface of MNs with a specific probe, realizing a coated MND [5], the trapping of probe molecules into a swelling material [6] or the extraction of fluids and the analysis into a microfluidic system [7] are only some examples. In Figure 1A a sketch of different MNDs for sensing purposes is shown.

Moreover, microneedle-based devices (MNDs) can combine diagnostic sensing and therapeutic administration of drugs in one single tool. From this point of view, more than a painless door to the human body, a MND represents the a perfect example of theranostic instrument, since a single device could quantify the real value of a relevant biomolecule, such as glucose, and accurately deliver a drug, the insulin, if needed. MNDs are particularly interesting as simple drug administration tools, too. In fact, the transdermal route for drug administration is a very fascinating way, not only for the very low invasiveness and the easiness of self-administration, but also for the absence of first pass metabolism. However, the intercellular lipid matrix of the epidermis consists of ceramides, free fatty acids, and cholesterol, a complex mixture of neutral lipids arranged as bilayers with hydrophobic chains facing each other (lipophilic bimolecular leaflet) [9]. Transdermal delivery works only for lipophilic uncharged drugs with low MW (<500 Da), which need low dose and continuous delivery. Moreover, components, formulations and drugs must be non-irritating and non-sensitizing. MNs can be used with both lipophilic and hydrophilic formulations, both charged and uncharged drugs, both small and oversized molecules.

For all these cases, MN configurations are illustrated in Figure 1B, where the possibility to use solving or hybrid soluble/insoluble MNs are considered.

MNDs could be integrated on printed circuit boards, flexible electronics and microfluidic channels, thus allowing a continuous monitoring of the physiological parameters with very low invasiveness, together with sustained and localized administration of drugs. MNDs can be designed for very specific applications, from the detection of skin cancer to the monitoring of metabolic pathways.

2. Microneedles array fabrication

Technologies, skills and facilities for Micro and Nano Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS and NEMS) fabrication are the key elements for the development of new biomedical devices [1–3, 10]. Fabrication methods for Microneedles (MNs) strongly depend on the MNs shape, tip model, length, density of the MNs matrix, and the material of which they are made of.

Moreover, structural characteristics of the MNs matrix in turn depend on the specific application considered [11]. In fact, MNDs are exploited in fluid extraction [12] and in-situ diagnosis of diseases [13], in drug and gene delivery strategies [1, 11], in cell therapy [3] and so on.

At first, Silicon and silicon-based nanostructured materials, such as porous silicon, were largely employed in MNDs fabrication due to the well-established functionalization chemistry protocols and fabrication techniques, extensively used in microelectronics, which simplified the integration into more complex systems [14]. However, silicon revealed to be a non-biocompatible material, due to its fragility and to the local inflammations (silicosis) it could provoke; for this reason its use has been limited in cell applications [15].

To overcome limitations on the use of silicon, polymers have been extensively proposed as alternative materials in many applications. Poly Dimethyl Siloxane
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(PDMS) is one of the most used materials in microfluidics to design biomedical devices, due to its well-known biological compatibility [16]. Usually, PDMS is employed as mold to fabricate MNDs by replica molding (see Figure 2). In case of PDMS molding, the fabrication involves the following steps: female PDMS mold fabrication by means of standard photolithography or laser drilling; patterned MNs in PDMS mold filling with liquid polymers in vacuum conditions; curing of the polymers by temperature and/or UV exposure; mold removal; eventually, an additional curing step [16]. Biodegradable polymers have been largely employed in MNDs for drugs delivery application [20–24], but the biodegradability is not required for biosensing.

A direct method for MNDs fabrication is the so-called drawing lithography [19]. Drawing lithography is a fabrication method, which does not need light irradiation and a mask, since it is based on the use of a thermosetting polymer directly drawn from a 2D solid surface (see Figure 2). In drawing lithography, commercial photosist is usually spin coated or drop casted onto the substrate and cooled down. Drills are fixed in an array on a PDMS frame and used as pillars contacted with the photosist. Conical-shaped bridges between the substrate and the pillars appear when their relative distance is increased by drawing (elongation). The bridges are cured to generate a rigid structure. Finally, the separation of the bridges produces the desired MND.

However, drawing method lacks in flexibility and the curing at high temperature of the polymers encapsulating biopharmaceutical molecules can cause their denaturation or inactivation. In fact, MNDs encapsulating drugs or bio-probes must be fabricated in a controlled environment to preserve the biological activity.

The increasing demand for simple methods that preserve the biological activity by utilizing the natural properties of polymers has conducted to the idea of centrifugal lithography [17]. In [17], centrifugal lithography was used for the fabrication of MNDs in a single centrifugation, by exploiting the self-shaping properties

![Figure 2. Main fabrication strategies for MNs fabrication. Replica molding [16] centrifugal lithography [17] photolithography [18] drawing lithography [19].]
of hyaluronic acid (HA). Briefly, fabrication involves the following steps: HA drops encapsulating drugs molecules are casted onto the substrate; centrifugal force is applied under refrigerated conditions (4°C) to the droplets in order to shape in hourglass microstructures; finally, the mirroring shapes are separated to form MNs. Also in the case of HA, drug delivery is successfully obtained, but biosensing is unavailable due to its biodegradability.

On the other hand, hydrogel polymers are very attractive materials for MNDs and, generally, for biomedical devices, since a hydrated gel provides near physiological conditions. These gels are excellent encapsulation matrices for biological probes, such as enzymes and peptides [18, 20, 25, 26]. Moreover, the standard photolithographic processes can be employed to fabricate micrometric devices based on polymeric hydrogels [materials] (Figure 2). In [6, 18, 27, 28], authors proposed procedures of standard direct photolithography, where a mixture of Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) and a commercial photoinitiator were used as an ordinary photoresist, without any etching step being required. In fact, PEGDA is a biocompatible polymer that solidifies at room temperature in presence of a photoinitiator after exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light for few seconds. In case of photolithographic process, the fabrication involves the following steps: the liquid photosensitive polymeric mixture is casted onto a UV-transparent substrate and exposed to ultraviolet radiation, in order to fabricate the MNDs base; a vessel is fulfilled with a second quantity of liquid mixture and the MNDs base is put on; a second exposure through a mask, whose pattern is an array of holes, is applied; finally the structure is developed by simply washing in deionized water. The PEGDA mixture can be customized to encapsulate a variety of drugs or sensing probes as biological molecules or inorganic nanoparticles [29–31].

Comparing the fabrication methods, all produced MNs have demonstrated high quality in indentation proof and a good grade of reproducibility, with some critical issues during the mold removal step in replica molding method.

![Figure 3. The photolithographic methods offer a wide range of solutions for MNDs. Changing time exposure and/or photolithographic mask several configurations and arrays of MNs for both therapeutics and biosensing can be fabricated. From above: Mask type 1 (simple circle) enables MNs with several heights depending on time exposure; mask type 2 (ring) enables hollow MNs with height and closure depending on time exposure; mask type 3 (mismatched concentric ring) enables in one only exposure hollow MNs with a lateral oblique aperture, which is smaller as the exposure time increases.](image-url)
Finally, we highlight that the photolithographic approach allows the fabrication of MNDs for a wide range of applications. In fact, this process allows the design of a wide range of MN types with different shape, length and tip, simply by adjusting the exposure parameters or shape photolithographic masks [18, 28]. In Figure 3, the whole range of possibilities enabled by photolithographic method are summarized: mask type 1 (simple circle) enables MNs with several heights depending on time exposure; mask type 2 (ring) enables hollow MNs with height and closure depending on time exposure; mask type 3 (mismatched concentric ring) enables in a single exposure the fabrication of hollow MNs with a lateral oblique aperture as in hypodermic syringes. Also in this case, lateral aperture is smaller as the exposure time increases.

3. Drug delivery patches

MNs represent actually a flexible technological platform, which enables innovative diagnostic solutions and breakthrough therapeutic issues in biomedicine [1–3]. First, finding a painless alternative to hypodermic injections has driven researchers to the development of MNDs. In fact, belonephobia, which is the unreasonable fear of needles, affects up to 10% of the population and has implications for treatment and follow up, especially in the pediatric patients [32]. In reverse, the sensation caused by MNs has proved to be statistically indistinguishable from a smooth surface and the pain caused by a hypodermic needle has been perceived substantially more than MNs [4]. Moreover, as previously stated, the transdermal route for drug administration is a very fascinating way, not only for the very low invasiveness and the easiness of self-administration, but also for the absence of first pass metabolism. However, the intercellular lipid matrix of the epidermis consists of ceramides, free fatty acids, and cholesterol, a complex mixture of neutral lipids arranged as bilayers with hydrophobic chains facing each other (lipophilic bimolecular leaflet) [9]. Transdermal delivery works only for lipophilic uncharged drugs with low MW (<500 Da), which need low dose and continuous delivery. Moreover, components, formulations and drugs must be non-irritating and non-sensitizing. MNs can be used with both lipophilic and hydrophilic formulations, both charged and uncharged drugs, both small and oversized molecules. In fact, currently, interesting MNDs are involved in clinical trials both for some topical applications, as analgesic compounds, anti-inflammatory or anesthetic drugs, and for some traditional systemic drugs, such as anticancer drugs, vaccines, insulin or hormones [33].

Among the topical applications, MNs can replace very invasive methods for warts therapy, such as electrocautery and cryotherapy. A MND developed by Ryu et al. for warts treatment resulted to be innovative and effective [34]. In this study, quite 40 patients with wart lesions were enrolled and referred less pain than cryotherapy, as well as more tolerability with respect to electrocautery. Other skin diseases have been treated by means of MNDs, as melasma in [35], where authors fabricated biocompatible polymeric MNs based on methacrylic acid and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) to locally administer tranexamic acid, an innovative molecule that inhibits excessive melanin production by acting on melanocytes.

Acne vulgaris is another common inflammatory skin disease, affecting both physiologically and psychologically on patients. Barrier properties of skin strongly limit the usual antibiotic drug creams used to cure acne, but the use of MNs can overcome this limits, by using a reactive oxygen species–responsive [36]. In some in-vivo studies, MNDs for anti-acne therapy demonstrated bioresponsivity and efficiency to prevent bacterial growth. Finally, among the local administration taking advantage of MNs, the treatment of cornea diseases must be quoted. In particular,
using dissolving polymeric microneedles to deliver besifloxacin to the cornea, a significant improvement in besifloxacin deposition and permeation were proven after only 5 minutes of application [37].

On the other hand, also administration of systemic drugs by means of MNDs showed good results in effectiveness, safe and economic efficiency as disposal devices. A wide range of molecules has been proven to be compatible with MNDs and each category of drug showed specific advantages compared to the use of oral or hypodermic administration.

First of all, vaccine delivery is probably the most involved health issue in MN technology, due to the large number of people involved each year. Nguyen and Park recently reviewed MNDs enrolled in human studies and reported the progress of MNDs in the clinical trials [38]. Finally, the use of MNs in therapy for clinical vaccine was recognized as very important, but further tests are recommended.

When MNDs is used to deliver vaccines based on DNA, some studies show that the gene expression is improved with respect to the results of conventional hypodermic injection. Consequently, the use of MNs to administrate DNA based vaccine results in an improvement of the immune responses [38, 39]. In [39], Authors hypothesized that the improvement of the immune response by delivering DNA vaccine by means of MNs could be due to the enhancement of the protein expression of the encoded gene.

Another important issue of vaccine administration improved by MNDs is the stability of the active ingredients into dissolving or swellable MNs. Encapsulation of inactivated polio vaccine (IPV) into dissolving MNs gains a better thermal stability with respect to that of the conventional liquid formulation of IPV [40]. The greater thermostability of the MN patches can generally enable a mass distribution with less constrains on cold chain storage resulting in a great reduction of costs, since global vaccination strategies require large immunization coverage. Moreover, new MNDs have been proposed as an alternative solution to the standard needle injections, for the advantage of self-vaccination.

Further studies have been done to elucidate the interactions between polymers and vaccines, as in the case of hydrogel based MNs and dissolving MNs. In these cases, the antigen ovalbumin was used as a model protein interaction with polymers and the consequences on the immune response [40, 41].

Hollow MNs have the advantage of overcoming the skin barrier imposed by the stratum corneum and delivering bigger molecules, such as macromolecules or nanoparticle systems, in the fastest possible way. Polymeric nanoparticles encapsulating the model antigen ovalbumin have been intradermal delivered by means of hollow MNDs by Niu et al., reporting that this kind of delivery is a promising approach to improve the effectiveness of vaccine formulations [42]. Among the dissolving devices, MNs based on hyaluronic acid (HA) resulted a promising encapsulation method of high content of antigen molecules in intradermal vaccination [43].

Also anticancer drugs belong to an important field of application of MNDs: two research groups have investigated on DOX administration by means of MNs in [44] and in [45]. Nguyen et al. found in vitro studies that Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) MNs enhance the transdermal delivery of DOX. In an in vivo antitumor study of Hao et al., a near-infrared responsive PEGylated gold nanorod (GNR-PEG) and DOX-loaded dissolvable HA-based microneedle (GNR-PEG&DOX@HA MN) has been developed against cancer of epidermis. In the study, mice treated with GNR-PEG&DOX@HA MNs taken remarkable advantage in antitumor efficacy in only one treatment, such that all mice have been cured without recurrence.

Moreover, lipophilic drugs found a lot of benefits from the use of MNs: poorly soluble drugs were encapsulated and easily administrated by MNDs, as in the case
of the widely used specific 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, namely granisetron, that prevents nausea and vomiting during emetogenic chemotherapy in cancer patients [46]. \textit{In vivo} results in [46] proved the evidence of controlled release systemic delivery.

An innovative pharmaceutical solution involving a MND in the field of HIV treatment has been proposed by Yavuz et al. in [47]. Also in this case, the self-injection route of administration represents the key issue for care improvement, since it limited the risks of contamination of the personnel involved in therapy and guaranteed a painless delivery for the patients via patches of microneedles.

New drugs and innovative therapies have been put in place with the help of MNDs. In particular, polymeric MNs have been widely exploited for their porous nature, which is expressed both by soluble MNs and by simply biocompatible ones. In [48, 49], anti-obesity substances have been successfully administered. These substances modified the metabolic process by increasing the energy consumed and

---

\textbf{Figure 4.}

transforming the white fat that stores calories into brown fat that burns calories [48]. While in [49], gelatin MNDs were used to induce lipolysis and suppress adipocyte lipogenesis in fatty rats.

Particular attention has to be paid on insulin delivery, since diabetes is one of the most common diseases, not only in elder patients, but also in obesity-affected patients.

Avoiding use of enzymes, a polymeric MND has been developed for on-demand insulin delivery by Chen et al. [50]. Continuous and acute glycemic control was realized with a long-acting, safe, stable, economically efficient and on-demand insulin delivery by MND, without depending on patient compliance. Thus, this technology opens to next generation of diabetes therapies.

In the same field, the treatment of individuals with type II diabetes mellitus has been successfully obtained with metformin HCl, the most widely used drug for this disease, delivered by means of hydrogel MNs [51].

In [52], authors proposed a temperature-independent MND for glucose-responsive insulin release. The rapid and sustained regulation is enabled through a “skin layer” of Phenylboronic acid (PBA), formed on the surface of MNs. PBA is a synthetic hydrogel with reversible binding capability with glucose. Compared to other glucose-responsive MNDs based on nanoparticles or glucose oxidase, the proposed patch overcomes the safety concerns and provides a good sustainability for large-scale production. In Figure 4, a sketch of the proposed glucose-responsive
Finally, we cite the engage of MNs in effective administration of small peptides, vitamin K and mRNA administered, both in vitro and in vivo studies [53–56].

In Table 1, main studies on therapeutic delivery with MNs are summarized. Another important issue is the integration of MNs in optical, microelectronic or microfluidic devices. In [6], authors present the proof-of-concept of an optical integrated MNs based on polymeric MNs and porous silicon (PSi) for transdermal drug delivery (Figure 5). Since its surface can be chemically modified, PSi is one of the most popular porous material used in drug administration [57]. Moreover, PSi structures have a tunable refractive index that depends on their porosity [58]. The MN presented in [6] is based on PEGDA hydrogel MNs and includes a PSi free-standing membrane with a Bragg mirror optical structure, i.e. an optical structure that reflects a specific wavelength (color) in the visible spectrum. Furthermore, the PSi membrane not only acts as a drug/biomolecules reservoir, but also it can be used to optically monitor the released drug, since the reflected wavelength changes with the emptying of pores (Figure 5). In [6], the integrated-chip optical device guarantees the optimum disposable MN, which can be self-administered and self-wasted, once the drug has been all delivered by only looking at the color variation at naked-eye.

4. Biosensing with microneedles

Human interstitial fluid (ISF) is on average between 9 and 13.5 L [59, 60]. Fluid moves from the lymphatic vasculature into the interstitium, among the endothelial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MN type</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>Refs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swelling</td>
<td>Acne vulgaris</td>
<td>In vivo (mouse)</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>In vitro</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>In vivo (mouse)</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling</td>
<td>Immunity (vaccines)</td>
<td>In vitro</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling</td>
<td>Nausea and vomiting</td>
<td>In vivo</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling</td>
<td>Keloid scar</td>
<td>Ex vivo</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling/hybrid</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>in vitro</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow</td>
<td>Immunity (vaccines)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolving</td>
<td>Melasma</td>
<td>In vivo (mouse)</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolving</td>
<td>Ocular infection</td>
<td>Ex vivo (cornea)</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolving</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>In vitro</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolving</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>In vivo (mouse)</td>
<td>[45, 54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolving</td>
<td>Immunity (vaccines)</td>
<td>In vivo (mouse)</td>
<td>[41, 43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolving</td>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>In vivo (mouse)</td>
<td>[48, 49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolving</td>
<td>Vitamin K deficiency</td>
<td>In vitro</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coated</td>
<td>Warts</td>
<td>In vivo (human)</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coated</td>
<td>Immunity (vaccines)</td>
<td>In vivo (mouse)</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>In vivo (mouse)</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Main studies on therapeutic delivery with MNs. Adapted from [56].
walls of cells, then to the blood plasma, and finally returns to the lymphatic vasculature. Analytes enter into the ISF through three paths: first, by transcellular path, through the capillaries; secondly, by paracellular path, through the cell walls; finally, by vesicular path, from the cells to the ISF [61, 62]. ISF moves within a network of glycosaminoglycans, elastin, and collagen and transports electrolytes and metabolites to muscle cells, bone cells, cartilage, tissues, organs and so on [60, 63].

Dermal ISF is localized in the extracellular spaces between the vasculature, connective tissues and the cells. A lot of research efforts have been done to develop extraction methods of ISF in order to obtain an analytical composition and understand the relationship between plasma and ISF. Table 2 summarizes the main ISF constituents, measured concentrations, and typical concentration ranges for healthy people [63].

Since its location just under human skin (the largest human organ) and its relationship with the vasculature system, analysis of ISF has received interest for the realization of new wearable devices.

On the other hand, new diagnostic methods can sensitively, rapidly and accurately detect, analyze and monitor relevant diseases of social interest, and can lead to an effective management of healthcare. Biomarkers and biosensors research receive, then, a constantly increasing thrust.

Despite the transduction method used, innovation in standard sensing technologies is continuously pursued. Although several optical techniques, such as fluorescence, surface plasmon resonance and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy have been exploited, electrochemical methods, based either on voltammetry or impedance spectroscopy, have been demonstrated to quantify analytes in ISF with high sensitivity and easily integration into a MND [8].

Standard electrochemical sensors are realized confining bioprobes onto an electrode surface directly immersed in a solution, as the ISF. A key issue in the innovation of electrochemical devices is the design of the so-called working electrode, that can increase the performance of the whole biosensor. The development of electrochemical engineered biosensors has been recently the focus of many research groups, which provided several fabrication strategies [64].

Electrochemical sensors based on MNs can analytically monitor biomarkers, drug release, metabolites, electrolytes and other chemical species present in dermal ISF and involved in biological functions. Recently, in [65] authors gave a proteomic characterization of the dermal ISF, extracted by means of a hollow MND. In this work, 407 proteins have been found and quantified [65]. Moreover, less than 1% of these proteins have been identified only into the ISF, confirming that the ISF is strictly connected to both plasma and serum. Then, the MNDs can be minimally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISF constituent</th>
<th>Measured concentration</th>
<th>Typical concentration ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>4–8 mM</td>
<td>4.5–8 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortisol</td>
<td>24–40 nM</td>
<td>Morning: 1–50 nM Afternoon: 27–42 nM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactate</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.23 mM</td>
<td>1–2 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipids</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.3 μM</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na⁺</td>
<td>141 mM</td>
<td>135–150 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K⁺</td>
<td>4.4 mM</td>
<td>3.8–4.9 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl⁻</td>
<td>110 mM</td>
<td>99–117 mM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.
Main ISF constituents, measured concentrations and typical concentration ranges for healthy people [63].
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invasive alternative devices to blood-derived fluids sensors with potential for real-time monitoring applications. In addition, in [66] an extremely small quantity (<1 nL) of the ISF was extracted by means of a hollow MN to measure drug concentrations and the typically painful blood drawn was avoided. In [66], the inner cavity of a hollow MN was derivatized to bind vancomycin. Optical absorbance is used as off-line transducer method, after extracting ISF with an integrated optofluidic device. The optofluidic MND detected the vancomycin in a sample volume of 0.6 nL with a limit of detection (LoD) of less than 100 nM.

Before being widely adopted into clinical practice, MNDs used as biosensors have to pursue some general issues: a low cost fabrication; continuous monitoring and/or long-lasting working time; the possibly of integration in MEMS; the protection of the bioprobe, critical in enzyme-based detection; a good electrical conductivity (EC) for electrochemical sensing [67]. Moreover, the biofouling at the tissue–device interface must be avoided to successfully realize a wearable MND sensor [68]. According to Da Silva et al., currently, wearable sensors are still not yet ready for commercial develop, but within a few years MNDs biosensors will conquer the market [69].

In the field of MNDs for diagnostics, as well as for therapy, the approach can drastically vary with shapes and materials; Figure 1A shows a sketch of different MNDs for sensing purposes together with their working conditions into the human skin. Starting from the right, Figure 6 reports: swelling bulk MNs sensors (BMNDs), whose diagnostic approach includes a volume effect in the probe–analyte interaction that will be considered separately; hollow MNs sensors (HMNDs), where a small material sampling of ISF is analyzed on or offline [70–72]; coated MNs sensors (CMNDs), whose surface is the locus of the interaction between analytes and bioprobes [73–81]; planar MNs sensors (PMNDs), where the probe–analyte interaction is on a specific zone of a flat MNs surface [82].

The bulk volume of solid MNs (BMNDs) is often exploited in electrochemical biosensing. Usually, hydrogels and swelling polymers are employed in the fabrication of BMN. Examples are polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA), polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), polyvinyl alcohol, poly(acrylic acid), poly-l-lactide,
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poly(lactide-coglycolide acid) and poly-N-isopropylacrylamide [83, 84]. These types of polymers can be processed by several fabrication techniques, such as replica molding, photolithography, drawing lithography and more [85]. Usually, probes and enhancers of transduction mechanisms are directly embedded in the porous polymer matrix during the fabrication. This environment protects probes without avoiding interaction between target analytes and bioprobes.

Caliò et al. trapped enzymes with vinyl-ferrocene mediator into a polymeric matrix of PEGDA in order to detect glucose and lactate exploiting the volume effect of the hydrogel matrix [27]. After being in contact with the ISF, the PEGDA matrix swells and the analytes solved into ISF enter the volume of the MNs, where a large number of probe molecules (enzymes) can be stored. The redox reaction takes place inside the volume and is transmitted to the electrode. The fabrication of the electrochemical MN biosensor only required a single further step (metal coating) in addition to the direct photolithographic process. The hybrid device traps GOx and LOX enzymes to enable the electrochemical detection of glucose and lactic acid, respectively, in physiological solution. The sensing MND showed a linear response from 0 to 4 mM for glucose, and from 0 to 1 mM for lactic acid (Figure 6) and a LoD of about 1 μM was found for both cases. Figure 6 shows design of the MN based working electrode, optical images with and without metal coating and a sketch of the working principle of the swelling MNDs. Moreover, experimental data for glucose and lactate acid dose–response are reported.

5. Conclusions

Appeared on scene as a painless alternative to syringes, MNDs have conquered the biomedicine. The flexibility of these innovative devices makes these technological platforms really attractive for even new fields of application. Almost all materials can be used in the fabrication of MNDs: noble metals (gold and silver), semiconductors (silicon), plastics (polymers and hydrogels), amorphous materials (ceramics) and artificial nanostructured materials (porous silicon). MNDs have been used for drug delivery, cosmetic industry or biosensing, where the MN microstructures have been used as electrodes for electrochemical transduction. For biosensing systems, pros and cons have been highlighted for each device type in terms of analytical performances such as LoD, detection time, sensitivity and so on. In all the application cases, considerations about the safety of MNDs is due, since MNDs are conceived for being in contact with the human body. Then, inert, biocompatible, or physiologically dissolvable materials have to be engaged for device fabrication, even if they show lower analytical or delivery performances. After the overcoming of the skin natural barrier, MNs are directly in contact with human ISF. Hollow, coated, and swelling MNDs are all used in two ways: sensing of analytes and delivery of drugs; biosensing and administration; therapy and diagnosis.
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Chapter 4

Control Strategy for Underactuated Multi-Fingered Robot Hand Movement Using Electromyography Signal with Wearable Myo Armband

Ruthber Rodríguez Serrezuela, Roberto Sagaro Zamora and Enrique Marañón Reyes

Abstract

The main goal of this research is to develop a control strategy for an underactuated robotic hand, based on surface electromyography (sEMG) signal obtained from a wireless Myo gesture armband, to distinguish six, several hand movements. The pattern recognition system is employed to analyze these gestures and consists of three main parts: segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. A series of 150 trials is carried out for each movement and it is established which was most suitable for electromyography signals that can be later used in recognition systems. A backpropagation neural network was used as a classifier. The architecture has a hidden network and six output layers. The number of neurons of the hidden network (20) was determined based on the performance in training progress. The proposed system is tested on datasets extracted from five healthy subjects. A great accuracy (94.94% correct assessment) between the experimentally values and those predicted by the artificial neural network (ANN) was achieved. In addition, kinematic analysis of the proposed underactuated hand has been carried out to verify the motion range of the joints. Simulations and experiments are carried out to verify the effectiveness of the proposed fingers mechanism and the hand prosthesis to generate grasp or postures.

Keywords: underactuated prosthesis, electromyography signal, Myo armband gestures, four-bar mechanism

1. Introduction

Due to its use in majority of activities of daily living (ADL), the human hand is one of the most essential body parts, which enables humans to perform basic daily activities ranging from hand gestures to object manipulation [1]. Amputation results from accidents at work, armed conflicts, diseases, and malformations [2],
and it is a severe mental and physical trauma with the loss of both motor and sensory perceptions [3].

High-performance prosthetic hands significantly improve the quality of life for upper limb amputees. Passive prosthetic hands are lightweight, robust, and quiet but can only perform a limited subset of activities. Therefore, researchers have investigated externally powered prosthetic hands for upper limb amputees for more than a century. Regarding the prostheses development, the main contributions are the robotic hand designs such as Vincent hand [4], iLimb hand [5], iLimb Pulse [6], Bebionic hand [7], Bebionic hand v2 [8], Michelangelo hand [9], Metamorphic hand [10], etc. (Figure 1). These devices, which emulate with human hand, are characterized by complex systems based on microprocessor technology.

All these myoelectric prostheses harness the EMG signals of residual limb muscles to trigger the function of a robotic prosthetic arm or hand. While these devices have been greatly improved over the past decade, they are still limited due to their number of controllable degrees of freedom, intuitiveness, and reliability. Additional restrictions include weight, limited battery life, cost (there are very expensive due to the amount of actuators, sensors, and the electronics involved), and the user’s inability to control multiple degrees of freedom simultaneously and consistently [11]. Therefore, despite numerous advances in the field, rates of user abandonment for upper limb prosthetic systems remain high.

Underactuated robotic prosthesis (URP) is an emerging research direction in the field of robotic medical devices. The control input of the underactuated prostheses is less than the degree of freedom of the system. It has the advantages of

![Figure 1.](image_url)

(a) Vincent hand (Vincent Systems), (b) iLimb hand (touch bionics), (c) iLimb pulse (touch bionics), (d) Bebionic hand (RSL steeper), (e) Bebionic hand v2 (RSL steeper), and (f) Michelangelo hand (Otto bock).
lightweight, low energy consumption, and excellent performance. Compared with full-drive prostheses, URP has fewer drives while maintaining the same DOF, thus reducing mass, volume, and energy consumption. It is ideal for applications where quality, volume, low power consumption, and low cost are desirable.

Natural muscles provide mobility in response to nerve impulses. Electromyography (EMG) measures the electrical activity of muscles in response to a nerve’s stimulation. Surface electromyography (SEM) is a noninvasive method of measurement of the bioelectrical activity of muscles. EMG signals have been used extensively in the identification of user intention to potentially control assistive devices such as smart wheelchairs, exoskeletons, and prosthetic devices [4, 7, 8]. Feature extraction and signals’ classification are essential subsystems of this approach.

Pattern recognition-based myoelectric control consists of feature extraction and feature classification of segmented data in signal processing to command to the motor controller. Some signal processing may include feature reduction or feature selection between extraction and classification, depending on the number of features. In general, various features are extracted in time, frequency, and time-frequency to identify the information content of EMG signals [12]. Surface electromyography (sEMG) signals are information bearers that correspond to the hand posture intention. Finite gestures could be identified [13], if considering that the characteristics extracted from each sEMG signal are directly related to the gesture and the number of gestures (including their positions and speeds).

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Data acquisition

Raw sEMG signals were collected with Myo armband placed on forearm’s transradial portion as usually performed in common applications. The Myo armband is a wireless wearable technology (Figure 2) and has eight medical grade stainless steel EMG sensors. Similar to other surface electrodes, the EMG signals returned by the sensors represent the electric potential of the muscles because of muscle activation. The Myo armband also has a nine-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU) which contains a three-axis gyroscope, three-axis accelerometer, and a three-axis magnetometer [14].

From these units, the orientation and movement of a wearer’s arm can be determined through analyzing the spatial data provided. The angular velocity of the armband is provided in a vector format and the accelerometer represents the acceleration the Myo armband is undergoing at a given time. However, the Myo armband is better suited for determining the relative positioning of the arm rather than the absolute position, a consideration to be aware of when applying pattern recognition algorithms. Currently, the Myo armband is able to pull IMU data at sampling rate of 50 Hz. The system is supported on Windows, IOS, MAC and Android and has a Bluetooth 4.0 Smart Wireless connection and a 32-bit ARM Cortex M4 processor with a lithium battery. Signals extracted by Myo armband was processed using Matlab software.

The Myo gesture control armband was used to identify six hand gestures that are the basic ones to achieve the improvement of the grasp: power grasp, palm inward, palm out, open hand, grasp type grasp and hand in rest (Figure 3).

Eight datasets were recorded of six hand gestures for five healthy subjects (three males, two females). All subjects did not have any experience in attending this kind of research before. The inclusion criteria adopted in this research were as follows: no evidence in their medical history of peripheral neuropathy, diseases of the
central nervous system, and restricted mobility. The EMG signal has a typical amplitude of $\pm 6$ mV, and the useful frequency is in the range from 10 to 500 Hz with the greatest amount of concentrated energy up to 150 Hz [15]. According to Calderon et al. [16], the first 400 ms of a muscular activity are enough for the identification of the movement, so the signal was extracted considering this elapsed time as shown in Figure 4.

The performed sequence to capture the myoelectric signals is as follows: 200 samples per second were taken for each grasp or hand gesture in an interval of 20 s, it means, there are 4000 samples per sensor. Between each one of the six proposed hand gestures transitions of 5 s were made as was recommended in [15]. The myoelectric signals capture of each sensor was executed at a frequency of 200 Hz [16].

An application for signal processing using a GUI, in the MATLAB® Classification Learner library was developed (Figure 4). The GUI shows nine graphs, one for each channel of the myoelectric signals with the Myo armband device and one
where all the signals are displayed. The computed data of these myoelectric signals are stored as matrices format for later offline processing.

2.2 Pattern recognition system

The proposed system for sEMG processing that includes several blocks of preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction and the neural network development is shown in the flowchart of Figure 5.

2.3 Preprocessing

Usually, the collected sEMG signals are normally noisy due to ambient noise, motion artifact, inherent noise in electronics equipment, and inherent instability of the sEMG signal. When using the Myo gesture armband, practically the noise ratio in sEMG signals is low and does not affect the sEMG.

![Flowchart of the proposed sEMG signal extraction system](image)

**Figure 5.** A flowchart for the proposed extracting sEMG signals.
However, in the preprocessing analyses signals was forced to pass through band pass filters or adaptive filtering to eliminate the undesirable frequency content [17]. The adaptive filter is a system that receives two signals: $x(n)$ and $e(n)$, the latter is called an error signal and becomes from the subtraction of a signal called the desired signal or reference, $r(n)$, and another that is the filter outlet $y(n)$ (see Figure 6).

$$e(n) = r(n) - y(n)$$ (1)

The filter coefficients are called $w(n)$, which are those that multiply the input $x(n)$ to obtain the output.

$$y(n) = w(n) * x(n)$$ (2)

The purpose of the device is to make the error signal to be zero. For this, the system must be configured so that, from the input signal $x(n)$, the output $y(n)$ is generated and it is equal to the signal reference $r(n)$. Each way to minimize that error is an example of implementing adaptive filters. For instance, it could be proposed to minimize the cost function $J = 2 * e(n) * x(n)$, applying the delta rule would obtain the new coefficients such as:

$$w(n + 1) = w(n) - \alpha \nabla J$$ (3)

where the constant “$\alpha$” is used to adjust the convergence speed and avoid possible instabilities. Solving, then:

$$w(n + 1) = w(n) - 2\alpha * e(n) * x(n)$$ (4)

The algorithm implemented for learning an adaptive system could be:

1. Initialize the weights randomly
2. Choose an “$\alpha$” value
3. Calculate the output $y(n)$
4. Calculate the error $e(n)$ Eq. (1)
5. Update the weights with the chosen cost function
6. Repeat a certain number of times from point 3

The differences between raw and filtered signals are presented in Figure 7.

![Flowchart of an adaptive filter.](image)
2.4 Segmentation

These are disjoint EMG segmentation and overlapped segmentation. In disjoint segmentation (a), different segments are used which have predefined length and these segments are used for feature extraction. In case of overlapped segmentation (b), a new segment is placed over the present segment with an increment. Thus, the disjoint segmentation deals only with the segment length while the overlapped segmentation deals with segment length and increment. Overlap technique is chosen for segmenting portion of the signal in this research work.

2.5 Feature extraction

The time domain (TD) feature is the feature extracted from EMG signal in time representation [16, 18]. TD features such as mean absolute value (MAV), zero crossing (ZC), Wilson Amplitude (WAMP), variance (VAR), and wavelength (WL) were most popular in EMG pattern recognition due to high processing speed in classification. MAV is defined as the average of total absolute value of EMG signal [6, 14]. It can be calculated as:

1. Mean absolute value: the appreciation of the absolute mean value of the x signal in segment i of N samples is given by equation:

   \[ X_t = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} |x_k|, \text{para } i = 1, \ldots, I - 1 \]  

2. Wavelength (WL): WL is an improvement of integrated EMG feature and is defined as a cumulative length waveform over the segment. It can be represented as:

Figure 7. The difference between raw and filtered signals.
\[ I = \sum_{k=1}^{N} |x_k - x_{k-1}| \]  

(6)

3. Zero crossing (ZC): it has frequency related features, which represents counts of how much signal amplitude crosses the zero amplitude over time segment. It is measuring the frequency shift and shows the number of signal sign variations. The mathematical representation of ZC is as follows

\[ ZC = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \text{sgn} \left( |x_k - 0.4| |x_{k+1} - 0.4| \right) \]  

(7)

where

\[ \text{sgn} \left( x \right) = \begin{cases} 1 & x > \text{Limit} \\ 0 & \text{the rest} \end{cases} \]

4. Wilson amplitude (WAMP): this is the number of times that the difference between two consecutive amplitudes in a time segment becomes more than threshold. It can be formulated:

\[ WAMP = \sum_{k=1}^{N} f(|x_k - x_{k+1}|) \]  

(8)

5. Variance (VAR): it is used to determine thickness, density of EMG signal power.

\[ \text{VAR} = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{k=1}^{N} x_k^2 \]  

(9)

2.6 Classification

The EMG data taken from muscle myoelectric signals were grouped in a vector to be used as inputs in a creation of a back-propagation neural network as in [19–21], with 20 neurons in the occult layer and 6 outputs. Thirty characteristic vectors were taken for each of the six selected movement patterns (power grasp, inward palm, outward palm, open hand, pincer grasp and rest), which allowed the training of the network.

2.7 Creation of the artificial neural network

Neural networks are created using Matlab software. To train and test the network, the dataset is divided into three sets. Datasets were divided in 60% for training, 20% for testing and 20% for validation. This is the most common method of neural network validation [19, 22, 23]. The true error is calculated directly as the test set error, and bias can be calculated by subtracting the apparent error (training set error) from the test set error.

2.8 CAD design

The five-fingered underactuated prosthetic hand was design using Solidwork 2019 package. This hand has five fingers, driving each one by a DC motor, a worm gear transmission and a four bar mechanisms [24–27] (Figure 8). Each finger has three joints. The manufacturing of the hand prostheses was carried out with an
Ultimaker 3 printer for its good performance and excellent print quality of the figures with a thickness, height and amplitude from a design made by a computer. The polylactic acid or polylactide thermoplastic was used as a raw material.

2.9 Control system

The control system was implemented using the prosthetic hand, Arduino UNO microcontroller, laptop computer, and Myo armband. The Arduino has 14 pins that can be configured as input or output which have the advantage of being able to connect any device that is suitable for transmitting or receiving digital signals of 0 and 5 V. It also has analog inputs and outputs. By means of analog inputs, sensor data can be achieved in the form of continuous variations of a voltage. The analog outputs can normally be used to send control signals in the form of pulse width modulation (PWM) signals.

Labview software was used as a graphical development environment platform, ideal for designing systems with a friendly programming language. It allows to structure and perfect professional works of any system. Communication is made through the serial port between the Arduino and Labview. Through the Arduino UNO card using PWMs, the system controls the DC motors to achieve the different positions and grasps previously established.

Tests were carried out for each one of the actuators to be manipulated and it was verified that the position of each finger for the different types of grasps already proposed to be carried out were those established. For the handling of the robotic hand, a checking was made in the LabVIEW interface. To ensure that the time and angles of the servomotors are correct, tests and measurements were carried out to analyze the inverse and direct kinematics of the prototype, which are analyzed in specific details in the following section.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Pattern recognition system

Feature extraction was carried out with each posture using the series of time domain, and processing with the Matlab software for six motions or positions of the hand. From Figure 9, it can be seen the system behavior through the developed GUI. Below, eight myoelectric channels are shown. Likewise, at the bottom, on left, real-time motions or types of gestures can be observed.

Figure 9 displays the results of feature extraction, in this case for the power grasp gesture. The less useful features are preferably deleted to decrease the
computational time, especially in real-time. It can be observed that characteristic with less accuracy (37.18%) was the Wilson amplitude for the identification of the pronation, and the best one with the better identification (96.45%) was the mean absolute value (MAV) in a 50 mS window.

**Figure 11** and **Table 1** explain feature effectiveness gesture hand. From **Figure 11** and **Table 1**, it is concluded that the maximum percentage, 96.55% in this 50 mS window, was obtained with the characteristic of Wilson’s Amplitude in the grasp gesture. Similarly, the lowest percentage of 37.18% in this window was also obtained with the same characteristic but in the pronation gesture. Likewise, the AVM in this 50 mS window presents an average of 82.31%, which is higher in all characteristics.

**Figure 12** and **Table 2** identify the features effectiveness for 100 mS windows. It is concluded that the maximum percentage, 99.25% in this 100 mS window, was obtained with the characteristic of MAV in the repose gesture. Similarly, the lowest percentage of 42.68% in this window was obtained with the VAR characteristic in the extension gesture. Likewise, the MAV in this 100 mS window presents an average of 85.36%, which is higher in all characteristics.

**Figure 13** and **Table 3** identify the features effectiveness for 250 mS windows. It is concluded that the maximum percentage, 99.53% in this window, was obtained with the characteristic of MAV in the repose gesture. Similarly, the lowest percentage of 37.18% in this window was obtained with the Wilson’s Amplitude in the grasp gesture. Likewise, the MAV in this window presents an average of 86.06%, which is higher in all characteristics.

**Figure 11.**
Features extraction of myoelectric signals for the six gestures at 50 mS window.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caracteristica EMG</th>
<th>Repose</th>
<th>Grasp</th>
<th>Propination</th>
<th>Supination</th>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>Flexion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAV</td>
<td>94.45%</td>
<td>85.54%</td>
<td>56.63%</td>
<td>85.94%</td>
<td>84.79%</td>
<td>86.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>83.35%</td>
<td>49.25%</td>
<td>92.24%</td>
<td>82.50%</td>
<td>83.87%</td>
<td>53.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC</td>
<td>89.83%</td>
<td>55.16%</td>
<td>60.61%</td>
<td>88.48%</td>
<td>72.91%</td>
<td>63.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAMP</td>
<td>91.11%</td>
<td>96.51%</td>
<td>37.18%</td>
<td>92.01%</td>
<td>83.17%</td>
<td>83.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR</td>
<td>87.78%</td>
<td>89.65%</td>
<td>64.72%</td>
<td>92.13%</td>
<td>39.95%</td>
<td>51.22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.**
Feature records for selected gestures at 50 mS window.
From the previous data, it can be concluded that from the probability matrices obtained for each of the characteristics, with the highest accuracy was the time domain features of mean absolute value (MAV). It guarantees the highest probabilities of success were obtained compared to the other characteristics. Similarly, it is conclusive as in [18, 28], that with just one measure such as the MAV, the different movements can be fully identified.

Likewise, such features show a greater percentage of accuracy as the windowing increases in the samples analyzed by the different features in the time domain. These results match others like [15–17].
3.2 Classification

Regarding the neural network, created by using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, a root mean squared error (RMSE) of $2.9437 \times 10^{-9}$ was obtained, which was inferior to what was expected ($10^{-9}$) in only 16 training epochs (Figure 14).

The training correlation coefficient was 94.94% (Figure 15). The error in the training set (therefore the estimation of the real error) depends mostly on the exact sample, chosen for the training and the exact sample for the test (which are completely dependent on each other since they are mutually exclusive).

3.3 CAD design

The designed prototype was created as anthropomorphic hand and able to perform three types of hand grasping (tip, spherical, and cylindrical).

The direct and inverse kinematics of the prototype was developed based on the anthropomorphism of the robotic hand. Figure 16 shows index finger prosthesis prototype model in order to calculate. The Denavit Hartenberg (DH) parameters. The dimensions of the phalanges are as follows: $L_1 = 2\text{ inch}$, $L_2 = 1,37\text{ inch}$, and $L_3 = 1\text{ inch}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Caracteristica EMG</th>
<th>Repose</th>
<th>Grasp</th>
<th>Propination</th>
<th>Supination</th>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>Flexion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAV</td>
<td>99.53%</td>
<td>90.29%</td>
<td>56.63%</td>
<td>89.78%</td>
<td>90.31%</td>
<td>89.84%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>86.23%</td>
<td>60.45%</td>
<td>92.24%</td>
<td>82.50%</td>
<td>84.12%</td>
<td>64.21%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZC</td>
<td>83.46%</td>
<td>57.81%</td>
<td>60.61%</td>
<td>88.48%</td>
<td>72.91%</td>
<td>65.05%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAMP</td>
<td>90.26%</td>
<td>94.62%</td>
<td>37.18%</td>
<td>92.01%</td>
<td>83.17%</td>
<td>84.12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR</td>
<td>86.48%</td>
<td>88.93%</td>
<td>66.13%</td>
<td>91.89%</td>
<td>41.78%</td>
<td>64.23%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Feature records for selected gestures at 250 mS window.

![Graph showing best validation performance](image-url)

Figure 14. Training algorithm used in ANN validation.
The Denavit Hartenberg (DH) parameters of the finger are shown in Table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DH parameters</th>
<th>Finger joints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q_i</td>
<td>q_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_i</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a_i</td>
<td>L_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α_i</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Denavit Hartenberg (DH) parameters of the finger.

Direct kinematics allows knowing the position and orientation of the distal phalanx, which is:

\[
P_x = L_3(C_1C_{23} - S_1S_{23}) + L_2C_{12} + L_1C_1 \tag{10}
\]

\[
P_y = L_3(S_1C_{23} - C_1S_{23}) + L_2S_{12} + L_1S_1 \tag{11}
\]
Donde

\[ S_1 = \sin(q_i), C_i = \cos(q_i), S_q = \sin(q_i + q_j), C_q = \cos(q_i + q_j) \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The direct kinematics of the finger is

\[ q_1 = \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{P_x}{P_y} \right) - \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{L_1 \sin(q_2) + L_3 \sin(q_2)}{L_1 + L_2 \cos(q_2) + L_3 \cos(q_2)} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

\[ q_2 = \cos^{-1}\left( \frac{-2L_1L_2 + 2L_2L_3 \pm \sqrt{(2L_1L_2 + 2L_2L_3)^2 - 16L_1L_3(L_1^2 + L_2^2 + L_3^2 - P_x^2 - P_y^2 - 2L_1L_3)}}{8L_1L_2} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

and

\[ q_3 = kq_2 (14) \approx \frac{7}{11} \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

The dynamic model of an n-articulation robot, which in Lagrange’s equation can be written as:

\[ M(q)\ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q}) + G(q) = \tau \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Where \( q \) is the vector of articulated variables, \( \tau \) is the vector of generalized forces acting as the manipulating robot, \( M(q) \) is the inertia matrix, \( C(q, \dot{q}) \) is the centripetal forces matrix, and \( G(q) \) is the gravity vector [28]:

\[ L(q, \dot{q}) = K(q, \dot{q}) - U(q) \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial L(q, \dot{q})}{\partial \dot{q}} \right) - \frac{\partial L(q, \dot{q})}{\partial q_i} = \tau_i, i = 1, \ldots, 3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

The kinetic energy of the finger can be expressed as

\[ K_1 = \frac{1}{2} m_1 c_1 q_1^2 + \frac{1}{2} I_1 \dot{q}_1^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

\[ K_2 = \frac{1}{2} m_2 (C_2 \dot{q}_2^2 - 2C_3 \dot{q}_1 \dot{q}_2 - 2C_4 \dot{q}_1 \dot{q}_2 + C_2^2 q_1^2 + 2C_2 C_4 \dot{q}_1 \dot{q}_2 + l_3 \dot{q}_1^2) \]

\[ + \frac{1}{2} I_2 (\dot{q}_2 - \dot{q}_2)^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

\[ K_3 = \frac{1}{2} m_3 (2C_4 \dot{q}_1 \dot{q}_1 + \dot{q}_1 - \dot{q}_2 + \dot{q}_3 \cos(q_2 - q_3)) \]

\[ + (2C_4 \dot{q}_1 \cos(q_3) + 2l_1 \dot{q}_2 \cos(q_2) + C_3^2 + l_1^2) \dot{q}_1^2 \]

\[ + ((-4C_4 l_2 \cos(q_3) - 2l_1 \dot{q}_2 \cos(q_2) - 2C_3^2 - 2l_2^2) \dot{q}_2^2 \]

\[ + 2C_5 (C_3 + l_2 \cos(q_3)) \dot{q}_3 \dot{q}_1 + 2C_5 \dot{q}_1 \dot{q}_3 + C_3^2 + l_2^2 \dot{q}_2^2 \]

\[ - 2C_3 (l_2 \cos(q_3) + C_3 \dot{q}_1 \dot{q}_3 + C_3^2 \dot{q}_3^2) + \frac{1}{2} I_3 (\dot{q}_1 - \dot{q}_2 + \dot{q}_3)^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)
The potential energy in the analyzed finger can be expressed as

\[ U_1 = -m_3gC_1\cos(q_1) \]  
\[ U_2 = -m_2gl_1\cos(q_1) - m_2gC_2\cos(q_1 - q_2) \]  
\[ U_3 = -m_3gl_1\cos(q_1) - m_3gl_2\cos(q_1 - q_2) + m_3gC_3\cos(q_1 - q_2 + q_3) \]

Finding solutions for Lagrange's equations, the dynamic model of the system is

\[ \tau_1 = m_3l_1c_3\cos(q_2 - q_3)(\ddot{q}_1 - \ddot{q}_2 + \ddot{q}_3) - m_3l_1C_3\sin(q_2 - q_3)(\dot{q}_1 - \dot{q}_2 + \dot{q}_3)(\ddot{q}_2 - \ddot{q}_3) + m_3l_1c_3\cos(q_2 - q_3)\ddot{q}_1 - m_3l_1C_3\sin(q_2 - q_3)(\dot{q}_1 - \dot{q}_2 + \dot{q}_3)\ddot{q}_1 + [-2m_3l_2C_3\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_3 - 2l_1(m_2c_2 - m_3l_2)\sin(q_2)\ddot{q}_2] \ddot{q}_1 + [2m_3l_2\cos(q_3) + 2l_1(m_2c_2 - m_3l_2)\cos(q_2) + m_3(l_1^2 + l_2^2 + l_3^2) + m_1C_1^2] + m_3l_1c_3\cos(q_2 - q_3)\ddot{q}_1 - m_3l_1C_3\sin(q_2 - q_3)(\dot{q}_1 - \dot{q}_2 + \dot{q}_3)\ddot{q}_1 + [2m_3l_2C_3\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_3 + l_1(m_2c_2 - m_3l_2)\sin(q_2)\ddot{q}_2] \ddot{q}_2 + [m_3l_2C_3\cos(q_3) + m_3C_3^2 + l_3]\ddot{q}_3 - m_3l_2C_3\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_3^2 - [2m_3l_2C_3\cos(q_3) + l_1(m_2c_2 - m_3l_2)\cos(q_2) + m_3(l_2^2 + C_3^2) + m_2c_2^2 + l_2 + l_3] \ddot{q}_2 - (m_1c_1 - m_1l_1 - m_3l_1)g\sin(q_1) + (m_2C_2 - m_3l_2)g\sin(q_1 - q_2) + m_3c_3g\sin(q_1 - q_2 + q_3) \]

\[ \tau_2 = -m_3l_1c_3\cos(q_2 - q_3)\ddot{q}_1 + m_3l_1c_3\sin(q_2 - q_3)(\ddot{q}_2 - \ddot{q}_3) \ddot{q}_1 + [2m_3l_2c_3\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_3 + l_1(m_2c_2 + m_3l_2)\sin(q_2)\ddot{q}_2] \ddot{q}_1 - [2m_3l_2c_3\cos(q_3) + l_1(m_2c_2 + m_3l_2)\cos(q_2) + m_3(l_1^2 + c_3^2) + m_2c_2^2 + l_2 + l_3] \ddot{q}_1 - 2m_3l_2c_3\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_1\ddot{q}_2 + [2m_3l_2c_3\cos(q_3) + m_3(l_2^2 + c_3^2) + m_2c_2^2 + l_2 + l_3] \ddot{q}_2 - [m_3l_2c_3\cos(q_3) + m_3c_3^2 + l_3]\ddot{q}_3 + m_3l_2c_3\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_3^2 + l_1(m_2c_2 + m_3l_2)\sin(q_2)[\dddot{q}_1^2 - \ddot{q}_1\dddot{q}_1] - (m_2c_2 + m_3l_2)g\sin(q_1 - q_2) + m_3l_1c_3\sin(q_2 - q_3)(\dddot{q}_1 - \dddot{q}_2 + \dddot{q}_3) \dddot{q}_1 - m_3c_3g\sin(q_1 - q_2 + q_3) \]

\[ \tau_3 = m_3l_1\cos(q_2 - q_3)\ddot{q}_1 - m_3l_1c_3\sin(q_2 - q_3)(\ddot{q}_2 - \ddot{q}_3) \ddot{q}_1 + [m_3c_3^2 + l_3] \ddot{q}_3 - m_3l_2c_3\sin(q_3)(\dddot{q}_1 - \dddot{q}_2 + \dddot{q}_3) + [m_3l_2c_3\cos(q_3) + m_3c_3^2 + l_3] (\ddot{q}_1 - \ddot{q}_2) - m_3c_3\{-g\sin(q_1 - q_2 + q_3) + [l_1\sin(q_2 - q_3)\ddot{q}_1 - l_2\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_1 - l_3\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_1 - l_2\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_2 + l_3\sin(q_3)\ddot{q}_3] (\ddot{q}_1 - \ddot{q}_2 + \ddot{q}_3)\} \]

To follow the track of position trajectories, the PD control is used for gravity compensation (Figure 17) [22], where

\[ \tau = K_p\ddot{q} + K_v\dot{q} + G(q) \]
Figure 17.
Proportional derivative (PD) control with gravity compensation.

Figure 18.
PD control simulation in SimMechanics.

Figure 18 shows the SimMechanics tool is used to generate the trajectories of each of the fingers. Once the trajectories of each of the fingers have been generated, the workspace of each of them is generated.

3.4 Arduino connections to generate the interface with LabVIEW

Figure 19 shows the connection Arduino-computer and Arduino-servomotors as the fundamental relationships to get intercommunication and produce grasp.
movements like cylindrical, spherical, and tip. Figure also shows the Proteus package simulation.

**Figure 20** shows the workspace of the index finger of the prototype robotic prosthesis generated from the SimMechanics. The implementation of the robotic hand prosthesis required an intensive learning of the different hand postures. A LabView application to perform the corresponding grasps will be carried out.

**Figure 21** shows the flowchart of the developed application in LabView. Several tests with the anthropomorphic subactuated robotic hand were carried out in order to confirm if modeling task was correctly performed by fingers joints for specific hand gesture.

**Figure 22** shows the trajectories that were generated with the developing software and implemented in LabView in order to reproduce the movement of the underactuated anthropomorphic robotic prosthesis.
Figure 21. Flowchart of the developed application in LabView.

Figure 22. Anthropomorphic underactuated finger trajectories.

Figure 23. Cartesian error in the PD control.
PD controller parameters tuning methods were implemented, which were tuned manually by trial and error, and then an automatic parameter adjustment was used minimizing the integral of the tracking error by minimum squares. The PD controller makes fingertip tracking possible, thus allowing flexion and extension motions in the finger, in a way that the finger gets to a point without an important overshoot on axis y of 1.85 mm in a shorter time than 0.05 s. As shown in Figure 23, the values obtained are $k = 1$, $\zeta = 0.01$, $C = 0.12$, $\gamma = 0.0015$, the gains found were $K_p = 0.004$ and $K_d = 0.035$, respectively.

Finally, Figure 24 shows the position of the fingers according to the different gestures according to the control system designed.

4. Conclusions

The Myo armband is a wireless portable device developed by Thalmic Labs, capable of recording EMG through eight surface stainless steel electrodes, and has a sampling rate of 200 Hz. In addition, the Myo armband has an inertial unit of measure sensor (IMU) nine-axis, haptic feedback, and Bluetooth communication. These characteristics combined with a compact design, as it easily adjusts to the forearm, maintaining the distance between electrodes, lead to an acquisition system that is easier to use for prosthetic systems.

Mean absolute value (MAV), wavelength (WL), zero crossing (ZC), Wilson amplitude (WA), and variance were used to accomplish feature extraction by using a Myo armband device in different time series. The features extraction of the characteristics through the MAV allows the comparison between the values determined experimentally and predicted by the ANN, with a high level of effectiveness (94.94%).
Multilayer network topology was used to carry out the design of the artificial neural network (feedforward and back-propagation). The mean square error value of $1.2041 \times 10^{-19}$ was obtained by using the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm; however, this value was lower than desired ($10^{-3}$) in only 16 training epochs.

A prototype of hand prostheses was developed based on the anthropometry, kinematics and dynamics of the hand joints, and the main dimensions of the joints as well as the fingers’ trajectories to guarantee the different hand gestures. The direct and inverse kinematic model of the prototype robotic hand prosthesis based on the DH parameters was obtained. The simulations of the workspace and the PD control of the hand were performed by finding the Cartesian error set on the axis and 1.85 mm in a time less than 0.05 s. This allows the tracking of objectives attainable by the fingertips, developing movements of flexion and extension of the finger so that the finger reaches the point without an important overshoot.

A control system was developed based on the Arduino microcontroller architecture. The design system allows generating the joint trajectories of the hand prostheses prototype.
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Advanced Materials and Assembly Strategies for Wearable Biosensors: A Review
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Abstract

Recent technological advances of soft functional materials and their assembly into wearable (i.e., on-skin) biosensors lead to the development of ground-breaking biomedical applications ranging from wearable health monitoring to drug delivery and to human-robot interactions. These wearable biosensors are capable of unobtrusively interfacing with the human skin and enabling long-term reliable monitoring of clinically useful biosignals associated with health and other conditions affecting well-being. Scalable assembly of diverse wearable biosensors has been realized through the elaborate combination of intrinsically stretchable materials including organic polymers or/and low-dimensional inorganic nanomaterials. In this Chapter, we review various types of wearable biosensors within the context of human health monitoring with a focus of their constituent materials, mechanics designs, and large-scale assembly strategies. In addition, we discuss the current challenges and potential future research directions at the end of this chapter.

Keywords: advanced functional materials, wearable biosensors, health monitoring systems, stretchable electronics, sensor technology

1. Introduction

Wearable sensor technology has evolved from traditionally fundamental measurement technology across science, engineering, and industry, and is now increasingly significant as a core method to advance human healthcare. To meet the requirements allowing for preventative health monitoring, diagnosis, and treatment, various types of wearable biosensors have been developed to capture the physical and electrophysiological biosignals (e.g., temperature, heart rate, respiration rate, electrodermal activity, and body motion) or biochemical responses (e.g., biomarkers in biofluids). Many of these wearable biosensors are required to remain in contact with the human skin for a prolonged period throughout the continuous monitoring of the biosignals. In this field, the largest continuing challenge is that rigid or semi-flexible forms of biosensors, particularly when integrated with wireless communication unit, are not compatible with the soft and irregular skin surface [1]. This mechanical mismatch results in discomfort to users as well as considerable noise signals during data collection. Recent advances in soft functional materials and assembly techniques have led to the development of mechanically stretchable and flexible biosensors that can be unobtrusively integrated into the human skin in
a manner that complies with the natural motion of the wearer [2, 3]. The thin and flexible nature of these biosensors allows their conformal, seamless contact to the skin while simultaneously providing (i) excellent breathability and deformability for user comfort and (ii) durability to allow repeated attachment and detachment to the skin without irritating the wearer and damaging the devices. These aspects play a critical role in achieving high-fidelity recording of biosignals during long-term use in many clinical applications [4, 5].

According to the report by Grand View Research, Inc, the global market for wearable (i.e., on-skin) biosensors is anticipated to reach USD 2.86 billion by 2025 [6] at a phenomenal Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 38.8% during the forecast period (Figure 1) [6]. The wearable biosensors are a key component of electronic medical platform systems used by consumers as interest in real-time motion detection activity tracking grows. Furthermore, the wearable biosensors are emerging as a promising revolution that captures clinically important parameters form a distance and thereby reduces the patient’s overall hospital cost. The manufacturers have incorporated contextual information and data to determine motion detection activities. Additionally, this analysis provides users with results that can be used to define their health and fitness goals [6]. This rapid interest over this market is likely to drive industry growth over the forecast period into advanced stages. The market of wearable biosensors in the field of health and fitness monitoring and diagnosis is gaining more attention due to their potential number of applications.

The wearable biosensors demand the following requirements. First, they require the ability to interface with the human skin with high compatibility, durability, and abrasion-resistant for the recording of biosignals with high-fidelity. Therefore, the conventionally-used semiconducting materials (e.g., silicon) remain impracticable. Second, they require an accurately operatable sensing system (‘selectivity’) that can differentiate between various environmental stimuli including mechanics, temperature, humidity, and various mechanical components such as atmospheric pressure, lateral deformation, shear, flexion, torsion, and vibration. Lastly, they require an affordable ‘sensitivity’ to detect the tiny biological signals through an appropriate amplification.

In this Book chapter, we overviewed various types of wearable biosensors tailored for the monitoring of mechanical, optical, and biochemical responses for human healthcare. We categorized the wearable biosensors according to their formfactors. In Section 3, we overviewed the functional materials used for these

![Figure 1.](image.png)

*Figure 1.* A schematic graph that depicts continuous growth of wearable sensor market size. Adapted from Ref. [6].
biosensors, such as carbon-based nanomaterials and inorganic nanostructured materials, that provide tailored mechanical, electrical, or/and electrochemical properties. We also described the basic sensing mechanism (e.g. piezoresistive, piezocapacitive, iontronic, and piezoelectric sensing) of the wearable biosensors. In addition, we discussed organic field-effect transistor type of wearable biosensors, which can amplify small biological signals into large-signal information. In Section 4, we described various transduction systems according to their sensing mechanisms (e.g., electromechanical, optoelectrical and chemical sensing). In Section 5, we reviewed recently-reported assembly strategies to construct the wearable biosensors in a cost-effective manner. In Section 6, we discussed about future opportunity to further facilitate the commercialization of these wearable biosensors at a wider scale.

2. Types of wearable biosensors

Several human biosignals and stimuli should be concerned to display user’s health conditions. For example, the assessment of biochemistry in biofluids (e.g., sweat, interstitial fluid, and blood) can provide fruitful information about personal health status and disease progression. In addition, both electrical and non-electrical biosignals such as electrooculography (EOG), mechanomyogram (MMG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyogram (EMG), galvanic skin response (GSR), magnetoencephalogram (MEG), and electroencephalogram (EEG) are useful indicators to offer the biosignal and info of a special tissue, organ, brain, or cellular system, such as the nervous system.

In addition to these internal vital signs, the on-skin detection of external harmful stimuli with a biosensor is also a critical issue. When it comes to the, the realm of wearable biosensing applications can be extended to motion detection, hazardous gas monitoring, disease diagnosis, and harmful UV-light detection (Figure 2). The sensing mechanisms of these sensors are diverse. In this Section, we will discuss several examples of chemical, optoelectronic and mechanical biosensors.

2.1 Wearable chemical biosensors

Sweat and sebum are representative human skin secretions that originate from the sweat glands in the dermal layer of the epidermis and therefore in-situ detection of these secretions on the skin is critically important for health monitoring. Sweat, a physiological aid for regulating body temperature, is secreted from the external glands. For example, sweat is a particularly useful sensing target due to the ease and presence of biomarkers associated with critical health conditions such as dehydration, physical exhaustion, mental stress and illness [13–15]. Sebum is secreted to lubricate human skin from Sebaceous glands. When sebum spreads up along the hair shaft, it is distributed over the surface of the skin, lubricating, and waterproofing the stratum corneum, the outer layer of the skin. It consists mostly of lipids. Those secretions can reflect the human health condition indirectly. Sebum provides antioxidant and antimicrobial lipids to the skin surface. Thus, proper secretion of sebum on the human skin surface increases the skin permeable barrier function. However, excess sebum frequently results in acne vulgaris. The acidic state of the skin pH is an essential factor in retaining the integrity of the skin-permeable barrier. It is reported that skin pH can be changed in skin diseases such as atopic dermatitis [16].

Wearable chemical biosensors that non-invasively analyze biofluids such as sweat, sebum, saliva, tears, and intermediate fluids provide the potential to
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...dramatically improve health condition evaluations by tracking changes in metabolic processes [17]. The sweat sample collection can be performed using an absorbent pad or a plastic microtube [18]. However, these methods are not compatible with remote monitoring and on-site use because they depend on cumbersome multi-step expensive benchtop hardware for sample preparation procedures and analysis. Recent advances in soft microfluidics, stretchable/flexible chemical sensing technologies form a basis of a new wearable sensor system that overcomes the limitations of this conventional approach [19]. The wearable sweat sensors are promising tools for continuous health and physiological monitoring. Among the various types of sweat sensors, optical detection utilizes photo-transmission techniques such as chromaticity, fluorescence, and light detection to provide an attractive strategy for measuring integrated chemical sensors due to cost efficiency and simplicity. Colorimetric sensors are also widely adopted in wearable sensor platforms, especially in case of the integrated microfluidic systems. Koh et al. demonstrated that a soft, flexible microfluidic platform based on silicon elastomer was recently developed, using colorimetric dyes to detect lactate, chloride, glucose, pH and loss of sweat [7]. The dye was located on top of the filter paper inserted into the micro reservoir. The lactate and glucose measurements were achieved by integrating enzymes into chromaticity-inducing reagents to enable the colorimetric readout sensing.

In terms of the detection of hazardous gases to human, Lee et al. demonstrated a flexible and transparent biosensor on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) that can detect 255 ppb NH₃ using spray-deposited single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) with Au nanoparticles in a reproducible manner [20]. The AuNP decoration of transparent SWCNT film through the use of an electron beam (e-beam)
evaporation enhanced the performance of the gas sensor, which exhibited a high uniformity of the sensing behavior. The enhancement of this sensing performance was resulted from the carrier depletion zone control enabled by the combination structure of the AuNPs and the SWCNTs. The proposed sensor had a fast response time regarding NH3 gas but did not fully recover at room temperature.

Lee et al. developed a patch-based, integrated system that combines non-invasive sweat glucose monitoring with microneedle-assisted therapy (Figure 3) [21]. The patch-based wearable/strip type single-use integrated systems include large-area porous metal based electrode, minimized sensor designs for stable sweat detection from small amounts of sweat, design patchable and disposable sensors to achieve practical application, multicycle operation of the sweat measuring control and absorption layer to collect efficiently sweat samples, a porous Au nanostructure film to maximize the surface-to-volume ratio to detect a tiny amount of glucose in sweat. This sweat sensor exhibited high performances in terms of sensitivity, multimodal sensing, and accuracy.

Figure 3.
(A) Optical camera image (top; dotted line, edges of the patch) and schematic (bottom) of the wearable sweat monitoring patch. A porous sweat-uptake layer is placed on a Nafion layer and sensors. (B) Optical camera image (top) and schematic (bottom) of the disposable sweat monitoring strip. (C) Optical camera image (top; dotted line, edges of the patch) and schematic (bottom) of the transdermal drug delivery device. Replacement-type microneedles are assembled on a three-channel thermal actuator. Adapted from Ref. [21].
2.2 Wearable optoelectronic sensors

Photodetector is a key device attached to the front end of the optical receiver that converts input optical signals into output electrical signals [22]. Especially in medical applications, optoelectronic devices are very useful as they are able to detect biometric signals and other clinical information non-invasively. Organic optoelectronic devices including organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), organic photodetectors (OPDs), and organic phototransistors are in the spotlight in the area of medical devices as they provide a wide absorption spectrum and high photogeneration yield with easy-to-fabricate, lightweight, and flexible features [23].

Recently, OLEDs [24–30], polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs) [31–34], and OPDs [35–38] were fabricated on glass or plastic substrates, implementing a muscle contraction detector and transmission mode pulse oximeter. Moreover, OLEDs and organic photovoltaics were manufactured on 1-μm-thick ultra-thin films but were operated in N₂ box atmosphere [39, 40]. Realizing ultra-flexible optical sensor with an extended stability of surrounding conditions, allowing the sensors to integrate intimately and unnoticed on the skin, and to enable the application's cornucopia [10].

A representative non-invasive measurement system using pulsed oximetry characterizes peripheral oxygen saturation evaluated by oxyhemoglobin in the blood is shown in Figure 4 [10]. An organic pulse oximeter with polymer LEDs and Si-based photodetectors were implemented based on pulse sensing and display on the human skin. The reflective pulse oxygen system used green and red LEDs to generate two wavelengths through fingers, and a light detector later measured the change in absorbance on the same side of the LED to determine peripheral oxygenation [10].

Choi et al. demonstrated an array of ultra-high-density curved MoS₂-graphene light detectors using a single lens optical unit [9]. The high-density MoS₂-graphene curved structure of the photodetector array was fabricated using an ultra-thin, soft material and strain-isolating/-releasing device architectures. The photodetector array and ultrathin neural-interfacing electrodes were embedded onto the soft flexible printed circuit board, accomplishing a human eye-inspired soft implantable optoelectronic device. The proposed device offered minimal mechanical deformation to the eye model, which were demonstrated by both experiments and finite element analysis (FEA) simulations. The wearable photodetector array and ultrathin neurointerference system reduced mechanical distortion of the retina and effectively stimulated the retinal nerve responded by optical input signals.

Ng et al. developed organic bulk heterojunction photodetectors having dark current as low as <1 nA cm⁻² and efficient charge collection behavior. The development of a 4 μm-thick sensor layer using amorphous silicon TFTs provided a highly flexible image sensor operation with excellent performance as high as > 35% external quantum efficiency and noise equivalent power of 30 pW cm⁻² at the applied reverse bias voltage of −4 V [41].

Figure 4.
Ultraflexible organic pulse oximeter. (A) Device structure of the pulse oximeter. (B) Operation principle of the reflective pulse oximeter. Adapted from Ref. [10].
2.3 Wearable electromechanical sensors

Various types of wearable electromechanical sensors have been developed by exploiting different sensing mechanisms such as piezoresistive, piezoelectric, capacitive and iontronic methods (Figure 5) [5, 42].

One of the simplest electronic devices is a piezoresistive, where a variation in resistance is recorded when the resistor is in contact with the human skin. In this piezoresistive mechanism, not only the value of the resistance but also several other parameters are assessed, including response time, recovery time and sensitivity. Since the resistors can be easily manufactured and characterized, they represent the most-widely-studied-device-structure for application detection, including flexible and wearable sensors [43].

Wearable capacitive sensors measure the change in the capacitance of a capacitor. The fabrication of these capacitive sensors is relatively simple (consecutive vertical stacking of metal/insulator/metal) and can detect various forms of mechanical force, such as strain, pressure, and touch.

Piezoelectricity defines as the accumulation of electrical changes in piezoelectric materials under mechanical stress. The piezoelectric-based sensors measure voltage change when electrical polarization induced by strain or pressure is generated.

Iontronic sensors are to form ionic-electronic interface at the nanoscale distance between the electrode and the electrolyte. When voltage is applied at each positive and negative electrodes, the corresponding counter ions accumulate at the interface of electrodes, resulting in an ultrahigh capacitance per unit-area. The capacitance of these iontronic sensors is at last 1000 times larger than that of metal oxide-based parallel plate capacitors. Thus, iontronic capacitance-type sensors are on the spotlight suitable for wearable electromechanical sensors due to its intrinsic high value of capacitance. The detailed working principle will discuss at Section 4 in detail.

Park et al. reported an array of ultra-thin consistent tactile detectors based on MoS2 film of 2.2 cm × 2.2 cm. The integrated sensor with a graphene electrode provided excellent mechanically flexible endurance and optical transmittance in the visible light wavelength range. The proposed sensor device exhibited high sensitivity, good uniformity, and linearity with an excellent endurance of 10,000 cycles. The ultrathin tactile sensor was made on a plastic substrate, providing high stability of its operation performance even on various substrates including leather and a fingertip [11].

Investigations into the body-sensory system and tactile perception of human skin significantly enhanced the operation performance of rubber-based medical

Figure 5.
An illustrative diagram demonstrating different types of mechanical sensing methods.
sensors and synthetic electronic skins [44–46]. Chun et al. demonstrated sensing device emulating hairy skin for multimodal detection. The thermal spray coating of graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) enabled to fabricate the array of sensors and electrodes onto a flexible substrate. The percolation network array structure of GNP (5 × 5 cm², 16 pixels) was successfully able to detect the spatially applied pressures as well as locally varied temperature distribution, evaluating the human skin behavior. The microhairs in electronic devices were able to offer a mapping of electrical signals enabled by contactless air currents to identify the direction, angle of incidence, and intensity of the applied wind [12].

3. Materials used in wearable sensors

Due to the boost in the area of flexible and stretchable electronic materials, various wearable sensor devices have been demonstrated [47]. In order to integrate the wearable sensor with the human body, the mechanical properties of the sensor must be delicate and elastic, and it must be placed on the surface of human skin. Ordinarily, Silicon is the basic material of semiconductor hardware, but its modulus is about 10,000 times higher than that of human skin. Given the huge mechanical inconsistency, the most intuitive approach is to develop electronic materials (Figure 6) that are inherently soft to achieve mechanical compatibility and thus implement unrecognizable biosensors. Several review articles on material synthesis, structural engineering, and platform design were published [47–52].

3.1 Carbon-based nanomaterials

The carbon-based nanomaterials (CNM) discussed in this Chapter are materials with honeycomb lattice structures such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene

Figure 6.
Typical soft electronic materials for wearable sensors. (A) Carbon-based materials. Adapted from Ref. [53]. (B) Inorganic structured materials. Adapted from Ref. [54]. (C) Polymer conductors and semiconductors. (D) Elastomers.
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(containing graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO)), etc [55]. CNMs contain superior properties such as good electrical conductivity, excellent mechanical properties, high chemical and thermal stability, low toxicity. These excellent properties of CNMs have drawn great attention in wearable electronics [56, 57].

Cohen et al. demonstrated a high elasticity strain gauge using the capacitive detection of carbon nanotubes-based parallel electrodes separated by dielectric elastomer as shown in Figure 7A [58]. The device relies on the Poisson effect, so that the uniaxial strain creates a scaled strain so that the two transmissive electrodes come closer together. Even in the 3000-cycle test with 3% strain, the sensor’s capacitance did not decrease.

Crumpled/wrinkled skin-like sensor using graphene for noninvasive and real-time pulsed sensing operation was demonstrated by Yang et al. (Figure 7B) [59]. The modification of PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) substrate stiffness achieves the optimal balance between acceptable linearity and high sensitivity, further realizing beat-to-beat radial pulse measurements for people of various ages and before and after motion.

A strain sensor device using a fish-scale-like graphene layer embedded on an elastic tape was accomplished by Liu et al. as shown in Figure 7C [60]. This configuration enabled graphene to form adjacent overlapping layers, realizing overlapping areas through reversible slip and consequently change contact resistance. Due to the fish-scale-like structure, this strain sensor was able to detect both stretching and bending deformation, as well as high performances including high sensitivity, low detection limit, wide range of deformation, excellent reliability and stability were achieved. This strain sensor can be manufactured by stretching/exhausting the composite film of rGO and elastic tape, so the process is simple, inexpensive, and has excellent energy saving and scalability.

By using dry spinning, Ryu et al. reported that they developed a strain sensor with an extremely elastic behavior based on highly oriented CNT fibers as shown in Figure 7D [61]. As The device was made of a flexible substrate, capable of measuring more than 900% strains with superior sensitivity and exhibited rapid response and good durability. Such sensors should be used extensively in applications involving large variants, including soft robotics. These devices can be adapted for normal strain gauge applications.
3.2 Inorganic nanostructured materials

Conventional silicon-based semiconductor devices are essential elements for real-time data processing and data transmission, but these silicon-based semiconductor devices are mostly composed on rigid chips. To solve this problem, the electronic component can be bonded on a rigid chip through micro- or macroscopic structural changes of materials, then, a wearable device can be manufactured through this approach [62].

Kaltenbrunner et al. developed a sensing system that enables to electronics of virtually unbreakable and imperceptible behaviors with ultrathin materials [63]. A sensing device of 2 mm thick layer was very light, reducing electronic waste, and this device was able to be applied to curves and dynamic surfaces (i.e., plastic wrap) (Figure 8A). Organic TFTs using ultra-high-density oxide gate dielectrics several nanometers thick at room temperature enable sophisticated large-area electronic foils with unprecedented mechanical and environmental stability. It can be crumpled like paper, with a radius of less than 5mm, which is repeatedly bent, providing an elongation rate of up to 230% in a pre-modified elastomer.

Silver nanoparticles from ultra-thin silver powder can be applied to the electronics sector due to their high conductivity [54]. Typically, the diameter of Ag nanoparticles is of hundreds of nanometers, but the shape of those particles is uneven [64–67].

On the other hand, silver nanowires (Ag NWs) are widely investigated over a long time due to their versatile electrical, chemical, and biological properties. Peng et al. demonstrated a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) -based e-skin which is highly conformal and stretchable, enough to attach on human skin. They have used nanofiber for breathability, biodegradability, sensitivity and Ag NWs for antibacterial activity [68]. The developed devices have been designed for the detection of physiological characteristics and movement states of the whole body (Figure 8B). A 3D nano-porous structure was formed by combining PLGA Tribune layer and PVA substrate and nanofiber.

3.3 Polymer conductors and semiconductors

Polymer conductor and semiconductor are crucial materials for the fabrication of wearable sensors due to their low-cost, solution-processability and easy-chemical modification. Intrinsically flexible electronic materials are building blocks of

Figure 8.
(A) Illustration of a thin large-area active-matrix sensor with 12 × 12 tactile pixels. Adapted from Ref. [63].
(B) Schematic illustration of the three-dimensional network structure of the all-nanofiber TENG–based e-skin. The images of the water contact angle and molecular structure of PLGA and PVA are inserted on the top left and lower left, respectively. The surface SEM image of the Ag NW electrode is inserted on the lower right (scale bar, 2 μm). Adapted from Ref. [68].
wearable sensors which enable scalable and low-cost manufacturing, high-density device integration and large strain tolerance [69, 70].

Kim et al. reported that highly stretchable sensors and transistors that consist of intrinsically stretchable composite semiconductors and conductors [71] as shown in Figure 9A. They consist of three main materials: (1) Stretchable semiconductor: P3HT nanofibers (P3HT-NF)-filled PDMS, (2) Stretchable conductor: PDMS filled with AuNP-AgNW, (3) Stretchable gate dielectric: ions gel. (DoS) electronics are demonstrated (Figure 9B), which is deformable, conformal, customizable robust against the human motion. After drawing the electronic ink on desired surfaces, dried ink is strongly attached onto the surface that allows ultra-conformality [72]. Drawn-on-Skin (DoS) electronics were combined with simple fabrication avoiding from dedicated equipment. In addition, these devices can be stacked onto another electronic composite layer on diverse surfaces. Ink, pen, and stencil act as a tool kit for making a variety of DoS electronics that can be mechanically modified and customized to curved textured skins.

3.4 Elastomer

What is another important material in wearable sensor are elastomers which are polymers with viscoelasticity (i.e., both viscosity and elasticity). Elastomers have weak intermolecular forces, generally low Young’s modulus and high failure strain compared with other materials. Main strategy to construct a conductive elastomer is to combine elastomers and metallic nanomaterials for stretchability and conductivity. By optimizing the material design, elastomer-to-metallic nanomaterial composition ratio and fabrication processes of the metallic nanocomposites, stretchable conductors with exceptionally conductive and stretchable properties can be realized [73].

Maintaining electrical conductivity of the stretchable conductor during certain strain or tension is a critical parameter in the application of the wearable device. Usually, the electrical pathway in the composite materials should be formed in the composite. Various techniques, such as structural optimization of the nanomaterial, welding between the metallic nanomaterials (Figure 10A) [74], and additives [75], have been adopted In order to enhance the conductivity, (Figure 10B).

As the thickness decreases, the bending stiffness decreases at a rate of 3 times faster when the thickness of the elastomer is reduced to obtain a highly flexible wearable device. Elasticity can be obtained through various strategies for example fractal interconnect design, free deformation wavy configuration, bridge structure and serpentine structure [50, 76–84].

Figure 9.
(A) Schematic illustrations of a sensor (left) and a TFT (right), consisting of AuNP-AgNW conductors, P3HTNF/PDMS semiconductor composite, and ion gel dielectric vertically stacked on a PDMS substrate. Adapted from Ref. [71]. (B) Schematic of the DoS transistor based on the Ag-PEDOT:PSS ink as the conductor, P3HT-NF ink as the semiconductor, and ionic gel ink as the dielectric. Adapted from Ref. [72].
The representative elastomers for the stretchability of wearable sensors are poly(styrene-butadiene-styrene) (SBS), polyurethane, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and hydrogel polymer materials. Those elastomers are usually used as substrates or a matrix while embedding nanoparticles, nanowires, nanosheets in wearable electronics. Liquid conductors such as gallium metal alloys are less reactive and non-toxic, thus, they are utilized in microfluidic channels of wearable sensors [52, 85]. Hydrogel and polymer have high biocompatibility but relatively low conductivity, limiting performance, and many hydrogels suffer from stiffness over time due to drying. Conventional biocompatible materials usually combine hydrogel and polymer with nanomaterials and were constructed as composite materials to enhance performance and stability. When using nanomaterials such as CNT, care should be taken by encapsulating inside the elastic system to prevent potential health problems [86, 87]. Advances of biocompatible materials was required to improve breathability and stability for pragmatic use [62].

Especially, hydrogel is a 3D structure of hydrophilic polymers, which has been widely applied as a biomaterial due to their biocompatibility with human skin surface. Conductive hydrogel can be synthesized by combining hydrogel polymer with nanostructured metal or conductive polymer (Figure 11A) [88]. The synthesis of hydrogel involves physical and chemical crosslinking at a molecular level. Two type of cross-linked hydrogel, physically or chemically cross-linked hydrogels can be considered. Physically cross-linked one usually has self-healing properties but poor mechanical properties (Figure 11B) [89]. Chemically cross-linked one has high mechanical properties that withstands physical deformation but no mechanical self-healing properties [90]. Several recent approaches of structure fabrication include a dual network and sliding cross-link, which adjusts the Young’s moduli from kilopascals to megapascals [91–93]. However, hydrogels suffer from dehydration and debonding. Encapsulation using elastomers on the hydrogels or the surface modification using supramolecules can be applied to avoid the dehydration and debonding [94].

Reliable signal acquisition from biophysical activity is paramount in the assessment of wearable sensors. Continuous physical movement of human body and dynamic skin surface condition facilitate detachment of wearable sensors during the signal acquisition. Thus, facile chemical and physical approaches have been adapted to achieve for the robust attachment of wearable sensor on arbitrary human skin surface under investigation. Yuk et al. investigated a simple yet effective strategy of inserting a cross-linked hydrophilic polymer (hydrogel skin) into various polymer
surfaces, including silicon rubber, polyurethane, PVC, nitrile rubber and natural rubber, to facilitate the robust attachment of hydrogel and device interfaces. Due to the unique combination of soluble initiators absorbed on the polymer surface and hydrogel pregel initiators dissolved in hydrogel solutions, hydrogel skin is placed on the surface and adapted to the complex and fine geometry of the polymer substrate [95]. Hydrogel skins provided tissue-like softness with excellent mechanical rigidity, low friction, anti-easing performance and ion conductivity.

Yuk et al. also reported fabrication of bio-compatible dry double-sided tape (DST). The bio-compatible DST consists of biopolymer and crosslinked poly(acrylic acid) [96]. The authors attached an elastic strain sensor to a beating porcine heart to evaluate thermal motion that can serve as a versatile platform for wearables and implantable devices. In addition, they demonstrated possible applications using ex vivo models and the combination of DST and biosensors. This DST offered advantages over conventional tissue adhesives and sealants, such as fast adhesive formation, strong adhesion performance, flexibility, storage, and ease of use.

4. A variety of transduction systems for Wearable biosensors

To obtain physiological information or signals from the human body using skin-mounted bio-sensors, they are mainly composed of stretchable or flexible materials. Generally, flexible substrates, electrodes, and sensing materials are three essential parts of skin-mounted biosensors. More importantly, appropriate device systems,
architectures, and sensing mechanisms should be combined with relevant electronic materials. In this Section, we mainly review widely used sensing mechanisms and architectures. [43, 97].

4.1 Piezoresistive type

Piezoresistive sensors operate as a mechanism of a pressure input into a resistance change output (Figure 5A). The active material is inserted between two electrodes in this resistive-type sensor. The active materials provide both sufficient charge transport ability for electrical current flow as well as good elasticity to offer various mechanical deformation during operation.

4.2 Piezocapacitive type

Piezocapacitive sensors can be obtained by a mechanism of a change in in the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor as a function of the applied pressure stress (Figure 5B). Piezocapacitive sensors include three main components: electrode, substrate, and active material sandwiched by two electrodes. As a variation of the external pressure input, the capacitance varies, providing a detection of the target pressure sensing.

4.3 Piezoelectric type

Piezoelectricity defines as the phenomenon that occurs when positive and negative charges are localized when mechanical stress is applied, or vice versa (Figure 5C). The piezoelectric sensors are desirable for measuring the dynamic variation of the pressure or force. The output voltage produced by the sensor is impulsive and does not apply to static sensing.

4.4 Iontronic type

Supercapacitive iontronic pressure sensors convert the pressure input into the output of constant-capacity change. This type of pressure sensor enhances the compression effect by utilizing the formation of an electron double layer (EDL) at the dielectric layer and contact electrode. In other words, ionic gel with numerous positive and negative ions are spatially trapped between the two electrodes. The positive and negative ions are attracted to the negative and positive respectively, forming two EDLs as an increase of the applied voltage. The operating mechanism of this type of sensor depends on changes in the area between the electrode and the active material, as shown in Figure 5D. Increasing the contact area under certain pressure, positive or negative ions are induced, resulting in increased capacitance values [98].

4.5 Organic field-effect transistor type

Organic TFT-based sensors offer biosignals-sensing operation such as cell activity. In general, two major categories of organic TFTs are used for bio-sensing applications. Electrochemical doping and de-doping are the main reactions in an organic electrochemical transistor (OECT) to modulate ionic species to the active channel materials. Meanwhile, the capacitive field effect is the main reaction of electrolyte gate organic field effect transistor (EGOFET) at the interface of organic semiconductor and electrolyte [99].
Gualandi et al. reported a fully textile, wearable biosensor based on an OECT (Figure 12) using PEDOT: PSS conducting polymer. The fabricated OECT sensors can detect three biomolecules (ascorbic acid, adrenaline, and dopamine) by the reduction-oxidation reaction. Their performance is similar to normal OECTs. These results demonstrate that OECT can be established on a 3D-networked fiber substrate [100].

4.6 Photosensing type

Near-infrared (IR)-response organic light detector (OPD) has been investigated due to its potential applications of health monitoring, remote control, artificial vision, optical communication, and night vision. Especially, the short exposure of near-IR on human skin is not toxic and near-IR can propagate under tissue at ranges of 4 mm. Thus, near-IR is proper for skin-mountable health monitoring devices [101]. Furthermore, narrowband detection of near IR light between \( \approx 700 \) and 1300 nm is highly desirable for biomedical sensing. Park et al. demonstrated high-performance skin-mountable near-IR OPDs which are mechanically conformable for the application of health care electronics [101]. The OPD (thinner than 3 \( \mu \)m) exhibits stable operation under conditions of mechanical deformation (10\(^3\) times bending). Thanks to its balanced properties of high responsivity and stable mechanical conformability, the IR sensor device showed superior sensitivity in the near-IR region when it is under operation in a skin-conformal photoplethysmogram sensor compared to that of an existing rigid substrate device of the glass.

4.7 Chemical sensing type

The biochemical signal of the human body significantly varies depending on the health condition of the subject. Biomarker concentrations range from complex patterns and other time scales, i.e., time-to-time fluctuations in metabolites, hormonal and inflammatory changes, from neuron synapses to millisecond spikes in ions and neurotransmitters.

Over the years, continuous wearable technology for non-invasive monitoring has been developed. Imani et al. developed wearable devices that could measure chemical and electrophysiological signals simultaneously in the single patch. The hybrid wearable, called Chem-Phys patch, consists of three-electrode ammeter lactate biosensors and two ECG electrodes printed on the screen, enabling simultaneous real-time measurements of lactate and ECG as shown in Figure 13 [102].

Nightingale et al. demonstrated a fully integrated wearable microfluid sensor, which not only provides accurate, precise, and powerful fluid sampling and control but also provides on-site chemical tests that use water droplets as microreactors [103].

![Figure 12](image-url)

**Figure 12.**
OECT working principle. Scheme of an OECT (A) operating in conditions of low (B) and high (C) conductivity of the channel. Adapted from Ref. [100].
5. Device fabrication and assembly strategies

As device-manufacturing technology is actively being developed, skin-mounted biosensors have attracted scientific and industrial attention to everyday applications such as e-skin, health testing, underwater sensing, and interaction between people and machines [104]. In this subsection, we review the novel fabrication strategies for wearable sensors.

Skin-mounted electronic devices should be established on flexible substrates with reasonable fabrication costs. In particular, the ability to realize flexible or wearable thin film-based sensors provides much freedom for target substrates. One of the most promising and powerful candidates to produce low-cost skin-mounted bio-sensors is ink-jet printing, and due to its ultra-low-cost, non-vibration, and environmentally friendly fairness, it is an appropriate strategy to implement commercial thin-film devices and systems [105]. Ink-jet printing originated from the graphic art industry for mass production of standard products including fabrics and papers. In addition, advanced printing machines and inks solutions can produce on large-area products with low-cost and high-printing-speeds on the order of 10 m s⁻¹.

Holbery et al. demonstrated a demand (DOD) inkjet printing technique to fabricate touch sensors on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates. The commercially available Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT: PSS) solution and thermally curable methylsiloxane serves as transparent electrodes and dielectric, respectively. The resistance and transparency of PEDOT: PSS electrode gradually decreases from 20.8 to 6.9 kΩ and from 85 to 75%, respectively [106].

Inkjet printing supplies pressure pulses to the fluid-filled chamber, depleting ink drops on demand and triggering pulses through heat evaporation, sound perturbation, or piezoelectric operation. However, inkjet printing using thermal steam, acoustic perturbation, or piezoelectric operation lacks inkjet droplet control function of the inkjet nozzle in a controlled manner, making it challenging to print high resolution [107]. In particular, in electrohydrodynamic (EHD) jet printing, electric fields are applied between deposition nozzles and substrate to induce moving ions of ink to accumulate on the liquid surface. Because of the Coulombic repulsion of ions at the edge of the ink, the hemispherical meniscus turns into a conical shape (Taylor cone). Thus, a smaller diameter of inkjet resolution than that of the nozzle is obtained during EHD jet printing. Compared to normal inkjet printing and aerosol printing which has limited resolution (~ tens of micrometer), few hundred resolutions (nearly 700 nm) can be realized using EHD jet printing [108].

Lee et al. reported three different transfer-printing (TP) methods for nanowire (NW) based devices [109]. Fundamentally, NWs on donor substrate is likely to be
transferred onto acceptor substrates which have stronger adhesion force than that of donor substrate (Figure 14). (1) Single transfer printing (STP) enables fabricated NW devices on a Si wafer to be transferred onto a PDMS substrate through a single peel-off step. (2) Double transfer printing (DTP) required a two-times transfer process from NWs and electrodes to fabricate devices. (3) Multiple transfer printing (MTP) includes the transfer of multiple electrodes using thermal release tapes on both flexible and rigid substrates.

Inganäs et al. demonstrated the additive technique for producing all translucent and flexible polymer photodetectors with a wide area. PEDOT: PSS electrodes were printed on a flexible PET film substrate through roll-to-roll (RTR). The printed PEDOT: PSS electrodes were served as both cathode and anode by a coating of Polyethylenimine (PEI) on PEDOT: PSS. After the spin-coating of an active layer on top of PEDOT: PSS and PEDOT: PSS/PEI, the two multi films were laminated through a hot-pressing roller (120°C). The fabricated all-polymeric photodetector also demonstrated mechanical durability [110].

6. Future opportunities

As part of the era of digital health, widespread use and deployment of wearable sensors should overcome specific technical challenges. One such challenge is the

Figure 14.

Various transfer printing technique. (A) STP method on PDMS (Prefabricated NW devices → Deposition of liquid PDMS and curing → Peel off PDMS/NW devices → NW devices embedded inside PDMS). (B) DTP method (NWs on the growth substrate → HF etching to remove the native SiO₂ of NWs → Pressing down a tape to the NWs → Peel off the tape with NW mesh → Pressing down the tape/NW mesh to the prefabricated electrodes → 2nd Peel-off → NW device on the tape). (C) MTP method (1st column: pressing down a thermal release tape to the prefabricated electrodes → Peel off the thermal release tape with electrodes → Pressing down the thermal release tape/electrodes to a target substrate → The thermal release tape is thermally released at 90°C; 2nd column: NWs on the growth substrate → HF etching to remove the native SiO₂ of NWs → Pressing down a tape to the NWs → Peel off the tape with NW mesh → Assembling of the tape/NW and the transferred electrodes). Adapted from Ref. [109].
biological receptor in wearable chemical biosensors. Since the signal transducer material and technologies of wearable chemical biosensors have already been considerably advanced, a major obstacle that hinders the development of the wearable chemical biosensors field may be not a signal transducer material, but a biological material. A diversity of target materials is narrow in current biological receptors and needs to be improved in terms of material stability, selectivity, bonding power, and production cost.

Ideal wearable sensors are physically small and can store important personal health data; therefore, biosensors and personal health data may be lost. The development of more secure and encryption technologies is desired to keep personal privacy and security.

The personal calibration of the wearable sensor is also one of the main challenges. Everybody has different personal health conditions (e.g. diet, family medical history and genetics). Therefore, symptoms of early diagnosis may vary from person-to-person. It is necessary to develop hardware and software that can comprehensively interpret human health through the development of artificial intelligence, as well as calibration of personal health status. Although artificial intelligence’s big data could be used to interpret an individual’s health, the patient’s disease should not be immediately evaluated through other people’s precedents using wearable sensors. In addition, since individual’s body shape and skin surface condition are all different, research that combines 3D printing technology to create a wearable sensor according to the individual’s condition might be an interesting direction for further research.

7. Outlook and conclusions

Wearable sensors and portable point-of-care medical devices are getting intensive attention from academic and industry societies. However, intensive understanding and studies of biosensing mechanisms, transduction mechanisms from biosignal to an electrical signal, and proper device platforms for specified medical purposes are prior to the commercialization of wearable sensors. Although those technical developments have been made for the last decades, social understanding from society and medical approval and its prerequisite is at infancy. Accelerating personalization in one’s lifestyle (currently due to Coronavirus Disease-19, COVID-19, and increasing interests in personal health care), point-of-care, and self-medical assessment will get attention more and more.

Recently, enormous development in soft electronic materials and advanced fabrication strategies have rendered to materialize wearable sensors. Wearable sensors can be applied in not only biosensing but also a lot of fields such as medical, industrial process, environmental monitoring, and military. The medical field is currently one of the most in-demand fields. By utilizing free movement of the sensors and their immediate recognition characteristics, it is possible to use drugs and perform rapid treatment for critically ill patients those who have issues in blood sugar, pregnancy hormones, cancer cells, cholesterol, lactic acid, and urea and etc. In addition, wearable sensors could be utilized in environmental monitoring field for the detection of environmental toxic substances in large areas rapidly and efficiently. The pollution in air, water and soil can be minimized for comfortable living environment. For example, the detection of environmental substances such as environmental hormones (dioxin), biological oxygen demand (BOD) of wastewater, heavy metals, and pesticides, can lead to an advanced life quality on human society. In the military, wearable sensors would allow for the detection of various biological sources. These can be used as a weapon that might drive mass destruction
such as sarin and anthrax, which requires fast analysis time. In addition to that, miniaturized wearable sensor would also allow for a maximized range of motion for direct use.

In summary, it is still unobvious to best match the architectures of wearable sensors to which diagnostic tasks. Moreover, a wearable sensor that is functional in the lab may not be of use in the field or clinic for several reasons. Multidisciplinary research involving life science, engineering, and physics needs to be performed simultaneously to construct more reliable and affordable wearable biosensors.
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Section 3

Mathematical Assessment on Biosensors
Chapter 6

Ultra-Precise MEMS Based Bio-Sensors

Vinayak Pachkawade

Abstract

This chapter evaluated the state-of-the-art MEMS sensors used for bio-sensing applications. A new class of resonant micro sensor is studied. A sensor structure based on the array of weakly coupled resonators is presented. It is shown that due to the weak coupling employed between the resonators in an array manifest ultra-high sensitivity of the output to the added analytes/biomolecules. Due to the highly-precise output of such bio-sensors, minimum detectable mass in the range of sub-atto gram is also possible using such MEMS sensors. Analytical modeling of such micro biosensors is presented in this chapter to understand the key performance parameters. Furthermore, role of these new classes of MEMS resonant biosensors operating at ambient temperature and/or pressure is also discussed.

Keywords: MEMS biosensor, bioelectronics, micro sensors for biological applications, biochemical analyte detection and identification using MEMS

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the development and implementation of innovative solutions in the form of a miniaturized bio-sensors. In this regard, in the MEMS community emphasis has been given to design and fabricate highly sensitive, and precise biomass sensors. These bio-sensors are used for detection, identification and measurement of either single and/or multi-analyte/s at lower cost, size, weight, and power consumption. Moreover, resonant devices are widely popular as a sensor for various chemical/biological applications [1]. In the context of biomass sensing, typical examples of resonant sensing include mass identification or detection [2–7]. A key attribute of these sensors is that the output signal is the variation/shift in the resonant frequency ($\Delta f$) of a vibrating structure that is subjected to small perturbations in the structural parameters i.e. effective mass/stiffness. Additional features of this method of detection are simple mechanical design, semi-digital nature of the signal (thus using simple frequency measurement system such as frequency counter and not requiring additional analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion circuit), ultra-high resolution [8–10], (up to $10^{-15}$ grams scale [11–13] and up to $10^{-18}$ grams scale [14–17]). There are however also a challenge associated with the resonant sensor employing only one resonator; firstly, maximum theoretical frequency shift based parametric sensitivity, $\Delta f/f$ is limited to 1/2 [18]. Sensors of these types are prone to environmental shifts such as pressure and/or temperature. Furthermore, these types of sensors, when used as a mass sensor are able to detect only one type of material (target analyte) at a time thus
avoiding the possibility to rapidly detect and differentiate multiple biochemical analytes in parallel [19].

In the past few years, in the MEMS community, a paradigm shift is observed in the design and implementation of micromechanical resonating sensors. A new perspective is presented in using 1-d chain of a coupled resonating proof masses, more familiarly refereed as multi degree-of-freedom (m-DoF) array, coupled resonator (CR) array, weakly coupled resonators (WCR) or mode-localized sensors [20–28].

**Figure 1** shows a representative schematic for such system. In this class of a sensors, coupling between the vibrating proof masses is constituted either electrostatically or mechanically. These sensors attribute an ultra-high parametric sensitivity (up to three to four orders high in magnitude) [29]. Such elevated levels of sensitivities are manifested via a novel transduction principle, i.e. sensing magnitude of vibrational energy exchange between the moving proof masses that are subject to a small disruption introduced into the system. This disruption serves to alter an effective mass, \( \Delta m \) of one of the proof mass element in a chain (see **Figure 1**). Primarily, due to relatively higher parametric sensitivities, m-DoF coupled resonators are emerging as an alternative and promising resonant sensing solution.

Other acknowledged advantages of weakly-coupled resonating sensors are linearity (attributed to high sensitivity, relative immunity against responding to common mode noise for example, ambient pressure and/or temperature [30–32] and the parallel detection capability in the context of the mass sensing applications [33–36]. These characteristics make mode-localized coupled resonators effective. For the obvious advantages as given, m-DoF coupled resonant sensors are being pursued over conventional method of resonant sensing, i.e. sensing the frequency shift, \( \Delta f \) of a single resonating device.

### 2. Theory

A viable method to understand the operation of the mode-localized CR is its analysis through the transfer function model. The transfer function analysis enables to understand the system-level behavior of a biosensor unit. **Figure 1** shows a lumped parameter model of a 2 DoF mass-spring-damper system in the context of CR biosensor. It shows proof masses, \( M_i \), mechanical spring constant, \( K_i \) and the damping coefficients, \( c_i \) (i = 1, 2). The \( c_i \) models the damping force between the
two resonating proof masses. Two proof masses are coupled through another spring, $K_c$ as shown. A displacement of the proof mass, $x_i$ ($i = 1, 2$) in response to the applied force, $F_i$ ($i = 1, 2$) is also indicated. Based on the free body diagram, a set of governing differential equations of motion for 2-DoF mass-spring-damper can be used to derive the theoretical transfer function. Subsequently, an expressions for governing differential equations of motion for 2-DoF mass-spring-damper can be used to derive the theoretical transfer function. Subsequently, an expressions for mode-frequencies, $\omega_i$ and modal amplitudes/amplitude ratio (AR) as a function of applied disorder in the mass, $\delta_m$ can be obtained.

Following assumptions hold true for a symmetric device- $M_1 = M_2 = M$, $K_1 = K_2 = K$ and $c_1 = c_2 = c$. Forcing vectors $F_i$ acting on the proof masses are the harmonic excitation (drive) forces that cause displacements, $x_i$, assumed to occur at one frequency. Quantities $\delta_m$ and $\kappa$ are normalized perturbation to the mass and normalized coupling factor, given as $\delta_m = \Delta m/M$ and $\kappa = K_c/K$, respectively. When system experiences imbalance into the initial symmetry i.e., $\Delta m \neq 0$, governing set of equations of motion for the two-coupled proof masses is given as follows:

$$M\ddot{x}_1 + (c + c_c)x_1 + (K + K_c)x_1 - c\dot{x}_2 - K_c x_2 = F_1(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$(M + \Delta m)\ddot{x}_2 + (c + c_c)x_2 + (K + K_c)x_2 - c\dot{x}_1 - K_c x_1 = F_2(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

By operating the system in vacuum, the impact of the following can be reduced, i) damping force of individual proof mass and ii) damping force that occurs between two proof masses, hence $c_1 = c_2 = c_c = 0$ can be assumed for the simplified analysis. Therefore, (1) and (2) can be modified as below:

$$M\ddot{x}_1 + (K + K_c)x_1 - K_c x_2 = F_1(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$(M + \Delta m)\ddot{x}_2 + (K + K_c)x_2 - K_c x_1 = F_2(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

By applying a Laplace Transform to Eqs. (3) and (4), following expressions are obtained:

$$G_{11}(s)X_1(s) - G_{12}(s)X_2(s) = F_1(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$G_{22}(s)X_2(s) - G_{21}(s)X_1(s) = F_2(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where

$$G_{11}(s) = s^2M + (K + K_c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$G_{12}(s) = G_{21}(s) = K_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$G_{22}(s) = s^2(M + \Delta m) + (K + K_c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

In Eq. (6), set $F_2(s) = 0$, and derive an expression for $X_1(s)$ and $X_2(s)$ to use these values back in Eq. (5). An output transfer function is then obtained as follows:

$$G_1(s) = \frac{X_1(s)}{F_1(s)} = \frac{G_{22}(s)}{G_{11}(s)G_{22}(s) - G_{12}(s)G_{21}(s)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$G_2(s) = \frac{X_2(s)}{F_1(s)} = \frac{G_{21}(s)}{G_{11}(s)G_{22}(s) - G_{12}(s)G_{21}(s)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Similar procedure can be applied to obtain an expression for $G_3(s)$ and $G_4(s)$ Using the values of $G_{11}(s)$, $G_{12}(s)$, $G_{21}(s)$ and $G_{22}(s)$ derived earlier in Eq. (7) through (9), following equations are obtained.
\[ G_1(s) = \frac{X_1(s)}{F_1(s)} = \frac{s^2(M + \Delta m) + K_a}{s^4M(M + \Delta m) + s^2K_a[M + (M + \Delta m)] + K_c^2 - K_c} \]  
\[ G_2(s) = \frac{X_2(s)}{F_1(s)} = \frac{K_c}{s^4M(M + \Delta m) + s^2K_a[M + (M + \Delta m)] + K_c^2 - K_c} \]  

Here, \( K_a = (K + K_c) \). Using \( s = j\omega \), Eqs. (12) and (13) can be modified to attain

\[ G_1(j\omega) = \frac{X_1(j\omega)}{F_1(j\omega)} = \frac{-\omega^2(M + \Delta m) + K_a}{\omega^4M(M + \Delta m) - \omega^2K_a(2M + \Delta m) + K_c^2 - K_c} \]  
\[ G_2(j\omega) = \frac{X_2(j\omega)}{F_1(j\omega)} = \frac{K_c}{\omega^4M(M + \Delta m) - \omega^2K_a(2M + \Delta m) + K_c^2 - K_c} \]  

A denominator of Eqs. (14) and (15) is given by

\[ \omega^4M(M + \Delta m) - \omega^2K_a(2M + \Delta m) + K_c^2 - K_c = 0 \]  

Eq. (16) is the characteristic equation of 2 DoF coupled system. Roots of Eq. (16) can be given as

\[ \omega_{ip}^2 \approx \frac{K_a(2M + \Delta m) - \sqrt{\Delta m^2K_a^2M^2 + 4K_c^2(M^2 + \Delta m)}}{2M^2} \]  
\[ \omega_{op}^2 \approx \frac{K_a(2M + \Delta m) + \sqrt{\Delta m^2K_a^2M^2 + 4K_c^2(M^2 + \Delta m)}}{2M^2} \]  

Here, \( \omega_{ip}^2 \) and \( \omega_{op}^2 \) are in-phase and out-of-phase natural mode frequencies of the device. With \( \Delta m = 0 \), Eqs. (17) and (18) take the form \( \omega_{ip}^2 = \frac{K_a}{M} \) and \( \omega_{op}^2 = \frac{K_a + 2K_c}{M} \).

Dividing (14) by (15), amplitude ratio (AR) is obtained as

\[ \frac{H_1(j\omega)}{H_2(j\omega)} = \frac{-\omega^2(M + \Delta m) + K_a}{K_c} \]  

By substituting the values of \( \omega \) in Eq. (19), the expression for mode AR as a function of mass perturbation, \( \Delta m \) is obtained as follows:

\[ \frac{H_1(j\omega_{ip})}{H_2(j\omega_{ip})} = \frac{-\left(\frac{\omega^2(2M + \Delta m) - \sqrt{\Delta m^2K_a^2M^2 + 4K_c^2(M^2 + \Delta m)}}{2M^2}\right)(M + \Delta m) + K_a}{K_c} \]  
\[ \frac{H_1(j\omega_{op})}{H_2(j\omega_{op})} = \frac{-\left(\frac{\omega^2(2M + \Delta m) + \sqrt{\Delta m^2K_a^2M^2 + 4K_c^2(M^2 + \Delta m)}}{2M^2}\right)(M + \Delta m) + K_a}{K_c} \]  

With \( \Delta m = 0 \), Eq. (20) and (21) take the form as

\[ \frac{H_1(j\omega_{ip})}{H_2(j\omega_{ip})} = 1; \quad \frac{H_1(j\omega_{op})}{H_2(j\omega_{op})} = -1 \]  

Eq. (22) represents initial balanced condition of a two CR.
2.1 Analytical models

Figure 2 represents the analytical plots of the 2-DoF CR sensor system. In Figure 2(a), mode-frequencies as a function of induced mass disorder is shown. Lower resonant frequency of the out-of-phase mode indicates that a design uses an electrical coupling between the two resonators. With $\delta_m = 0$, two resonant frequencies are closely spaced apart (frequency separation determined by the value of the coupling spring constant, $K_c$ used in the system). However, when $\delta_m \neq 0$, resonant mode-frequencies veer away from each other as the magnitude of the $\delta_m$ is increased. In Figure 2(b), similar trend can be observed, where, amplitude ratio (AR) as a function of induced mass disorder is shown. Slopes of the curves in each graphs determine the sensitivity of mode-frequencies and AR to the normalized mass perturbation into the system. The theoretical sensitivity norms (in the context of the mass perturbations, $\Delta m$) for the amplitude ratio (AR), eigenstate and the resonant frequency used in CR sensors are expressed as below:

$$\left( \frac{x_1}{x_2} \right)_j = \left| \frac{r_n - r_0}{r_0} \right| \approx \frac{\Delta m}{2K_c}$$

$$\left( x \right)_j = \left| \frac{a_n - a_0}{a_0} \right| \approx \frac{\Delta m}{4K_c}$$

$$\left( f_{ji} \right) = \left| \frac{f_n - f_0}{f_0} \right| \approx \frac{\Delta m}{2m_{eff}}$$

for $j^{th}$ resonator ($j = 1, 2$) at $i^{th}$ mode of the frequency response ($i = 1, 2$), respectively. For the electrostatic coupling between the two resonators, an effective value of the coupling spring is given by $K_c = -\frac{\Delta v^2}{c g A}$, where $\Delta v$ refers the potential difference between the two masses, $g$ is capacitive gap, $\epsilon$ is permittivity and $A$ is the cross sectional area of the parallel-plate capacitor.

Figure 3 shows a plot of AR variation as a function of mass perturbation. Two different values of coupling spring, $K_c$ are used. For lower effective value of the coupling spring, $K_c = 100 \text{ N/m}$, (coupling factor, $\kappa = 0.00075$), higher changes in the AR can be extracted (relatively higher slope). This aspect shows the tunable characteristic of a sensitivity in a CR biosensor unit. In Figure 4, different forms of the
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**Figure 2.**
Mode-frequencies and AR veering phenomenon observed in CR mode-localized mass sensors. $\delta_m$ is the applied normalized mass perturbation. Slope of the AR curves determined the sensitivity. Lower value of the coupling spring, $K_c$ enhances sensitivity to the mass perturbation for the AR output.
outputs (as expressed in (23) through (25)) are compared against the values of applied mass perturbations in a 2-DoF CR sensor system. As seen, the AR output offers the highest achievable sensitivity. Therefore, AR sensing is the preferred method of the sensing in CR biosensor system. It can be written that $S_{R_i} > S_{A_j} \gg S_{f_i}$.

Here, $S_{R_i}$, $S_{A_j}$, and $S_{f_i}$ denote the theoretical maximum sensitivity for AR, amplitude and frequency for $j^{th}$ resonator ($j = 1, 2$) at the $i^{th}$ mode of the frequency response ($i = 1, 2$), respectively. Another way to understand the operation of a 2-DoF CR biosensor is through its output frequency response. Figure 5 shows an output response of resonator 1 and 2 in a 2-DoF coupled resonant (CR) mass biosensor system. As two resonators are used in the CR system, two peaks appear in the output response. Initially, assuming a symmetric system (i.e. $M_1 = M_2 = M$, $K_1 = K_2 = K$), $j^{th}$ resonator ($j = 1, 2$) vibrate with equal amplitudes at the $i^{th}$ mode ($i = 1, 2$) of the output response. After the mass disorder, $\delta_{m}$ is introduced, it is observed that vibration amplitudes of the $j^{th}$ resonator ($j = 1, 2$) at the $i^{th}$ mode ($i = 1, 2$) of the output response change. An amplitude shift is denoted by $\Delta a$. The frequency shift, $\Delta f$ at both the modes is also seen. After the mass perturbation, for the resonator 1, vibration amplitude is seen decreased at the first mode, whereas amplitude is seen increased at the second mode.
2.2 Frequency response and a finite element model (FEM)

Figure 6(a) shows a frequency response (bode diagram) of a 2-DoF CR system. Figure 6(b) shows a COMSOL mode shape simulation for a designed geometry of a two mechanically coupled resonators. A structural mechanics module of COMSOL Multiphysics [37] can be used to design CR sensor and simulate for the mode shape.
and eigen-frequencies of the design. As seen from the FEM results, for mode 1, vibrating elements (cantilevers) move in the same direction (in-phase mode) and the same amplitudes \([1, 1]\). For mode 2, both the cantilevers move in opposite direction (out-of-phase mode) and the same amplitudes \([1,-1]\). The two simulated mode frequencies are \(f_1\) and \(f_2\) for mode 1 (in-phase) and mode 2 (out-of-phase), respectively. As the FEM illustrates, the coupling used in the design is mechanical. If the coupling used in the design is electrical, out-of-phase mode precedes the in-phase mode as seen in the bode diagram (note the phase difference of the two resonators).

3. Case studies in m-DoF resonant mass sensing

In this section, different types of MEMS ultra-precise sensors based on the m-DoF CR architecture are discussed. In MEMS resonant biosensors, a surface of the micromechanical resonator is coated with a sensitive thin film. A resonant frequency shift is monitored as a result of adsorption/absorption of the target analyte/s [19]. In the same framework, CR structures are used as a mass sensors owing to the enhanced mass sensitivity and parallel monitoring of multiple analyte/s.

3.1 Study I

For the first time, it was proposed that a vibration mode localization can be used to demonstrate an elevated mass sensitivity [36]. A fabricated prototype is shown in Figure 7(a). In this work, two nearly identical mechanically coupled gold-foil microcantilevers were used. For the experimentation, borosilicate microspheres (mean diameter of \(4.9 \mu m\) with a mass of \(\approx 154 \text{ pg}\) were added on cantilever 2. Piezoelectric shaker was used for the driving scheme for the sensor. A laser doppler vibrometer was used to capture the tip velocities at different locations of individual cantilevers. An output plot as seen in Figure 7(b) was obtained to show eigenstate variation as a function of normalized mass perturbation, \(\delta m\). With \(\Delta m = 0\), vibration amplitudes of cantilevers 1 and 2 at two mode frequencies (i.e. two distinct modes as in-phase and out-of-phase) are seen. Uneven amplitudes for both the cantilevers at both the modes are result of fabrication mismatch. With \(\Delta m \neq 0\), vibration amplitudes of both the cantilevers change at both the modes. With mass added to cantilever 2, amplitudes of both the resonators at both the modes are seen to be increased. Amplitude of resonator 1 is relatively higher than amplitude of resonator 2 at the first mode (at lower frequency in the response). Amplitude of resonator 2 is relatively higher than amplitude of resonator 1 at the second mode (at the higher frequency in the response). A relatively larger shift (either in amplitude or resonant frequency) indicates vibration energy is localized to that particular cantilever at the mode of operation. With a mass differential (\(\Delta m\)) in the system, resonant frequencies of both the cantilevers at both the modes also change. However, relative changes in the amplitudes are orders of magnitude higher than the changes in frequencies. This work experimentally demonstrated about two orders higher in magnitude relative changes into the eigenstates (5–7%) than relative changes in the frequencies (0.01%). Enhanced sensitivity of eigenstates to the added mass was attributed to the decreased scaled coupling strength, \(\kappa\) between the two cantilevers. Each eigenstate is the normalized vector formed by the amplitudes of the two vibrating elements (cantilevers) at a corresponding resonance frequency. In the same work, mass removal from the cantilever surface resulted in return of eigenstates to their original values.
3.2 Study II

Moreover, using an array of polysilicon microcantilevers (up to 15) it is possible to record up to 3 orders higher changes in eigenstate based output of the sensor [35]. In an array of cantilevers, each pattern of eigenmode shifts is unique. Therefore, by examining an experimentally measured pattern of eigenmode shifts it is possible to determine to which cantilever a target analyte particle has adhered. A mass sensitivity of up to two orders higher was found as opposed to the previous work [36] reported by the same group. A mass sensitivity of up to three orders higher was found as opposed to relative frequency shifts. It is therefore feasible to design coupled resonant (CR) microstructures and use eigenmode as an output metric for enhanced parametric sensitivity over resonant sensors that use frequency shift output. However, it is also evident that merely adding the number of resonators in a 1-dimensional (1-d) chain does not necessarily increase the parametric sensitivity in proportion.

Figure 7. Ultrasensitive mass sensor using a mode localization in coupled microcantilevers (a) fabricated prototype and (b) amplitude-frequency response of a fabricated prototype before and after the mass imbalance introduced into the system [33]. Reprinted from [33] with the permission of AIP Publishing.
3.3 Study III

In a study, an array of four micro beams, S1-S4 are attached to a common shuttle mass, SM for the detection and identification of multiple analytes [19, 38]. Geometrical asymmetry in the micro beams (length mismatch) assured sufficient separation of individual resonant peaks (as seen in Figure 8(a)) at the corresponding eigenmode frequencies in the output response. An output response of the fabricated prototype along with mode shapes are shown in Figure 8(a). A capillary tube containing the specific polymer solutions was interfaced to one or all of the micro beams to functionalize them for vapor detection. Specifically, toluene and methanol, and toluene/methanol mixtures were used with the polymers to prepare analyte concentration for the functionalization of the surface of the microbeam/s in an
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**Figure 8.**
Frequency response of the single input single output scheme in an array of coupled micro beams. (a) Composite response indicated by B and the individual mode-frequencies (M1-M4) of the mode-localized micro beams upon mass absorption due to the added analyte concentration. Also shown are the resonant mode shapes of the system. (b) Resonant frequency shifts of the four individual modes as a function of added mass concentration of the analyte. Slopes of the curve determine the sensitivity to the analyte, also making it possible to identify particular vapor concentration. Reprinted from [38] with the permission of AIP Publishing.
array. The functionalized prototype was excited to motion by the piezoelectric actuator operating at a pressure level of 200 Torr. As shown in Figure 8(b), a single output signal (resonant frequency shifts of all micro beams as a function of analyte concentration in %) was measured optically from the SM to obtain the composite response due to the mode-localization. Detection process is as follows: i) measure the resonance frequencies, M1-M4 (without added mass) in the pure nitrogen gas, ii) introduce an analyte and wait for the absorption to reach steady state, iii) measure the resonance frequencies once more, and determining the resulting frequency shifts. In this experiment, the frequency shift of each localized microbeam mode (M1-M4) was determined for various analyte concentrations (Figure 8(b)). As observed from Figure 8(b), M3 shows the highest sensitivity to the toluene, whereas, M4 exhibits highest sensitivity to the added mass concentration of the methanol. Knowing the shifts of the two most sensitive microbeam modes M3 and M4 and their sensitivities from Figure 8(b), the concentrations of methanol and toluene in the vapor were estimated to be 2.8% and 2.0%, respectively, and found in good agreement with the actual concentrations of 2.3% methanol and 2.3% toluene.

3.4 Study IV

In the recent study, ‘Fano resonances’ were observed in purely mechanical systems constituted by an array of nano and microcantilever resonators [39]. An array of micro/nano-scale cantilevers were used for mass sensing. A fabricated prototype and the output response is shown in Figure 9. Nanoscale cantilevers (thickness of 100 nm) fabricated of silicon nitrate were excited with piezoelectric disk shaker. A laser optical based detection was performed with sub-picometer resolution. Cantilevers here are directly connected to the bulk silicon without any suspended overhang at the base. As a consequence, each cantilever resonance is said to be identified by the main resonance curve (Lorentzian curve). No other resonant peak (entangled states due to coupling) are observed in the output response. Instead, due to an interference between the tails of the Lorentzian curve and the resonance peaks of the other cantilevers in an array, it was said that fano-peaks appeared at the corresponding resonant frequencies of the other cantilevers in an array (Figure 9(b)). Increased sensitivity (i.e. being able to measure smallest change in mass, $\Delta m$ of up to 5 pg, $\Delta m \approx m/Q$) of fano-resonances was attributed to their exhibited relatively higher quality factor, $Q$ ($10 \times$ than the main resonance

![Fabricated prototype (a) and (b) vibration spectra of one cantilever in an array. Up to 9 cantilevers, not shown here were used in this work to propose a single and fast measurement scheme for cantilever arrays using Fano-resonance analysis [39]. Reprinted from [39] with the permission of Springer Nature under creative commons licenses.](image)
peak). A negative shift in the resonant frequencies of all the ‘Fano-resonances’ was observed as the results of parallel mass loading on all the cantilevers in an array. Therefore, a single, fast measurement scheme (parallelization) was proposed to characterize the frequency response of one cantilever in an array. Several configurations of micro/nano scale cantilever arrays were fabricated and experimental results were given along with the theory model.

4. Common-mode-rejection in resonant mass sensors

Mode-localized sensors that utilize an array of ideally identical, weakly coupled, vibrating microstructural elements are shown to be relatively immune to the false output. Environmental factors (such as ambient pressure [30, 32], temperature [31, 40]) and/or nonspecific bindings (in case of mass sensing) influence all the vibrating elements uniformly. These factors as mentioned ideally does not affect the eigen-modes of the system, while shifts in the resonance frequencies still occur. One of the early work addressing the common-mode rejection of mode-localized sensor is given in [30]. As shown in Figure 1, in a 2-DoF WCR sensor, induced mismatch ($\Delta m$) affects one of the resonator. This is called a mass differential mode of operation. However, environmental variable such as temperature or pressure affects both the resonators simultaneously, which is termed as common-mode behavior of the micromechanical mode-localized sensors. It is found that, the mode-localized sensor is efficient in rejecting a common-mode noise (temperature and pressure) to the first order.

Table 1 provides a comparative performance summary (in terms of the attainable mass sensitivity and minimum detectable mass) of the ultra-precise and highly sensitive resonant mass sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Output used</th>
<th>Relative sensitivity</th>
<th>Minimum detectable mass, $\Delta m$</th>
<th>DoF</th>
<th>Material used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>eigenstates</td>
<td>5% to 7% (higher than frequency shift output)</td>
<td>154 pg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>borosilicate microspheres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>eigenstates</td>
<td>3 orders higher</td>
<td>13.5 pg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>platinum patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19, 38]</td>
<td>Frequency shift</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>polymer solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Frequency shift</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$1.42 \times 10^{-14}$ kg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>eigenstates</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>10 pg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>polystyrene micro-spheres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Frequency shift</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5 pg</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>34,361</td>
<td>2.1 ng</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>2.5%/pg (estimated via numerical model)</td>
<td>6 pg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>AR (Atmospheric pressure test)</td>
<td>25.31 (two orders higher than frequency shift output)</td>
<td>180 ng</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Nanoparticles used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Eigenstates/frequency shifts</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thermally killed bacteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Relative sensitivity is the ratio of sensitivity of eigenstate/s or AR output to the sensitivity of frequency shift output.

Table 1. Mode-localized mass sensors summary.
5. Conclusion

In this chapter, the state-of-the-art in MEMS resonant sensor is studied. Numerical models were presented to understand the operation of the ultra-precise, high sensitivity devices used for the bio applications. Key performance parameters such as mass sensitivity was derived for the different available outputs in the CR resonant mass sensors. From the recent case studies and a comparative analysis as provided in Table 1, it can be concluded that CR resonant biosensor is emerging as a new sensing standard in the MEMS community.

Abbreviations and nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEMS</td>
<td>Micro-electromechanical systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-DoF</td>
<td>multi-degree of freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Coupled resonators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCR</td>
<td>Weakly coupled resonators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/D</td>
<td>Analog-to-digital converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Amplitude ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_i$</td>
<td>Proof mass gram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_c$</td>
<td>Mechanical spring constant $N/m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_i$</td>
<td>Damping $Ns/m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>Forcing term $N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Displacement of the proof mass $m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_e$</td>
<td>Coupling spring constant (electrical) $N/m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>Coupling factor $Unitless$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta m$</td>
<td>Mass perturbation gram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Normalized perturbation $Unitless$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_m$</td>
<td>Normalized mass perturbation $Unitless$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{ip}$</td>
<td>In-phase mode frequency $rad/sec$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{op}$</td>
<td>Out-of-phase mode frequency $rad/sec$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\frac{x_j}{x_1})_{ji}$</td>
<td>Amplitude ratio of the $j^{th}$ resonator at the $i^{th}$ mode of the frequency response $Unitless$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(x)_{ji}$</td>
<td>Amplitude of the $j^{th}$ resonator at the $i^{th}$ mode of the frequency response $V$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(f_{ji})$</td>
<td>Resonant frequency of the $j^{th}$ resonator at the $i^{th}$ mode of the frequency response $Hz$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta f$</td>
<td>Frequency shift $Hz$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta a$</td>
<td>Amplitude shift $V$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta f/f$</td>
<td>Frequency shift (normalized) $Unitless$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{R_i}$</td>
<td>Sensitivity of AR shift to the normalized mass perturbation $V/V/\delta_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{A_{ji}}$</td>
<td>Sensitivity of amplitude shift to the normalized mass perturbation $V/\delta_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{f_i}$</td>
<td>Sensitivity of frequency shift to the normalized mass perturbation $Hz/\delta_m$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 7

Microfluidic Adsorption-Based Biosensors: Mathematical Models of Time Response and Noise, Considering Mass Transfer and Surface Heterogeneity

Ivana Jokić

Abstract

Adsorption-based microfluidic sensors are promising tools for biosensing. Advanced mathematical models of time response and noise of such devices are needed in order to improve the interpretation of measurement results, and to achieve the optimal sensor performance. Here the mathematical models are presented that take into account the coupling of processes that generate the sensor signal: adsorption–desorption (AD) of the target analyte particles on the heterogeneous sensing surface, and mass transfer (MT) in a microfluidic chamber. The response kinetics and AD noise (which determines the ultimate sensing performance) of protein biosensors are analyzed, assuming practically relevant analyte concentrations, sensing surface areas and MT parameters. The condition is determined under which MT significantly influences the sensor characteristics relevant for reliable analyte detection and quantification. It is shown that the development of improved mathematical models of sensor temporal response and noise can be used as one of strategies for achieving better sensing performance.

Keywords: microfluidic biosensor, surface heterogeneity, mass transfer, adsorption–desorption noise, mathematical model

1. Introduction

Microfluidic adsorption-based biosensors are promising devices for real-time, in-situ and low-cost analysis of samples taken from the environment, food or living organisms, enabling detection of the presence and measurement of the amount of target biological specimens: biomolecules (such as proteins or DNA fragments), microorganisms, or other biological structures [1–3]. Such sensors are highly sensitive, capable of operation with small sample quantities, and also small, lightweight and energy efficient, thus being especially suitable for autonomous, portable and distributed sensing applications [4–6]. Due to such characteristics, development of microfluidic sensors is very significant for environmental protection, medicine, agriculture, food inspection, public healthcare and security, and other fields, where they can substitute large and expensive laboratory equipment, typically located far
from the place where the samples are taken for the analysis. They also enable the development of new fields of biosensor applications, such as the personalized medical point-of-care diagnostics, telemedicine, wearable sensors etc. [7–9].

In order to utilize the great potential of adsorption-based microfluidic biosensors for practical applications, research is performed aiming to enable optimization of their performance. The increase of sensitivity and response rate of the sensors, better selectivity, lowering of the minimal detectable concentration, higher reliability of measurement results and their more accurate interpretation, as well as the research and development of new measurement methods, which enable obtaining of more information about one or multiple adsorbed substances at the same time, are of great practical significance. In that sense, of particular interest is to know the dependence of the temporal response and the sensor noise on the parameters of the sensing element, the measurement system, and the experimental conditions, which requires the development and application of mathematical models that take into account physical processes and phenomena relevant for generating the response and its fluctuations. The adsorption and desorption (AD) processes are inevitably taken into account in modeling of the response and noise, since they are fundamental for sensor operation, and are also the source of adsorption–desorption noise, which sets the fundamental limits of detection and quantification of the analyte. In structures of micrometer and nanometer dimensions, AD noise can dominantly determine the values of minimal detectable and quantifiable signal, as well as other limiting sensor performances, especially in the case of low analyte concentration [10–20]. In various cases, apart from the AD process of the target analyte, different additional processes influence the sensor response kinetics and noise, so it is necessary to take them into account in mathematical models.

The objective of this work is to present mathematical models of the temporal response and adsorption–desorption noise of microfluidic adsorption-based biosensors, that take into account the processes responsible for the generation of the sensor signal: adsorption–desorption of the target analyte particles on the heterogeneous sensing surface, and mass transfer (MT) in a microfluidic chamber. Section 2 presents the mathematical models of the sensor temporal response, while Section 3 describes the AD noise models, developed for the cases considered in Section 2. In Section 4, the results will be presented of the temporal response analysis, and of the analysis of AD noise of protein biosensors, both performed by using of the models presented in Sections 2 and 3, assuming practically relevant analyte concentrations, sensing surface areas and MT parameters. The conclusions will be summarized in Section 5.

2. Mathematical models of sensor temporal response

In adsorption-based biosensors (e.g. SPR (Surface Plasmon Resonance), resistive graphene-based, CNT (Carbon NanoTube) or NWFET (NanoWire Field Effect Transistor), SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave), FBAR (thin Film Bulk Acoustic wave Resonator), microcantilever sensors) detection of the target analyte and measurement of its concentration are based on the change of a measurable parameter of the sensing element, caused by analyte adsorption on the active surface [21–28]. Namely, the adsorption leads to the change of some of the sensing element’s physical parameters (e.g. the mechanical strain or mechanical structure’s mass, the effective density of the surface layer or its conductivity, the refraction index, the distribution of electric charges on the surface), which changes at least one measurable parameter of the sensor (e.g. the deflection or the resonant frequency of the mechanical structure; the amplitude, frequency or phase of surface or bulk acoustic
waves in mechanical sensors; the resistance or current in electrical sensors; the intensity, reflection, transmission, or absorption of light in optical sensors).

Here, the term “temporal response of adsorption-based sensors” will be used to denote the temporal change of a certain physical parameter of the sensing element, which is induced by analyte adsorption. At any given time, that change is determined by the number of analyte particles bound to the sensing surface, and that number depends on the target analyte concentration in the sample. This enables the measurement of the concentration of the target substance to be performed by measuring the change of the physical parameter. Therefore, the mathematical model of the sensor temporal response is based on the model of the time evolution of the number of adsorbed particles as a function of analyte concentration, assuming that there is a known (preferably linear) relation between the two quantities.

In the analyses of microfluidic biosensors time response, which have been published in the literature, it is often assumed that the change of the number of adsorbed particles occurs only due to the AD process of the target substance, and the interpretation of experimental results is performed according to that [29, 30]. This simplified interpretation of the events occurring on the sensing surface is justified under the conditions that ensure a negligible influence of other processes, and assume a homogeneous adsorption surface. Analyses that include some of the additional effects that also influence the current number of adsorbed target particles are less abundant in the existing literature. For example, the mass transfer process of target adsorbate particles in a reaction chamber, toward or away from adsorption sites on the sensing surface, coupled with the AD process, is considered in [31–33]. Competitive AD processes of target and competitor substances are analyzed in [34, 35]. An example of the analysis encompassing multiple phenomena is the research of adsorption processes of two or three analytes on the surface of the same sensor, coupled with mass transfer processes of corresponding particles [36–38]. Sensing surface heterogeneity and mass transfer processes in biosensors are considered within the analysis of sensor models response in [30, 36, 39], where the need is emphasized for taking into account both of these factors simultaneously while creating experiments and interpreting the measurement results.

In this section, first the starting system of equations will be presented that model the change of the number of adsorbed particles on a sensing surface with an arbitrary number of different adsorption sites, and take into account mass transfer processes of analyte particles in the sensor chamber. Subsequently, simplified physical models will be defined and presented by suitable equations for certain cases of practical significance, in a similar way as in [39]. Also, conditions will be defined under which the application of the approximate models is justified. The case of adsorbing surface with two types of adsorption sites will be particularly considered.

2.1 Starting equations

It is assumed that the sensing element of a sensor is in a microfluidic reaction chamber of a rectangular cross-section, with the sample to be analyzed flowing through it. In Figure 1 (left) a schematic representation is given of the chamber and the sensing element, with the designations of dimensions and coordinate axes. During the laminar fluid flow, a parabolic velocity profile is formed in the chamber (the profile belongs to the $z = \text{const.}$ plane, and it is constant in the $z$-axis direction in the adsorbing surface zone).

On the sensor’s active surface the recognition and binding of the target analyte occurs. Adsorption–desorption and mass transfer are the key processes for binding of particles to the sensing surface. The former is the process of binding of the
analyte particles to surface adsorption sites due to a certain affinity, and unbinding from them. The latter encompasses the processes (convection and diffusion) by which the analyte particles are transported through the microfluidic chamber to or from the binding sites. The coupling of these processes determines the spatial and temporal dependence of the analyte concentration in the chamber.

In the analysis, it is assumed that the adsorption occurs in a single layer only, that only one analyte particle can be adsorbed on an adsorption site, and that the probability of adsorption on any given site (or desorption from it), does not depend on the occupancy of adjacent sites. In the case of a homogeneous sensing surface (in the sense of the affinity toward the target analyte particles), the AD process is characterized by a single pair of adsorption and desorption rate constants, $k_a$ and $k_d$.

The active surface of affinity-based sensors is often not comprised of uniform adsorption sites to which the particles of the target analyte bind [30, 40]. The reason for this can be a non-uniform surface morphology or chemical composition, or the existence of multiple possible binding sites for analyte particles due to the material structure on the molecular scale. In more detail, the presence of various defects, irregularities, cavities, pores, impurities, contaminants, different functional groups on the surface, etc. are some of numerous features that constitute the surface heterogeneity. Materials in the form of flakes with specific binding sites on edges and basal planes, such as liquid-phase exfoliated graphene [41], are also an example of a heterogeneous sensing surface. When a surface is functionalized with specific capturing probes for the target analyte, adsorption sites heterogeneity can be manifested through nonspecific binding of analyte particles to the surface. An adsorption surface can also be heterogeneous due to uneven binding of functionalizing entities (e.g. non-uniform orientation of capturing proteins when attached to the surface), which influences the affinity toward the analyte, and the efficiency of its binding. Whatever the reason, a heterogeneous sensing surface can be characterized by different affinities of different surface sites for the analyte particles binding. The analyte's AD process is then characterized by a certain distribution of adsorption and desorption rate constants across the surface, and it is described by a model that takes into account the surface non-uniformity.

If we assume that there is $n$ types of adsorption sites on the surface, the surface heterogeneity can be described by a discrete set of $n$ values of adsorption energies
for the given analyte, thus yielding $n$ pairs of adsorption and desorption rate constants $\left( k_{a_i}, k_{d_i} \right)$, $i = 1, 2 \ldots n$. Adsorption of a single analyte on $n$ types of adsorption sites, randomly distributed across the adsorbing surface of a microfluidic sensor, is mathematically described by $n + 1$ equations, and by boundary and initial conditions. One of the equations is the convection-diffusion equation (for a microfluidic chamber of a rectangular cross-section, whose illustration is shown in Figure 1 (left))

$$\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = -v \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} + D \left( \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial z^2} \right)$$

(1)

Here, $D$ is the diffusion coefficient of analyte particles, and $v$ is the flow velocity of the sample. The remaining $n$ equations pertain to the processes of reversible binding of particles to adsorption sites of different types. Each of these processes, which are coupled in a general case, can be regarded as one of $n$ components of a complex AD process. It is known that the Langmuir adsorption model assumes the uniformity of adsorption sites. In the case of heterogeneous surface sites, it can be assumed that the adsorbent surface consists of a collection of locally homogeneous surfaces, and that the adsorption on each of them can be considered as Langmuir adsorption. All the parts of the sensing surface $S$ with the adsorption sites of the type $i$, constitute the surface $S_i$ of area $A_i$. The above-mentioned set of $n$ equations can thus be written as

$$\frac{\partial \eta_i}{\partial t} = k_{a_i} C_i \left( \eta_{\text{max},i} - \eta_i \right) - k_{d_i} \eta_i, \quad (x, 0, z) \in S_i, \quad i = 1, 2 \ldots n$$

(2)

Here $\eta_i$ is the surface density of the analyte particles adsorbed on sites of the $i^{\text{th}}$ type, $\eta_{\text{max},i}$ is the surface density of adsorption sites of the matching kind, and $C_i$ is the analyte concentration adjacent to the sensing surface. It is assumed that the adsorption sites are uniformly distributed across the surface $S_i$, so $\eta_{\text{max},i}$ does not depend on the coordinates $x$ and $z$.

The boundary and initial conditions are as follows: 1. at the entrance of the chamber ($x = 0$) the concentration is equal to that in the analyzed sample: $C(t, 0, y, z) = C_0$; 2. at the exit from the chamber the continuity condition assumes free convection: $\partial C/\partial x = 0$ for $x = L_s$; 3. the initial adsorbate particle distribution in the chamber is uniform: $C(0, x, y, z) = C_0$; 4. in the zone of the sensing element, which is defined by the coordinates $y = 0$, $x_1 \leq x \leq x_1 + L_s$, $z_1 \leq z \leq z_1 + w_0$ ($L_s$ is the adsorption zone length, and $w_0$ is its width), there is a balance between the diffusion flux in the direction perpendicular to the surface, and the net adsorption rate per unit surface

$$D \frac{\partial C}{\partial y} \bigg|_{(t,x,0,z)} = k_{a_i} C_i \left( \eta_{\text{max},i} - \eta_i \right) - k_{d_i} \eta_i, \quad i = 1, 2 \ldots n$$

(3)

The $i^{\text{th}}$ Eq. (3) is valid on the parts of adsorbing surface with the adsorption sites of the $i^{\text{th}}$ type; on the remaining part of the chamber’s surface where $y = 0$, and on the whole chamber’s surface where $y = h_z$, the zero flux condition is valid; 5. on the edges of every adsorption zone the flux equals zero (the adsorbed particles leave the adsorbing zone only by desorption); 6. the adsorption begins at the moment $t = 0$: $\eta(0, x, z) = 0$.

For the determination of $C(t, x, y, z)$ and $\eta_i(t, x, z)$, it is necessary to solve Eqs. (1) and (2) with the mentioned initial and boundary conditions, by using numerical methods. The number of adsorbed particles on the sites of the $i^{\text{th}}$ type, $N_i(t)$, can be
determined by integration of $\eta_i(t,x,z)$ over the sensing element surface. If the contribution of a particle adsorption to the sensor signal does not depend on the place on the sensing surface where the particle is bound, but only on the type of the adsorption site, the sensor response will depend on the numbers of adsorbed particles per each site type.

When the total sensor response is the sum of contributions of $n$ components, of which each is the product of the number of adsorbed particles of a given component, $N_i(t)$, and the corresponding weight factor $w_i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)$, the temporal response is

$$R = w_1N_1 + w_2N_2 + \ldots + w_nN_n$$ (4)

The weight factor $w_i$ equals the average contribution of a single adsorbed particle of the $i^{th}$ component to the sensor response. However, for some types of adsorption-based sensors, the response can be represented by the simpler expression

$$R = w \sum_{i=1}^{n} N_i$$ (5)

For instance, in the case of resonant micro/nanocantilevers and acoustic wave mechanical sensors, particle adsorption changes the mass of the mechanical sensing structure, so that $w$ is determined by the mass of a single analyte particle, thus it is independent on the type of the site where the particle was adsorbed. Also, in the case of plasmonic sensors, it is reasonable to assume that the mean refractive index change when an analyte particle is adsorbed is $w = (n_a-n_e)/N_{\text{max}}$, where $n_a$ is the refractive index value of the analyte, $n_e$ is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, and $N_{\text{max}}$ is the total number of adsorption sites on the surface [42]. In these cases, it is justified to use Eq. (5).

Numerical solving of Eqs. (1) and (2) requires the surface distributions of different adsorption sites to be known, which is rarely the case. Instead of that, approximations can be introduced in order to simplify the equations, which can even enable obtaining of the analytical solution valid for the transient regime and/or the steady state. The approximations are introduced based on the comparison of adsorption, convection and diffusion time scales.

### 2.2 Adsorption limited response kinetics

A significant reduction of mathematical complexity of the problem is possible when it is justified to assume that the concentration of the analyte in the reaction chamber is spatially uniform, constant in time, and equal to the concentration in the sample injected in the chamber. Eq. (3) is then reduced to $C(t,x,y,z) = C_0 = \text{const}$. The spatial independence of the concentration $C_0$ and $\eta_{\text{max},i}$ implies the uniformity of the surface density of adsorbed particles $\eta_i$ on the surface $S_i$, so the number of particles adsorbed on sites of the $i^{th}$ type is $N_i = \eta_iA_i$. The number of adsorption sites of that type is $N_{\text{max},i} = \eta_{\text{max},i}A_i = \nu_iN_{\text{max}}$, where $\nu_i$ is introduced as a measure of abundance of these sites in the total number of sites on the sensing surface, $N_{\text{max}}$. The model of the multicomponent AD process of a single analyte on the surface with $n$ types of adsorption sites, derived from Eqs. (2), is therefore represented by the set of $n$ mutually independent equations

$$\frac{dN_i}{dt} = k_{ai}C_0(N_{\text{max},i} - N_i) - k_{di}N_i = a_i - d_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$ (6)
The analytical solution of each of Eqs. (6), with the initial condition $N_i(0) = 0$, is

$$N_i(t) = \frac{k_{ai}C_0}{k_{di} + k_{ai}C_0} N_{\text{max},i} \left(1 - e^{-(k_{ai} + k_{ni})t}\right) = N_{ie} \left(1 - e^{-t/\tau_{AL,i}}\right)$$  \(7\)

where $N_{ie}$ is the number of adsorbed particles in the steady state, which establishes with the time constant of the AD process, $\tau_{AL,i}$. For the steady state $dN_i/dt = 0$, i.e. $a_i = d_i$. The sensor response is determined by Eq. (4) or Eq. (5).

This model is applicable in the cases where the transfer flux toward the sites of each type is sufficiently greater than the adsorption flux, so that the binding kinetics is adsorption limited [31, 32, 37]. This means that the number of adsorbed particles on the given surface and at the given analyte concentration is determined only by the AD process parameters at any given time. This is the ideal case for obtaining the data about the AD process and its kinetics from the measured time response of the sensor. The transport-adsorption regime of this kind is typical for fast diffusing particles (such as gas molecules and certain biomolecules of small mass).

2.3 Mass transfer influenced response kinetics

When the transport flux of analyte particles is lower than the adsorption flux, or comparable with it, the time evolution of the numbers of adsorbed particles is affected by mass transfer processes [31, 32, 37]. The temporal and spatial change of the analyte concentration in the sensor chamber depends on the parameters of AD and mass transfer processes in the system of a given geometry. As the adsorption flux becomes more dominant, the change of the analyte concentration in the chamber becomes more pronounced due to the slow compensating influx of particles carried by transport processes in the space that is being depleted of particles due to their fast binding to the adsorbing surface. Here, the analysis will be focused on the situation in which a thin depleted layer is formed adjacent to the sensing surface, because it is common in many types of microfluidic sensors (especially those whose reaction chamber height is of the order of ≥10 μm [43]). It also enables approximations to be used, which lead to the simplified time response mathematical model, and also yield the analytical expression for the AD noise spectral density.

When the diffusion time scale is greater than the convection time scale (expressed by $h^2/D > L_c/v_m$, where $v_m$ is the mean convection velocity), not all the particles from the chamber volume can participate in the adsorption process, but only those from the layer of a certain thickness adjacent to the adsorbing surface. If the thickness of that layer is small compared to the chamber height and the length of the adsorbing zone, the temporally and spatially variable analyte concentration in the chamber can be approximated by the two-compartment model (TCM), whose applicability is experimentally confirmed [31, 44, 45]. According to that model, the chamber can be divided into two parts (compartments). One of them is the inner compartment, which is adjacent to the adsorbing surface, and contains a variable analyte concentration due to the depletion of analyte particles. The other, outer compartment, contains the analyte at the same concentration as it is in the sample injected in the chamber, $C_0$. Also, according to the model, all quantities are averaged over the adsorbing surface, and the transport between the two compartments is described by the mass transfer coefficient, $k_m$. It is assumed that the zones $S_i$ (with binding sites of the type $i$) consist of a multitude of smaller areas scattered over the sensing surface (as illustrated in Figure 1 (right)), so that different adsorption sites are mixed. The averaging of quantities over the sensing surface can thus approximate the actual conditions with sufficient accuracy, making the use of TCM justified. Furthermore, the model equates the rate of change of the total
number of adsorbed particles with the net number of particles that enter the inner compartment in unit time, i.e.

$$\frac{dN}{dt} = k_mA(C_0 - C_{i, TCM})$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where the mass transfer coefficient is given as $k_m = 1.467(D^2v_m/(Lhc))^{1/3}$ [31]. Since the total number of particles adsorbed on the entire sensing surface equals

$$N = \sum_{i=1}^n N_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

and Eqs. (2) after averaging of the quantities over the surface yield

$$\frac{dN_i}{dt} = k_{ai}C_{i, TCM}(N_{\text{max},i} - N_i) - k_{di}N_i = a_{\text{eff},i} - d_{\text{eff},i} \quad (i = 1, 2, ..., n),$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Eqs. (8)–(10) imply that the analyte concentration adjacent to the adsorbing surface is determined by the expression

$$C_{i, TCM} = \frac{C_0 + \sum_{k=1}^n k_{db}N_k/(k_mA)}{1 + \sum_{k=1}^n k_{ak}(N_{\text{max},k} - N_k)/(k_mA)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The time evolution of the numbers of adsorbed particles on different types of sites is determined by Eqs. (10) and (11), i.e. by $n + 1$ coupled equations. This system of equations is significantly simpler than the starting system (Eqs. (1) and (2)), and can be efficiently solved by using numerical methods for the given initial conditions. The sensor response is then determined by Eq. (4) or (5). The steady-state values of the numbers of adsorbed particles are obtained from Eqs. (10) for $dN_i/dt = 0$, and they are the same as in the case of adsorption-limited regime

$$N_{ie} = \frac{k_{ai}C_0}{k_{di} + k_{ai}C_0}N_{\text{max},i}, i = 1, 2, ..., n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The presented mathematical model is applicable for the thin depleted zone adjacent to the sensing surface, which is more likely to exist at lower $D$ values, higher $h_c$, and faster convection. The analysis of Eq. (11) shows that at

$$k_mA > > \sum_{k=1}^n k_{ak}N_{\text{max},k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$C_{i, TCM} \approx C_0$, so the model given by Eq. (10) reduces to the model that is valid in the case of adsorption-limited binding (Eq. (6)). Therefore, Eq. (13) is the condition for the transfer flux to dominate over the adsorption flux (while the diffusion is slow compared to the convection). When the condition (13) is not satisfied, it is necessary to use the mathematical model given by Eqs. (10) and (11) for the response analysis of sensors in which a thin depleted zone is formed. Based on these considerations, it can be concluded that the equations obtained by using TCM have broader applicability than expected: they are valid both for mass-transfer influenced and for adsorption-limited (the case of sufficiently high $k_m$, according to Eq. (13)) binding kinetics.
The simplest heterogeneous sensing surface contains two types of adsorption sites. The corresponding equations are

\[
\frac{dN_i}{dt} = k_{ai} C_0 + \frac{(k_{a1}N_1 + k_{a2}N_2)/k_mA}{1 + (k_{a1}(N_{m1} - N_1) + k_{a2}(N_{m2} - N_2))/k_mA}(N_{mi} - N_i) - k_{di}N_i
\]

where \(i\) equals 1 or 2.

3. Mathematical models of adsorption-desorption noise

Due to the inherently stochastic nature of processes involved in the analyte particle binding-unbinding events on the sensing surface, the number of adsorbed particles randomly fluctuates, even after reaching the steady state, so it can be expressed as

\[
N = N_e + \Delta N
\]

where \(\Delta N\) denotes fluctuations. The fluctuations of the number of adsorbed particles, \(\Delta N(t)\), result in the fluctuations of the sensor’s time response, \(\Delta R(t)\), which constitute the inevitable adsorption-desorption (AD) noise. Based on Eq. (4), these fluctuations are related as

\[
\Delta R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \Delta N_i,
\]

assuming \(n\) AD processes on the sensing surface, where \(\Delta N_i\) denote the fluctuations of the number of particles that participate in the \(i^{th}\) AD process.

Here, the goal is to obtain the analytical expression for the spectral density of sensor AD noise, when all the transient processes are finished, i.e. when an steady state is established. According to Eq. (16), the basis of this analysis is the analysis of fluctuations of the number of adsorbed particles around the steady-state values. Before presenting the theoretical models of AD noise of sensors with heterogeneous sensing surface, a short overview will be given of the already published results that include mathematical modeling of AD noise of sensors and other micro/nanodevices.

An insight into the existing literature shows that AD noise analyses have been usually limited to the consideration of individual phenomena pertinent to fluctuations of the number of adsorbed particles – e.g. fluctuations originating from a stochastic single-analyte AD process [46] or fluctuations due to surface diffusion of adsorbed particles [47].

First papers on AD noise in micro/nanodevices were focused on resonant mechanical structures [12, 48, 49]. Dating from the same period is the first paper on AD fluctuations in micro-biosensors [13]. In subsequent publications, the analysis of AD fluctuations was performed for various types of sensors (mass sensors with micro/nanocantilevers [15, 16, 50], semiconductor resistive gas sensors [51], plasmonic sensors [52], quartz crystal microbalance gas sensors [19]), which operate in a single-gas environment, assuming Langmuir adsorption. In [53] a theoretical AD noise model is presented for the Wolkenstein adsorption of particles of a single gas, applicable in the case of chemical adsorption in semiconductor resistive sensors.

In real situations, certain processes (e.g. various cases of non-specific adsorption, or mass transfer processes), which are coupled with the AD process of target
particles, affect the sensor response, and thus influence the response fluctuations. Therefore, it is necessary for the AD noise analysis to include the coupling of multiple processes, depending on the considered practical case. In [54] the expression is derived for the PSD of adsorbed mass fluctuations due to the coupled AD processes of an arbitrary number of gases, by using the Langevin approach. The AD noise model in the case of multilayer adsorption according to the BET model is presented in [55, 56]. Analyte diffusion within the sensor chamber is considered together with the binding of particles to the surface sites, in order to analyze the fluctuations and noise figures of merit of biosensors in [14, 57] assuming the adsorption surface of infinite capacity. The coupling of mass transfer (convection and diffusion) and AD processes of one or multiple substances on the sensing surface is taken into account in the development of the AD noise model of microfluidic sensors, which is presented in [58–60]. The combined effect of the AD process, the mass transfer in the sensor chamber and the surface diffusion on the fluctuations of the number of adsorbed particles is analyzed in [61], and a good match is shown between the derived PSD of AD noise and the experimental results obtained by using a graphene gas sensor [62]. The influence of the analyte depletion from the sample on the AD noise is modeled and analyzed in [63]. In [64] the analysis is presented of the signal-to-noise ratio of a nanowire biosensor, based on stochastic simulations of the AD process coupled with diffusion.

According to the current trends in micro- and nanosensor development (the decrease of the sensing surface area, and the decrease of detectable concentrations), the analysis of AD fluctuations becomes increasingly significant for the estimation of limiting performances of such devices, and for optimization of sensor design and experimental methods. In spite of that, the topic of AD noise is scarce in the literature, compared to the total number of papers on chemical and biological sensors. Also, the published experimental results pertinent to AD noise are very scarce, and can be found for gas sensors [17–20].

In the following part of this Section, mathematical models will be presented that take into account the existence of different types of adsorption sites on the sensing surface.

### 3.1 Langevin method for multicomponent stochastic processes

There are two approaches that are commonly used for the analysis of the fluctuations of the number of adsorbed particles: the first is based on the master equation, and the second on the Langevin equation, with the use of Wiener-Khinchin theorem. Both the approaches are described in detail in Supplementary data of Ref. [59] for a competitive AD process of two analytes, and all the given expressions can be generalized in a simple manner in order to be valid for \( n \)-component AD processes, where \( n \geq 2 \). Here, the Langevin method will be presented, which enables efficient determination of the analytical expression for the power spectral density (PSD) of the sensor response fluctuation, starting from the kinetic macroscopic equations that describe a multicomponent stochastic process.

When adsorption and desorption processes occur on the heterogeneous active surface of a sensor, the number of particles adsorbed on each type of adsorption sites stochastically fluctuates in time. The fluctuations of the number of particles adsorbed on sites belonging to the \( i^{\text{th}} \) type are denoted with \( \Delta N_i \) (\( i = 1, 2 \ldots n \)). All these fluctuating processes, when observed together, constitute a single complex random process, which belongs to the class of multicomponent Markov “gain and loss” processes [65]. Fluctuations on one type of sites (\( \Delta N_i \)) are a single component of that process. A complex process that has \( n \) \( (n \geq 2) \) components can be represented by an \( n \)-dimensional column vector \( \Delta \mathbf{N} = [\Delta N_1 \Delta N_2 \ldots \Delta N_n]^T \).
(the superscript “T” denotes matrix transposition). The Langevin equation expressed in the matrix form is then (Supplementary data of Ref. [59])

$$\frac{d(\Delta N(t))}{dt} = -K \cdot \Delta N(t) + \xi(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $\xi(t) = [\xi_1(t) \xi_2(t) \ldots \xi_n(t)]^T$ is the vector of the Langevin source functions, and $K$ is the square $n \times n$ matrix whose elements are determined by the process parameters that influence the dynamics of analyte particles binding-unbinding random events. Elements of this matrix will later be derived for each of the analyzed cases of adsorption on heterogeneous surfaces. The symbol “$\cdot$” is the matrix multiplication operator.

The Langevin equation in the complex domain ($\omega = 2\pi f$, $f$ being the Fourier frequency) yields

$$\Delta N(j\omega) = (K + j\omega I)^{-1} \cdot \xi(j\omega)$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

(where $\Delta N(j\omega) = [\Delta N_1(j\omega) \Delta N_2(j\omega) \ldots \Delta N_n(j\omega)]^T$, $\xi(j\omega) = [\xi_1(j\omega) \xi_2(j\omega) \ldots \xi_n(j\omega)]^T$, and $I$ is the $n \times n$ unity matrix), and then the $n \times n$ matrix of single-sided power spectral and cross-spectral densities of the numbers of adsorbed particles, $S_{\Delta N}^2(\omega)$, whose elements are determined by the expression

$$S_{\Delta N}^2(\omega) = <\Delta N(j\omega) \Delta N^T(-j\omega)>$$

$$= (K + j\omega I)^{-1} \cdot <\xi(j\omega) \cdot \xi^T(-j\omega)> \cdot (K - j\omega I)^{-1}$$

$$= (K + j\omega I)^{-1} \cdot S_{\xi}^2 \cdot (K^T - j\omega I)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

The expressions for the elements of the matrix $S_{\xi}^2$ can be derived by using the formal statistical approach, as presented in [66]. Here only the final result is shown ($d_{ie}$ are the effective probabilities of increase or decrease of the number of adsorbed particles at sites of the $i$-th type in unit time)

$$S_{\xi,il}^2 = \begin{cases} 4d_{ie}, & i = l \\ 0, & i \neq l \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

By using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [67] and Eqs. (16) and (19) the expression is obtained for the PSD of the sensor response fluctuations [59], i.e. for the PSD of AD noise

$$S_{\Delta R}^2(\omega) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (w_i w_k S_{\Delta N,ik}^2(\omega))$$

$$= \mathbf{W} \cdot S_{\Delta N}^2(\omega) \cdot \mathbf{W}^T$$

$$= \mathbf{W} \cdot (K + j\omega I)^{-1} \cdot S_{\xi}^2 \cdot (K^T - j\omega I)^{-1} \cdot \mathbf{W}^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

where the row vector of weight factors $\mathbf{W} = [w_1 \ w_2 \ldots \ w_n]$ is introduced.

### 3.2 Adsorption limited binding

In the case of the transport-adsorption regime, known as the rapid mixing regime, the transfer flux toward the adsorption sites dominates over the adsorption flux, so the dependence of the concentration on the spatial coordinates is negligible,
and it results in adsorption-limited response kinetics, determined by the kinetic Eqs. (6). These equations are mutually independent, and show the change of the number of adsorbed particles on any of \( n \) sites, in the form of the difference of the actual adsorption and desorption rates, \( a_i \) and \( d_i \), which are linear functions of the number of adsorbed particles \( N_i (i = 1,2, \ldots, n) \). The fluctuations can then be analyzed by directly applying the Langevin method. This approach is usually applicable in the case of AD process of gas particles. In other cases (e.g. in biological sensors, where the analyte particles are typically large macromolecules with slow diffusion in liquid samples) it is necessary to take into account the influence of transfer processes on the fluctuations of the number of adsorbed particles.

Eqs. (6) and (15) directly yield the system of \( n \) independent Langevin equations

\[
\frac{d\Delta N_i}{dt} = -(k_{di}C_0 + k_{di})\Delta N_i + \xi_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]  

(22)

after a random source function is added on the right side of each equation.

When this system of equations is written in the matrix form, as shown in SubSection 3.1, the quadratic diagonal matrix \( K \) is obtained, and its elements are

\[
K_{il} = \begin{cases} \frac{k_{ai}C_0}{k_{di}} & i = l \\ 0 & i \neq l \end{cases}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, l = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]  

(23)

The elements of the matrix \( S^2_\xi \) are (Eq. (20))

\[
S^2_\xi_{il} = \begin{cases} 4k_{di}N_{ie} & i = l \\ 0 & i \neq l \end{cases}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, l = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]  

(24)

where \( N_{ie} \) is given by Eq. (7).

Since all the quadratic matrices on the right side of Eq. (19) are diagonal, the matrix \( S^2_{\Delta N(o)} \) is also diagonal, i.e. the cross-spectral densities \( S^2_{\Delta N,il} \) are equal to zero (the random processes \( \Delta N_i \) and \( \Delta N_l \) are statistically independent for every pair of \( i \) and \( l, i \neq l \)). The spectral densities of fluctuations of the numbers of adsorbed particles are of the Lorenzian type

\[
S^2_{\Delta N,i}(f) = \frac{4k_{di}N_{ie}r^2_{AL,i}}{1 + (2\pi f)^2 r^2_{AL,i}}
\]  

(25)

with the characteristic frequency \( f_{c,AL,i} = 1/(2\pi r_{AL,i}) \), where \( r_{AL,i} = k_{ai}C_0 + k_{di} \), and the AD noise PSD of a sensor with \( n \) types of adsorption sites is determined by the sum of Lorenzians

\[
S^2_{\Delta R}(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i^2 S^2_{\Delta N,i}(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i^2 \frac{4k_{di}N_{ie}r^2_{AL,i}}{1 + (2\pi f)^2 r^2_{AL,i}}
\]  

(26)

### 3.3 Mass transfer influenced binding

The use of TCM for approximation of spatially and temporally dependent analyte concentration in a sensor chamber (see SubSection 2.3) has enabled the presentation of the macroscopic kinetic equations (Eqs. (10), (11) and (14)) in the form in which the change of the number of adsorbed particles in unit time equals the difference between the instantaneous effective rates of adsorption and desorption, \( a_{eff,i} \) and \( d_{eff,i} \), which are explicitly dependent only on the instantaneous
numbers of adsorbed particles on adsorption sites of all types. Such form of the equations is suitable for fluctuation analysis. In order for the Langevin method to be applicable for obtaining the PSD of fluctuations of a sensor response when coupling of complex \((n\)-component\) AD process and mass transfer is considered, a linear approximation of the functions \(a_{\text{eff},i}\) and \(d_{\text{eff},i}\) around the equilibrium values of the numbers of adsorbed particles is used (assuming small fluctuations relative to the equilibrium values, \(\Delta N_i \ll N_{ie}\)) [59, 66]

\[
a_{\text{eff},i} \approx a_{\text{eff},i}(N_{1e}, N_{2e} \ldots N_{ne}) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\partial a_{\text{eff},i}}{\partial N_k} \right)_{e} \cdot \Delta N_k
\]

\[
d_{\text{eff},i} \approx d_{\text{eff},i}(N_{ie}) + \sum_{l=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\partial d_{\text{eff},i}}{\partial N_l} \right)_{e} \cdot \Delta N_i
\]

All the derivatives are calculated for \(N_1 = N_{1e}, N_2 = N_{2e} \ldots N_n = N_{ne}\) (the equilibrium values are determined by Eq. (12)), which is in the above expressions denoted with the subscript "\(e\)" within the derivatives. It can be noticed that \(a_{\text{eff},i}(N_{1e}, N_{2e} \ldots N_{ne}) = d_{\text{eff},i}(N_{ie})\), since the adsorption and desorption rates are pertinent to the equilibrium state, according to the condition \(dN_i/dt = 0\).

By substituting Eqs. (27) and (28) into Eqs. (10), linearized kinetic equations are obtained, which, after the addition of Langevin source functions on their right side assume the form of Langevin equations, shown by the matrix Eq. (17). The obtained expressions imply that the elements of the quadratic matrix \(K\) are

\[
K_{ii} = \begin{cases} 
-\left( \frac{\partial a_{\text{eff},i}}{\partial N_i} \right)_{e}, & i = l \\
-\left( \frac{\partial d_{\text{eff},i}}{\partial N_i} \right)_{e}, & i \neq l
\end{cases}
\]

\[
K_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
-\left( \frac{\partial a_{\text{eff},j}}{\partial N_i} \right)_{e}, & i = l \\
-\left( \frac{\partial d_{\text{eff},j}}{\partial N_i} \right)_{e}, & i \neq l
\end{cases}
\]

and after differentiation

\[
K_{ii} = \frac{k_{ii}C_0 + k_{di} + \left( k_{ii} \sum_{k=1}^{n} k_{dk}N_{ek} + k_{di} \sum_{k=1}^{n} k_{dk}(N_{\text{max},k} - N_{ek}) \right) / (k_mA)}{1 + \sum_{k=1}^{n} k_{dk}(N_{\text{max},k} - N_{ek}) / (k_mA)}
\]

\[
K_{ij} = \frac{k_{ij}C_0 + k_{dj} + \left( k_{ij} \sum_{k=1}^{n} k_{dk}N_{ek} + k_{dj} \sum_{k=1}^{n} k_{dk}(N_{\text{max},k} - N_{ek}) \right) / (k_mA)}{1 + \sum_{k=1}^{n} k_{dk}(N_{\text{max},k} - N_{ek}) / (k_mA)}
\]

Based on Eq. (20)

\[
S_{\xi,il}^2 = \begin{cases} 
4k_{dg}N_{le}, & i = l \\
0, & i \neq l
\end{cases}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, l = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]

Now, all the quantities are known that enable the determination of the spectral and cross-spectral densities of fluctuations of the numbers of adsorbed particles on different types of adsorption sites, according to Eq. (19), as well as the spectral density of the sensor response fluctuations, based on Eq. (21)
When there are two types of adsorption sites on the sensing surface, the elements of the matrices $K$ and $S^2_\xi$ are, according to Eqs. (30)–(32)

$$K_{ij} = \frac{k_{ai} C_0 + k_{di} + (k_{ai} k_{dj} N_{\alpha_d} + k_{dj} k_{ai}(N_{\alpha_{max},j} - N_{\alpha_d}))/(k_m A)}{1 + (k_{ai}(N_{\alpha_{max},1} - N_{\alpha_d}) + k_{dj}(N_{\alpha_{max},2} - N_{\alpha_d}))/(k_m A)} , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2.$$

$$K_{ij} = \frac{k_{ai} C_0 + k_{dj} + (k_{aj} k_{dj} N_{\alpha_{max},j} + k_{dj} k_{ai} N_{\alpha_d} + k_{dj} k_{aj}(N_{\alpha_{max},j} - N_{\alpha_d}))/(k_m A)}{(1 + \sum_{k=1}^N k_{ak}(N_{\alpha_{max},k} - N_{\alpha_d}))/(k_m A)} , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2.$$

$$S^2_\xi = \begin{bmatrix} 4k_{d1}N_{\alpha_1} & 0 \\ 0 & 4k_{d2}N_{\alpha_2} \end{bmatrix}$$

so the PSD of the AD noise, calculated based on Eq. (21), is

$$S^2_{\Delta R}(f) = 4\left(w_1^2 k_{d1} N_{\alpha_1} + w_2^2 k_{d2} N_{\alpha_2}\right)\frac{\tau_{MT,1}^2 \tau_{MT,2}^2}{\tau_{MT,3}^2} \frac{1 + (2\pi f)^2 \tau_{MT,3}^2}{\left(1 + (2\pi f)^2 \tau_{MT,1}^2\right) \left(1 + (2\pi f)^2 \tau_{MT,2}^2\right)}$$

(33)

where

$$\tau_{MT,1,2} = 2\left[K_{11} + K_{22} \pm \sqrt{(K_{11} - K_{22})^2 + 4K_{12} K_{21}}\right]^{-1}$$

(34)

$$\tau_{MT,3} = \sqrt{(w_1^2 d_{le} + w_2^2 d_{le}) \left[w_1^2 K_{22} - w_2 K_{21}\right]^2 d_{le} + (w_2 K_{11} - w_1 K_{12})^2 d_{le}}^{-1}$$

(35)

The characteristic frequencies of the AD noise spectrum are $f_{c,MT,i} = 1/(2\pi \tau_{MT,i}^\lambda)$, where $i = 1, 2$ or 3.

The expressions for $K_{ij}$ and $K_{ij}$ for a fast mass transfer (at sufficiently high $k_m$) become approximately equal to the expressions given by Eq. (23), which are valid for the case of adsorption-limited binding. Also, in that case, Eq. (33) reduces to Eq. (26) for $n = 2$. This demonstrates a wider applicability of the expressions derived by using TCM. Namely, when the zone adjacent to the sensing surface, which contains the analyte particles that can participate in the adsorption is narrow, the expressions derived by using TCM for mass transfer influenced binding are valid even in the case of high $k_m$ values, when the binding is adsorption limited.

4. Results and discussion

In order to analyze the effects of mass transfer and surface heterogeneity on the sensor temporal response and AD noise, numerical calculations are performed for the case of protein biosensor, on whose active surface two types of adsorption sites exist with different affinities toward the target analyte. The results are presented in terms of the adsorbed mass on the sensing surface, assuming the values of adsorption and desorption rate constants from the ranges corresponding to biomolecules and biosensors [68]: $k_{a1} = 1.3 \times 10^{-18}$ m$^3$/s, $k_{d1} = 0.41$ s$^{-1}$, $k_{a2} = 1.3 \times 10^{-20}$ m$^3$/s and $k_{d2} = 0.02$ l/s, the mass of a single analyte particle $\omega = 20$ kDa, and the total of $N_{\alpha_{max}} = 10^8$ adsorption sites on the sensing surface of area $A = 10^{-9}$ m$^2$. The analyte concentration is $C_0 = 5 \times 10^{17}$ l/m$^3$.

Figure 2 shows the temporal change of adsorbed mass, representing the temporal response of the sensor whose measured parameter is a function of the total bound mass of the target protein. The total mass adsorbed on the sensing surface is
Figure 2. The temporal change of the total adsorbed mass (black lines) on the heterogeneous surface of a biosensor. The adsorbed mass on each type of adsorption sites are also shown (red and blue lines). The five diagrams correspond to different shares of the types of adsorption sites in the overall number of sites, which is expressed by different values of the parameter $\nu$, where $N_{\text{max},1} = \nu N_{\text{max}}$ and $N_{\text{max},2} = (1-\nu)N_{\text{max}}$. The solid-line curves represent “slow” mass transfer (denoted as “MT”), and the dashed-line curves represent adsorption-limited kinetics (denoted as “AL”).
shown (black lines), as well as the adsorbed amounts on each of the two types of adsorption sites (red lines for the type 1 sites, blue lines for the type 2 sites). The five diagrams correspond to different shares of the types of adsorption sites in the overall number of sites, which is expressed by different values of the parameter \( \nu \) (1; 0.8; 0.5; 0.2; 0), where \( N_{\text{max},1} = \nu N_{\text{max}} \) and \( N_{\text{max},2} = (1-\nu)N_{\text{max}} \). Different cases are illustrated: from the presence of only the high-affinity sites (type 1 sites), to various ratios of the numbers of sites belonging to the two types (\( N_{\text{max},1}/N_{\text{max},2} \) that equals 4:1, 1:1 and 1:4), and, finally, to the presence of only the low-affinity sites (type 2 sites) on the sensing surface. As the measure of the affinity, the affinity constant is used, which is defined by the ratio \( k_{ai}/k_{di} \). The curves are obtained by computer simulation, based on the model that takes into account the mass transfer effects (Eqs. (14)), for two values of the mass transfer coefficient: \( k_{m1} = 2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m/s} \) (solid line) and \( k_{m1} = 9 \times 10^{-1} \text{ m/s} \) (dashed line). For \( k_{m} > k_{m1} \), the obtained curves overlap with those for \( k_{m1} \), and they also overlap with the curves obtained by the use of the model that neglects mass transfer (Eqs. (6) and (7)). This means that the value of \( k_{m1} \) is high enough for the influence of mass transfer on the sensor’s temporal response to be considered as negligible, so that conclusions about the mass transfer influence can be made by comparing the responses for \( k_{m} \) and \( k_{m1} \).

In the absence of the mass transfer influence (dashed-line curves shown in the diagram), the existence of two types of adsorption sites is clearly noticeable based on the sharp transition from fast to slow transient regime (for \( \nu \) equal to 0.8, 0.5 or 0.2). The time evolution of the total adsorbed mass is rapid at first, as it is dominantly determined by adsorption on the higher affinity sites, with the time constant of approximately 1 s, but it then slowly approaches the steady state, with the time constant of approximately 38 s (AD process on sites of lower affinity). Even with a lower share of low affinity sites, the AD process occurring on them determines the sensor response rate. Different shares of the two types of adsorption sites influence the sensor response value in the steady state.

When the mass transfer is characterized by \( k_{m1} \), a pronounced MT influence on the sensor response kinetics is evident at all values of \( \nu \). Such results are in accord with Eq. (13) by which the analytic criterion is defined for a negligible influence of MT on the response. For two types of adsorption sites, that criterion is \( k_{m} >> k_{m1} \), where \( k_{mg} = (k_{a1} \nu + k_{a2} (1-\nu))N_{\text{max}}/A \), and for the given parameters \( k_{mg} \) equals \( 1.3 \times 10^{-1} \text{ m/s} \), \( 1.1 \times 10^{-1} \text{ m/s} \), \( 6.6 \times 10^{-2} \text{ m/s} \), \( 2.7 \times 10^{-2} \text{ m/s} \), and \( 1.3 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m/s} \) for \( \nu \) equal to 1, 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 and 0, respectively. Hence, when \( k_{m} = k_{m1} \), the above-mentioned condition is not satisfied for any \( \nu \). It can be seen that the minimal MT coefficient value at which the response kinetics can be considered as adsorption limited increases with the increase of the type 1 sites share. The influence of mass transfer characterized by the parameter \( k_{m1} \) on the time evolution of the number of adsorbed particles is more pronounced for the sites with a higher adsorption rate constant. Thus, the initial evolution of the total number of adsorbed particles is much slower compared to the case of adsorption limited binding.

**Figure 3** shows the spectral density (SD) of adsorbed mass fluctuations, \( (S_{\Delta m}^2(f))^{1/2} \), i.e. the spectral density of sensor AD noise, for the same parameter values for which the response shown in **Figure 2** was obtained. It is obtained as a square root of the PSD, given by Eq. (33), which, apart from surface heterogeneity, takes into account mass transfer. SDs of the total adsorbed mass are shown for two values of the MT coefficient: \( k_{m1} = 2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m/s} \) (solid red lines) and \( k_{m1} = 9 \times 10^{-1} \text{ m/s} \) (solid blue lines), for each of five values of \( \nu \). As in the case of response, the curves obtained for \( k_{m} > k_{m1} \) match those for \( k_{m1} \). Also matching with them are the curves obtained by using Eq. (26), i.e. the model that neglects mass transfer. According to that model, PSD of AD noise equals the sum of PSDs of fluctuations of adsorbed masses on two types of sites. The SDs corresponding to these components are also
Figure 3.
The spectral density (SD) of adsorbed mass fluctuations, i.e. the spectral density of biosensor AD noise, for the same parameter values for which the response shown in Figure 2 was calculated. The total adsorbed mass SDs are shown for the cases when the mass transfer influence is pronounced (solid red lines), and when it is negligible (solid blue lines), for each of the five values of $\nu$. Also shown are SDs of fluctuations of adsorbed masses on two types of sites (dotted lines denote type 1 sites, and dashed lines denote type 2 sites) in the absence of the mass transfer influence.
shown in the diagrams (dotted lines denote type 1 sites, and dashed lines denote type 2 sites). Hence, the influence of mass transfer on the AD noise is negligible for $k_m = k_{m11}$, and the comparison of the results for the shown SDs of total fluctuations for a given $\nu$ enables making conclusions on the influence of mass transfer on the sensor AD noise.

It can be noticed that at all the values of $\nu$, mass transfer leads to the increase of the AD noise magnitude in the part of the spectrum where the characteristic frequencies belong. It also increases the AD noise (obtained by integration of the AD noise SD in the frequency range of interest), and thus influences the fundamental detection and quantification limits of a biosensor. For a given $\nu$, mass transfer also causes a shift of the characteristic frequencies of the AD noise spectrum. Thus, the AD noise spectral analysis can yield information not only on adsorption and desorption rate constants and analyte concentration, but also on mass transfer parameters.

By comparing the diagrams for the case of a surface containing a single type of adsorption sites (i.e. for $\nu = 1$ or $\nu = 0$) with the diagrams for the sensors with a heterogeneous adsorbing surface (i.e. when $\nu$ equals 0.8, 0.5 or 0.2), it is obvious that the latter diagrams may exhibit a greater number of characteristic frequencies (three in the case of two type of adsorption sites), which can indicate the existence of different types of adsorption sites.

The diagrams also show that when the mass transfer influence is negligible, the two characteristic frequencies of the AD spectrum do not change at different shares of adsorption site types on the sensing surface. They are determined by the characteristic frequencies that correspond to the fluctuation spectra of adsorbed masses on each of site types, which are given by expressions $f_{c,AL,\xi} = 1/(2\pi \tau_{AL,\xi})$, where $\tau_{AL,\xi} = k_a C_0 + k_d \xi$, as given in Section 3.2. Contrary to that, when the mass transfer influence is pronounced, all the three AD noise spectrum characteristic frequencies change with $\nu$, so that their values also contain the data on the share of a specific site type on the sensing surface. Therefore, as the parameters of all the processes and effects that influence the sensor temporal response are contained in the characteristic features of the AD noise spectrum, noise spectrum analysis can be used as an additional source of data in biosensing.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, the mathematical modeling has been performed of time response and adsorption–desorption (AD) noise in microfluidic adsorption-based biosensors whose active surface is heterogeneous in the sense that it contains adsorption sites of different affinity toward the target analyte. The adsorption–desorption processes of analyte particles on different types of adsorption sites, as well as mass transfer in a microfluidic chamber, have been taken into account as the coupled processes that generate the sensor signal. The devised model of AD noise is the first that simultaneously takes into account surface heterogeneity and mass transfer through both the convection and diffusion of analyte particles. The analytical expression of the spectral density of AD noise has been derived. The models of the time response and AD noise of a sensor with heterogeneous adsorbing surface in the case of negligible mass transfer influence have also been presented. The criterion is given based on which it can be discerned whether the mass transfer influence is significant or negligible, so that the appropriate mathematical model of the response and noise can be chosen.

The derived mathematical models have been used for the analysis of the response and AD noise of protein biosensors that have two types of adsorption sites.
on the sensing surface. The comparison of the results obtained by the use of the models that take into account mass transfer effects, and those that neglect them, for different shares of two types of binding sites, has enabled drawing conclusions on both separate and coupled influences of surface heterogeneity and transport processes on the sensor response and noise.

While a slow mass transfer increases the sensor response time, the existence of different adsorption site types affects both the transient regime and the sensor response magnitude in the steady state. The minimal mass transfer coefficient value at which the response kinetics can be considered as adsorption limited increases with the increase of the share of high affinity binding sites. The influence of mass transfer (of given parameters) on the time evolution of the number of adsorbed particles is more pronounced on sites with a higher adsorption rate constant.

At any share of the two types of binding sites on the sensing surface, mass transfer causes the increase of the AD noise, and thus increases the sensor’s fundamental limits of analyte detection and quantification. For a given ratio of the numbers of adsorption sites of the two types, mass transfer causes a shift of the characteristic frequencies in the AD noise spectrum. When the mass transfer influence is pronounced, the characteristic frequencies shift with the change of the ratio of the numbers of sites of different types. Therefore, the AD noise spectrum analysis can yield information not only on adsorption and desorption rate constants and analyte concentration, but also on mass transfer parameters and on the share of a certain type of binding sites on the sensing surface. It can be used as an additional source of data in biosensing.

As the results of the performed analysis have shown a potentially significant influence of sensing surface heterogeneity and mass transfer processes on the sensor temporal response, as well as on AD noise, which is inevitable in adsorption-based sensors and determines their ultimate sensing performance, the presented mathematical models can enable better interpretation of measurement results, and give guidelines for ensuring lower noise levels and improved detection limits in microfluidic biosensors.
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Chapter 8

Hybrid Heterostructures for SPR Biosensor

Md. Shamim Anower, Md. Mahabubur Rahman and M. Saifur Rahman

Abstract

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based biosensors have been enormously studied in the last decade for their better sensitivity. In recent years hybrid heterostructures are getting popularity to implement these SPR biosensors for their superior sensing capability. This chapter demonstrates the details of SPR technology with two recently studied prism-based hybrid heterostructures. These heterostructures are made up of conventional SPR biosensors with two additional layers of recently invented transition metal dichalcogenides, platinum di-selenide (PtSe₂), and highly sensitive 2D material, tungsten di-sulfide (WS₂). Angular interrogation method is discussed to investigate the sensing capabilities of the sensors which prove the superiority of the Ag-PtSe₂-WS₂ structure. The sensing capability of this structure has been found at least 1.67 times higher than that of the conventional non-hybrid structures, respectively, with comparable FOM and QF. A comparison table has been provided at the end of this chapter which also shows the impressive performance of the hybrid heterostructures for SPR biosensors. Proper demonstration with a suitable example of this chapter will emphasize the potential use of hybrid heterostructure based SPR biosensors in prospective medical diagnostics and biomedical detection applications.

Keywords: biosensor, hybrid heterostructure, sensitivity, surface plasmon resonance

1. Introduction

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensors have become one of the most promising, standard, and affordable technology due to prompt research and expansion of SPR phenomenon in the last two decades. Nowadays, SPR sensors are broadly implemented for numerous biological and biochemical analytes identification and characterization due to its high sensitivity, real-time monitoring, level free detection assay, small sample size, and reusable sensor chip [1–5]. To be detailed, the SPR biosensors are adopted to agriculture and food quality monitoring [6], security and safely analysis [7], in need of medical diagnostics, environmental monitoring, bio-imaging [8–10], cancer detection [11, 12], DNA hybridization [13, 14], enzyme detection [15], protein-protein, protein-DNA, and protein-virus hybridization [16, 17], microorganisms identifying [18], industrial appliance’s condition monitoring, temperature monitoring [19], gas sensing [20, 21], chemical and biochemical analysis [22, 23], pharmaceutical and biological molecule analysis [24, 25], oil condition monitoring [26], and so on. In the year 1902, Wood [27] first
observed unexpected optical power attenuation characteristic at the time of measuring the reflection of light from metallic gratings. This phenomenon occurs due to absorbance and conversion of photon energy to surface plasma wave (SPW) which is the result of combined oscillation of excited electrons called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). This oscillating electron consumes maximum energy at a certain wavelength for a specific angle of incidence of light which is called resonance condition. That is why this phenomenon is named surface plasmon resonance (SPR).

In 1968, Otto [28] and Kretschmann [29] introduced attenuated total internal reflection (ATR), which encouraged scientists and researchers to concentrate on the implementation of SPR sensing technology practically. In 1982, the SPR sensing technique was first demonstrated by Nylander and Liedberg [4, 30] for the practical application of gas sensing. After that, SPR sensing technology has been getting ceaselessly developing consideration from the scientific and academic network. In 1990, the SPR sensing instrument was first commercially produced and introduced to the market by Biacore AB. Since then a considerable number of manufacturers e.g. IBIS Technologies B.V., Graffinity pharmaceuticals, GWC Technologies, Bio-Red, AutoLab, Farfield Sensors, Genoptics Bio Interactions, Microvacuum, Biosensing Instrument, and SPR Navi have launched their SPR instruments to the market [17, 31].

Different optical techniques are currently proposed for sensing purposes, including Ramman scattering based sensors [32, 33], grating coupled sensors [34, 35], prism coupled sensors [36, 37], optical fiber-based sensors [38, 39], planer waveguide-based sensors [40, 41] etc. The optical biosensors basically work with the measurement of change in input incident light and detected light at the output terminal. To be specific, the change in phase, amplitude, wavelength, frequency, or polarization of light is measured at the output terminal of the sensors and the changes in these parameters are observed. Among them, the commonly used technique is observing the reflected light angle where maximum light is attenuated. This method is called angular interrogation approach with attenuated total internal reflection (ATR) that is applied usually in prism coupled devices. The performance of an optical sensor is basically measured in terms of its sensitivity, detection accuracy or detection limit, the figure of merits (FOM) and quality factor (QF), etc. The researchers and scientists are continuously working for the improvement of the performances of the SPR sensors [31, 42–44].

In SPR biosensors, the most crucial parameters determining the characteristics of the sensors are plasmonic materials. Materials with adequate free electrons at their valance bands can be used as plasmonic materials. To be specific, metals e.g. gold (Au), aluminum (Al), silver (Ag), copper (Cu), etc. are a good candidate to be used as a plasmonic material [45, 46]. Al and Cu have not gained much interest to be used because of their high damping nature, prone to oxidation, corrosion, and interband transition characteristics. But Silver (Ag) can be nominated as a potential candidate for SPR sensors as it attributes outstanding optical properties, such as no interband transfer at the visible light frequency, small optical damping, and sharper resonance peak [46–48], etc. Using Ag in SPR sensors, better sensitivity can be captured, but it shows poor chemical stability as it creates brittle oxide layers with liquid analyte [49]. Some researchers have reported that applying bimetallic layer on the Ag surface can resolve this problem [50, 51]. On the other hand, Au is more chemically stable compared to Ag and free of corrosion and oxidation problems. But, gold offers a slightly higher damping loss and widen SPR curve that restricts the detection accuracy and figure of merits (FOM) of the sensors [52]. The sensitivity of Au-based sensors is also slightly lower because of the low biomolecular adsorption characteristics of the gold surface. In order to improve the sensitivity of the sensors, researchers recommended various approaches in which the application
of hybrid structures (multilayer structures) are widely used [53–56]. Various 2D materials are used in the hybrid configuration of SPR based sensors. A single atom thick carbon nanostructure (graphene) is often applied on the top of the plasmonic materials to avoid oxidation problems and increase the performance of the sensors because of its chemical inertness and high adsorption characteristics [57, 58]. There are also some other nanomaterials e.g. graphene oxides, graphene carbon nitride (g-C3N4), transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs: MoS2, MoSe2, WSe2, PtSe2, SnSe2, etc.), transition metal chalcogenides (NbSe3, TaSe3), transition metal oxides (TMOs: LaVO3, LaMnO3), Black phosphorene (BP), hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), group IV elements [59, 60] and so on which are summarized in the Figure 1.

This chapter mainly focuses on the recent trends applied for enhancing the performance of the Kretschmann configuration based prism coupled SPR sensors and their potential applications. The fundamental theory of SPR phenomena is presented first. Then, the method of angular interrogation utilizing attenuated total internal reflection and the performance measuring parameters of the SPR sensors are narrated. Finally, with their compressive architectures, recent developments of the prism coupled SPR sensors are discussed.

2. Principle of SPR phenomena

Metals are composed of positively charged nuclei with a lot of free electrons in their conduction band (surface of the metal). If an external electric field is applied close to the metal surface, free electrons are dislocated, resulting in an electric dipole [61]. A longitudinal oscillation has resulted from such electron transportation in a metal surface known as surface plasmons (SPs) [49]. To support the generated SPs a metal and dielectric interface is needed [46] whereas excitation of these SPs leads to an enhanced electromagnetic field resulting in a collective oscillation of free electrons or electron plasma [46, 61, 62]. The basic principle of the construction of SPR based sensors lies in the generation and propagation of electromagnetic waves called surface plasmon wave (SPW) due to the interaction of irradiating electric fields and the generated fields for dislocation of the electrons between the metal-dielectric interface [4]. The SPWs can only be produced by the incidence of a transverse magnetic (TM-) or plane (p-) polarized field as Maxwell's equations supports no solution for transverse electric (TE-) polarized case [46]. Furthermore, the fact that electron oscillation means resistive losses. Thus, when an optical field appears at the metal-dielectric boundary, the SPW produces due to
optical absorption of exponentially decaying evanescent waves. Mathematically, when the wave vector of the SPW is equal to the propagation constant of the irradiating lightwave, maximum absorption of evanescent field is observed leading to a strong SPW generation [63, 64]. This condition is called resonance condition. The propagating evanescent wave can be characterized by propagation constant $\beta_{ev}$ as follows [10, 65]:

$$\beta_{ev} = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} n \times \sin \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $\lambda$, $n$, $\theta$ indicate the incident light wavelength, refractive index of the medium, and angle of incident of light at the metal surface, respectively. The equation as follows characterizes the SPW [66]:

$$\beta_{SPW} = \beta_f \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon_m \varepsilon_d}{\varepsilon_m + \varepsilon_d}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $\beta_f = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}$, is the wave vector of light at free space. Also, $\varepsilon_m$ and $\varepsilon_d$ indicate the dielectric constants of plasmonic material and dielectric medium, respectively. Eq. (2) can also be rewritten in terms of the refractive index as follows [31]:

$$\beta_{SPW} = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sqrt{\frac{n_m^2 n_d^2}{n_m^2 + n_d^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where the RI of plasmonic material ($n_m$) and sensing medium ($n_d$) are related to the dielectric constants as $n_m^2 = \varepsilon_m$ and $n_d^2 = \varepsilon_d$, respectively. The resonance condition is located in SPR based sensor, where the propagation constant of incident light ($\beta_{ev}$) is matched with the SPW’s wave vector $\beta_{SPW}$ [67]. From Eqs. (1) and (3), it can be related that by controlling the incident angle for a particular frequency of light, the resonance condition can be achieved. This method is called the angular interrogation method. Similarly, the light wavelength can be modified to achieve the SPR condition for a particular angle of incident light for the wavelength interrogation method [68]. At this condition, the electrons start to resonate triggering the generation of SPW on the metal-dielectric interface where a sharp loss peak called the SPR point appears. The SPR point is extremely responsive to the refractive index (RI) of the surrounding medium where a minor change in RI of the dielectric (sensing) medium shifts the SPR point to a new state [69].

3. Angular interrogation approach and performance parameters of the sensor

Due to its outstanding performance characteristics, commercial standardization, and ease of manufacturing technology, the angular interrogation method using ATR has become more popular today among various SPR based sensors. When light is directly coupled to the metal-dielectric interface, due to a mismatch of momentum, the SPs are not sufficiently excited to generate SPWs [70]. Researchers have suggested several special arrangements called Otto configuration [71], Kretschmann configuration [72, 73] as visualized in Figure 2 to alter the momentum of the photon to couple with the SPPs leading to propagation of SPW. In prism
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Based Otto configuration, there is a distance where a dielectric layer with a smaller RI is used between the prism and metal sheet on which the light is employed. On contrary, Kretschmann configuration the metallic layer is in direct contact with the prism. Among them, the Kretschmann configuration is the most popular solution to ensure the coupling of the strongest evanescent wave passing through the metal and generate SPW [53, 74–76]. In the Kretschmann configuration, the light is incident at the metal–dielectric interface through a high index prism [77].

Usually, the incident light bounces back from the interface while the evanescent field is induced by a portion of light penetrating through the metal. For a particular sensor configuration and light frequency, the momentum of the evanescent field is aligned with the wave vector of SPW at a specific angle called resonance angle [76]. Maximum light is coupled to the oscillating electrons at this resonance condition, leading to minimum reflection. If the reflected light is plotted concerning the incident angle, then a resonance dip of reflection spectrum is observed called SPR point which is highly responsive to the RI of the sensing medium. By interrogating this SPR point the analyte can be detected easily. The performance measuring parameters e.g. sensitivity, detection accuracy, FOM, and QF should be as high as possible to eliminate false positive detection. The sensitivity of the sensor operating on the angular interrogation approach depends on the change in the SPR point or resonance angle with a change in RI of the sensing medium. Figure 3 illustrates the

![Figure 3](image3.png)

**Figure 3.**
Illustration of the SPR curve variation due to change in sensing medium RI.
SPR curve variation due to change in sensing medium RI where the resonance point is found at $\theta_{\text{res}}^a$ and $\theta_{\text{res}}^a + \nabla n_\theta$ for sensing medium RI of $n_a$ and $n_a + \nabla n_a$. Due to change in RI of $\nabla n_a$ the shift in SPR is observed as $\nabla \theta_{\text{res}}^a$. Thus, the sensitivity ($S_a$) of the sensor with the angular interrogation approach can be measured as [78]:

$$S_a = \frac{\nabla \theta_{\text{res}}^a}{\nabla n_a} \quad (4)$$

A sensor’s detection accuracy, which depends on the width of the SPR curve, determines how quickly and accurately the SPR point can be measured by the sensor. It is inversely proportional to the width of SPR. If $\nabla \theta_{0.5}$ is the width of the SPR curve corresponding to 50% reflection then the detection accuracy (D.A.), FOM, and QF can be defined as [15, 79, 80]:

$$D.A. = \frac{1}{\nabla \theta_{0.5}} \quad (5)$$

$$\text{FOM} = \frac{\nabla \theta_{\text{res}}^a / \nabla n_a}{\nabla \theta_{0.5}} = S_a \times D.A. \quad (6)$$

$$\text{QF} = \frac{\nabla \theta_{\text{res}}^a}{\nabla \theta_{0.5}} \times S_a \quad (7)$$

4. Recent trends to enhance the performance of the SPR sensors

Nowadays, the prime concern of scientists, researchers, and academicians are to enhance the performance of the SPR based sensor. To date, several attempts have

![Figure 4. Schematic Illustration of SPR biosensor employing hybridization of 2D materials with Ag/Au [86].](image)
been reported to attain highly sensitive sensors where the use of bimetallic coating and hybridization of numerous 2D materials along with plasmonic materials are the most popular approach to accommodate the angular interrogation approach. Benaziez S. et al. [81] reported a sensor where Ag is considered as an SPR active material. They showed that the addition of mostly used 2D material graphene on Ag surface enables to reduce the oxidation problem as well as increase the sensitivity up to 9.3%. Yet, the detection accuracy of the sensor is slightly reduced. Also, Rouf H. K. and Haque A. [82] proposed a hybrid structure using InP and Ti with the Ag-Au bimetallic configuration. Their sensor shows maximum sensitivity of 70.90 deg/RIU. Similarly, Mishra S. K. and their team [83] have demonstrated a configuration with excellent sensor sensitivity of 229 deg/RIU. They used a rarely used material

![Figure 5.](image-url)

Sensitivity variation due to change in the thickness of PtSe₂ and number of (a) Graphene layer (b) MoS₂ layer, (c) WS₂ layer for BK7/Ag (50 nm)/PtSe₂/2D materials (Graphene/MoS₂/WS₂) hybrid structure; and number of (d) Graphene layer, (e) MoS₂ layer, and (f) WS₂ layer for BK7/Au (50 nm)/PtSe₂/2D materials (Graphene/MoS₂/WS₂) hybrid structure [86].
Rhodium (Rh) with Ag to realize bimetallic configuration. Also, they used a silicon layer on the bimetallic layer to lessen the limitations of Ag. Likewise, N. Mudgal et al. [3] proposed a four-layer hybrid structure that consists of Au, molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), h-BN (hexagonal boron nitride), and graphene to detect urine glucose. The structure can enhance the sensor sensitivity up to 194.12 deg/RIU with the detection accuracy of 16.04/RIU. In the same way, Hailin Xu et al. [84] proposed an optical sensor with the graphene-Al-graphene sandwich structure where graphene prevents the oxidation issue of Al as well as enhances the sensor sensitivity 3.4 times more than only Al-based sensor. Besides, Wang M. et al. [85] suggested a sensor consisting of graphene, Tungsten disulfide (WS2), and Au-Ag bimetallic film. They observed that hybridization of single layer graphene and WS2 with Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructure leads to sensitivity up to 182.5 deg/RIU which is superior to Au-only based sensor. Incorporating the advantages of hybrid structure and bimetallic configuration, very recently Rahman M. et al. [86] also proposed a new configuration of SPR biosensors utilizing the newly emerged TMDC (PtSe2) embedded 2D materials as illustrated in Figure 4.

In this configuration, a heterostructure of PtSe2/2D material (e.g., graphene, MoS2, WS2) has been employed to realize the hybrid configuration whereas BK7 prism is used as a coupler that increases the momentum of the evanescent wave to match with the wave vector of the SPW. The sensor comprises a thin layer (50 nm) of Au or Ag as an SPR active material between the prism coupler and PtSe2/2D material heterostructure. A monochromatic He-Ne laser source having a wavelength of 633 nm have been incorporated to excite the SPPs. The sensor parameters are altered and optimized varying the thickness of PtSe2 and number 2D material’s layer to get better performance where the results are revealed in Figure 5.

The effects of alteration of different parameters of PtSe2, and 2D materials have been analyzed comprehensively and two new sensors have been introduced with excellent performance characteristics. The details of optimized design parameters and performances are listed in Table 1. As well, Table 2 shows the performance comparison of different SPR biosensors based on Kretschmann configuration with a hybrid structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. no.</th>
<th>Proposed SPR sensors with optimized structural parameters</th>
<th>Operating range of sensing medium RI</th>
<th>FOM [RIU⁻¹]</th>
<th>QF [deg/RIU]</th>
<th>Sensitivity [deg/RIU]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.</td>
<td>Ag/PtSe2/WS2</td>
<td>Thickness of Ag (nm) 50</td>
<td>1.33-1.38</td>
<td>17.64</td>
<td>34.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thickness of PtSe2 (nm) 02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of WS2 Layers 04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.</td>
<td>Au/PtSe2/WS2</td>
<td>Thickness of Au (nm) 50</td>
<td>1.33-1.38</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>29.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thickness of PtSe2 (nm) 02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of WS2 Layers 02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Details of optimized design parameters and results of the proposed SPR biosensors [86].
5. Conclusion

This chapter provides a detailed description of the surface plasmon resonance phenomenon with the recent trends that are being applied in the advancement of SPR based sensors where the application of hybrid structures as well as bimetallic configurations are found to be potential techniques to enhance the sensor performances. Besides, it demonstrates different 2D materials applied for sensing capability enhancement of the hybrid SPR biosensors. Also, two 5 layer prism based hybrid heterostructures (Prism-Au-PtSe₂-WS₂ and Prism-Ag-PtSe₂-WS₂) have been comprehensively discussed here to show the effectiveness of hybrid technology.
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Biological Monitoring with Biosensors
Chapter 9

Advanced Biosensing towards Real-Time Imaging of Protein Secretion from Single Cells

Lang Zhou, Pengyu Chen and Aleksandr Simonian

Abstract

Protein secretion of cells plays a vital role in intercellular communication. The abnormality and dysfunction of cellular protein secretion are associated with various physiological disorders, such as malignant proliferation of cells, aberrant immune function, and bone marrow failure. The heterogeneity of protein secretion exists not only between varying populations of cells, but also in the same phenotype of cells. Therefore, characterization of protein secretion from single cell contributes not only to the understanding of intercellular communication in immune effector, carcinogenesis and metastasis, but also to the development and improvement of diagnosis and therapy of relative diseases. In spite of abundant highly sensitive methods that have been developed for the detection of secreted proteins, majority of them fall short in providing sufficient spatial and temporal resolution for comprehensive profiling of protein secretion from single cells. The real-time imaging techniques allow rapid acquisition and manipulation of analyte information on a 2D plane, providing high spatiotemporal resolution. Here, we summarize recent advances in real-time imaging of secretory proteins from single cell, including label-free and labelling techniques, shedding light on the development of simple yet powerful methodology for real-time imaging of single-cell protein secretion.

Keywords: cytokines, growth factors, SPR imaging, nanoplasmonic, interferometric scattering microscopy, Photonic Crystal Resonator, fluorescence, total internal reflection fluorescence

1. Introduction

Cells secrete proteins into the extracellular environment to achieve important physiological processes, such as transportation of nutrients, digestion of food, regulation of metabolic processes, etc [1–5]. Cell secretion can be classified into the constitutive and regulated secretory pathway [6–8]. The constitutive secretory pathway is associated with transportation of secretory vesicles to the cell surface and their release independently of stimulus [9–11]. The regulated secretory pathway produces secretory granules, stores them in the cytoplasm, and secretes them into the extracellular environment only upon receiving stimuli [12]. In human, more than 15% of the genome encoded proteins are associated with the secretion process [13]. These released proteins include neurotransmitters, protein hormones,
growth factors, cytokines, enzymes, antibodies, etc [14]. They play a vital role in intercellular communication [15], which further regulates cell functions in immunology [16–18], neurobiology [19–21], endocrinology [22–24], etc. For instance, as the immune cells are stimulated, they undergo dynamic alternation and secrete various types of cytokines in a heterogenous manner. These secreted cytokines regulate the maturation and growth of immune cells, and activate the immune effector and memory immune responses.

The heterogeneity of cellular protein secretion has been found in various human diseases, including malignant proliferation of cells, aberrant immune function, bone marrow failure, etc [25–27]. This heterogeneity is present between distinct cell populations such as normal and pathological cells, as well as the same phenotype of cells [28–30]. This secretome heterogeneity creates diverse microenvironment for cells. The proliferation and metastasis of tumor cells can be prohibited or promoted upon the discrepancy of microenvironment, in spite of within the same tumor [31]. Meanwhile, the secretome change is frequently associated with atypical cellular phenotypes [32], which are indicative of diseases such as cancers, thus can be used as significant markers for tumorigenic process at single cell level. Therefore, characterization of protein secretion from single cell play a vital role in not only understanding the intercellular communication in immune effector, carcinogenesis and metastasis, but also developing and improving the current diagnosis and therapy of relative diseases [33–35]. In spite of abundant highly sensitive methods that have been developed for the detection of secreted proteins, majority of them have insufficient resolution in space and time, thus are not capable of providing deep insight into the behavior of protein secretion from single cells. Ideally, a detection method is supposed to be equipped with a high spatial resolution that enables differentiation of single cells from each other, and visualization of the spatial distribution of secreted proteins among multiple single cells, as well as a high temporal resolution that can recognize the dynamic alteration of secretion in a quantitative manner. The real-time imaging techniques feature rapid acquisition of analyte information on a 2D plane, and high spatial and temporal resolution, thus attract considerable attention in recent years, for its high potential to realize the deep exploration of single cellular protein secretion. Here, we review the involved works towards real-time imaging of single cell’s protein secretion, including the detection of single or multiplex protein secretion, from group cells or single cells, in a real-time or near real-time manner, analyze their advantages and limitations, and discuss their major challenges.

2. Label-free techniques

In previous works, the real-time monitoring of cell secretion was achieved by label-free techniques such as plasmonic sensors, or label-required techniques such as fluorescence microscopy. The principles for all these methods are demonstrated in Figure 1. The representative works are summarized as shown in Table 1.

2.1 Plasmonic sensors

Plasmonic sensors have received tremendous attention owing to the label-free process, high sensitivity and fast response [36–38]. Plasmonic sensors generate surface plasmons and evanescence field that is sensitive to the changes of refractive index on sensing interfaces [39, 40]. By functionalization of the sensing interfaces, the change of refractive index upon specific binding of target molecules can be recognized. The plasmonic sensing could be implemented on varying materials, geometries and structures, such as flat metal films (surface plasmon resonance)
[41, 42], nanoparticles (localized surface plasmon resonance) [43, 44] and nanoholes (extraordinary optical transmission) [45, 46]. These differences result in diverse applications and sensor performances.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection method</th>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Stimuli</th>
<th>Secretion molecule</th>
<th>Cell confinement</th>
<th>Surface functionalization</th>
<th>Multiplex detection</th>
<th>Real-time imaging</th>
<th>LOD</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPR</td>
<td>Human ovarian carcinoma SKOV-3</td>
<td>Ca²⁺ ionophore</td>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>Attached on the ceiling of a flow cell chamber by gelatin</td>
<td>Gold/MUA/protein G/antibody</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>&lt;100 ng/mL</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPR imaging</td>
<td>Murine B cell hybridoma</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>HEL-specific antibodies</td>
<td>Suspended in medium for sedimentation</td>
<td>Gold/electro-copolymerization of pyrrole and pyrrole-modified antigen</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (for group cells)</td>
<td>&lt;50 ng/mL</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPR imaging</td>
<td>Human CD4⁺ T-cells</td>
<td>TB-specific proteins, ESAT-6, CFP-10</td>
<td>IFN-γ</td>
<td>Captured on poly(OEGMA-co-HEMA) / anti-CD4⁺ antibody</td>
<td>Poly(OEGMA-co-HEMA) brush/antibody</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (for group cells)</td>
<td>50 ng/mL</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPR imaging</td>
<td>EpCAM hybridoma</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Anti-EpCAM antibodies</td>
<td>Suspended in medium for sedimentation</td>
<td>Gold/hydrogel/EpCAM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (for single cells)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSPR</td>
<td>Jurkat T cells</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>Enclosed in a microwell</td>
<td>Gold-capped nanopillar-structured cycloolefin-polymer film/ MUA/antibody</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10 ng/mL</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSPR</td>
<td>Jurkat T cells</td>
<td>Ionomycine, phorbol myristate acetate (PMA)</td>
<td>IL-2, IL-10, IFN-γ, TNF-α</td>
<td>Separate operation for cell secretion and detection</td>
<td>CTAB-coated AuNRs / MUA/antibodies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>20–30 pg/mL</td>
<td>[63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSPR</td>
<td>Jurkat T cells</td>
<td>Oligomeric and amyloid fibrils</td>
<td>IL-6, TNF</td>
<td>Separate operation for cell secretion and detection</td>
<td>CTAB-coated AuNRs / MUA/antibodies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>[64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection method</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>Stimuli</td>
<td>Secretion molecule</td>
<td>Cell confinement</td>
<td>Surface functionalization</td>
<td>Multiplex detection</td>
<td>Real-time imaging</td>
<td>LOD</td>
<td>Ref.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSPR</td>
<td>Neutrophils</td>
<td>PMA</td>
<td>Fibrils, neutrophil extracellular traps</td>
<td>Enclosed in a microwell</td>
<td>Gold-capped nanopillar-structured cyclo-olefin polymer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>[65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutrophils</td>
<td>PMA</td>
<td>Anti-c-myc antibodies</td>
<td>Suspended in medium for sedimentation</td>
<td>Au nanostructure/c-myc peptide</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(for single cell)</td>
<td>[66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hela cells</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ca²⁺ ionophore A23187</td>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>Gold nanohole/PEGylated Alkanethiol/streptavidin/biotinylated antibodies</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>145 pg/mL</td>
<td>[68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EL4 lymphoma cells</td>
<td>Ionomycin and PMA</td>
<td>IL-2</td>
<td>Enclosed in a small-volume microchamber with valve gates and hydraulic regulat-ion channel</td>
<td>Gold nanohole/PEGylated alkanethiols/streptavidin/biotinylated antibody</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(for single cell)</td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HepG2 liver cells, baby hamster kidney cells</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Thrombopoietin</td>
<td>Suspended in medium for sedimentation</td>
<td>Si₃N₄/oxidized dextran/antibodies</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&lt;125 ng/mL</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epstein–Barr virus-transformed B cell line, Laz 388</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>IgG antibodies</td>
<td>Suspended in medium for sedimentation</td>
<td>NHS coated glass/anti-IgG antibodies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection method</td>
<td>Cell Source</td>
<td>Stimuli</td>
<td>Secretion molecule</td>
<td>Cell confinement</td>
<td>Surface functionalization</td>
<td>Multiplex detection</td>
<td>Real-time imaging</td>
<td>LOD</td>
<td>Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microengraving</td>
<td>Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells</td>
<td>B cell receptor crosslinking antibody and CD40L</td>
<td>IFN-γ, IL-6, proinsulin-reactive antibodies</td>
<td>Enclosed in a microwell</td>
<td>Epoxy coated glass slide/ antibodies or antigens</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcode chip</td>
<td>U937-derived macrophages</td>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide</td>
<td>42 types of immune effector proteins</td>
<td>Enclosed in a microwell</td>
<td>Glass slide/ poly-L-lysine/ antibodies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence</td>
<td>Human peripheral blood CD14+ monocytes</td>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide, ATP</td>
<td>IL-6, IL-1b</td>
<td>Enclosed in a microwell</td>
<td>Aminated glass slide/ antibodies</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (for single cell)</td>
<td>2000 molecules</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanoplasmonic resonator</td>
<td>Jurkat T cells</td>
<td>Ionomycin and PMA</td>
<td>IL-2</td>
<td>Suspended in medium for sedimentation</td>
<td>Gold nanostructure array/ poly-D-lysine/ antibody</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (for single cell)</td>
<td>&lt;100 ng/mL</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bead</td>
<td>Human peripheral blood CD4+ T cells</td>
<td>Ionomycin and PMA</td>
<td>IFN-γ</td>
<td>Enclosed in a microwell</td>
<td>Streptavidin-coated microbeads/ biotinylated antibodies</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>21.4 ng/mL</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bead</td>
<td>Human peripheral blood CD56dimCD16+ NK cells</td>
<td>Ionomycin and PMA</td>
<td>IFN-γ</td>
<td>Enclosed in a microwell</td>
<td>Anti- IgG-Fc beads/ antibodies</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2.5 ng/ml</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bead</td>
<td>Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells</td>
<td>Phytohaemagglutinin</td>
<td>IL-6, IL-8, TNF</td>
<td>Cells grow in a culture chamber, the secreted cytokines are delivered to the adjacent detection unit.</td>
<td>Commercial bead detection kit</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>20 pg/ml</td>
<td>[88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection method</td>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>Stimuli</td>
<td>Secretion molecule</td>
<td>Cell confinement</td>
<td>Surface functionalization</td>
<td>Multiplex detection</td>
<td>Real-time imaging</td>
<td>LOD</td>
<td>Ref.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell-surface affinity</td>
<td>BV2 microglial cells</td>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide</td>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>Suspended in medium for sedimentation</td>
<td>Biotinylated cell surface/neutravidin/biotinylated antibody</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.1 pg/ml</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droplet microfluidics</td>
<td>Human peripheral blood mononuclear T cells</td>
<td>Ionomycin and PMA</td>
<td>IFN-γ</td>
<td>Encapsulated in a droplet</td>
<td>Cell surface/cholesterol/aptamer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>14.5 ng/mL</td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droplet microfluidics</td>
<td>Jurkat T cells</td>
<td>Ionomycin and PMA</td>
<td>IL-2, IFN-γ, TNF-α</td>
<td>Encapsulated in a droplet</td>
<td>Commercial bead detection kit</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droplet microfluidics +LSPR</td>
<td>MDA-MB-213 breast cancer cells, HL-60 leukemia cells</td>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>VEGF, IL-8</td>
<td>Encapsulated in a droplet</td>
<td>Gold nanorod/PEGylated alkane/thiols/antibody</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6–7 ng/mL</td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.A., not applicable; MUA, 11-Mercaptopruneoic acid or 10-carboxy-1-decanethiol; AuNR, gold nanoparticle.

**Table 1.**
Summary for detection methodology of real-time monitoring of cell secretion.
2.1.1 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

SPR is a sensitive label-free technique for characterization of molecular interaction and detection of molecules through the affinity recognition. Due to surface plasmons excited on the surface of a thin metal film and an evanescence field created on surface, the refractive index change in the vicinity of the sensor surface (within ~200 nm) can be detected. This relatively large sensing depth allows SPR to monitor the changes occurred not only on surfaces, but also in the bulk. SPR has been applied in various studies for molecules with molecular weight between 1000 Da~500 kDa [47]. Liu et al. [48] attached human ovarian carcinoma SKOV-3 cells on the ceiling of a flow cell chamber, and detected their vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) secretion by monitoring the SPR signal of the antibodies-immobilized gold chip at the bottom of the flow cell. This SPR sensor has a linear dynamic range of 0.1–2.5 μg mL⁻¹. Of note, even though SPR features label-free measurement and high sensitivity, the lack of spatial resolution restricts its application in the mapping of protein secretion. In the meantime, SPR imaging is suitable to achieve this goal. Instead of measurement of the SPR angle shifts in SPR spectroscopy, plenty of SPR imaging systems use fixed angle and wavelength of incident light for the excitation of SPR so that the reflection intensities of multiple spots within imaging area are obtained simultaneous.

Milgram et al. [49] took advantage of SPR imaging to real-time monitor the secretion of immunoglobulins from B-cells hybridoma. They assembled an antigen microarray using electro-copolymerization of free pyrrole and pyrrole-modified antigen on a gold chip. The secreted immunoglobulins were captured by the antigen proteins, triggering the refractive index changes. The SPR intensity changes were consequently observed at a fixed angle using a 12-bit CCD. A sharp SPR kinetic curve was observed after several minutes of incubation, indicating fast and sensitive detection of immunoglobulins. Wu et al. [50] used anti-CD4 antibody to capture and immobilize human CD4⁺T-cells on a sensing chip, and detected their in-situ secretion of Interferon gamma (IFN-γ) through functionalized anti-IFN-γ antibody located at the neighboring sites. The detection limit for IFN-γ was ~50 ng/mL. Stojanović et al. [51] applied SPR imaging to quantify the antibody production from single EpCAM hybridoma cells. Based on the measured SPR signal alteration, the overall secretion antibody amount from a single cell was calculated as 0.02 to 1.19 pg per cell per hour. However, this estimation is questionable because not all the antibodies secreted from cell were captured. To solve this problem, they performed simulation using COMSOL Multiphysics and found the captured antibodies by sensors accounts for 99% of the excreted antibodies, only 1% excreted antibodies are not detected [52].

A major limitation of intensity-based SPR imaging is its relatively low sensitivity. Compared to SPR of high sensitivity, intensity-based SPR imaging suffers from one order of magnitude lower of sensitivity [53]. This relatively low sensitivity is dominantly contributed by the fluctuations of the incident light intensity, photon statistics associated shot noise, and detector noise [54]. This issue could be improved by performing optical multilayer structured long-rang surface plasmons [55], angle-resolved or spectral SPR imaging [56], NIR light source [57], etc.

2.1.2 Nanoplasmonic biosensors

Different from SPR sensors utilizing propagating surface plasmons generated on flat metal film, nanoplasmonic sensors generate and manipulate localized surface plasmons on nanostructures [58]. Conventionally, nanopores or nanoparticles are fabricated to interact with light, leading to localized surface plasmon resonance
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(LSPR) or extraordinary optical transmission (EOT). As nanoplasmonic biosensors combine with cell imaging, a powerful tool is created for protein secretion imaging. Nanoplasmonic biosensors generate strong evanescence field in the vicinity of less than 30 nm, thus are highly sensitive to the local refractive index changes, allowing the detection of target molecules captured on surfaces. Since the excitation of these nanostructures did not require complex optical devices, the instrumentation can be simple and straightforward. By tracing the dynamic alteration of reflection or transmission spectra, these changes can be recorded in a simple and real-time manner. Therefore, this feature allows a simple-but-sensitive label-free detection.

2.1.2.1 Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSRP)

LSRP generated on nanostructures results in the collective oscillation of electrons at the interface of metallic structures. A localized electromagnetic field is sensitive to the nanostructure shape and changes of refractive index at the distance of 10–30 nm [59, 60]. A molecular binding event on these nanostructures, causes a red shift in SPR peak, and gives rise to the scattering intensity of light at the same time. Due to a short electromagnetic field decay length, LSPR is insensitive to the changes of the refractive index in bulk, therefore the bulk effect can be minimized. This feature allows LSPR to measure temperature-dependent binding process, and investigate the effects of various environment factors on molecular interactions, such as solution pH and ionic strength [61].

LSPR measurement can be implemented by recording either SPR peak shift or scattering intensity changes. In the SPR peak shift based detection, Zhu et al. [62] combined microwell technique with LSPR to monitor Interleukin 6 (IL-6) secretion in the single cell level. The microwells were adapted to trap cells, a gold-capped nanopillar-structured cyclo-olefin-polymer film was covered on the top of microwells. The transmittance spectrum of the gold nanostructured surface provides real-time information on the absorption peak shift of nanogold during cell secretion. This nanostructured film further fabricated with Anti-IL-6 antibody realized a detection limitation of 10 ng/mL for IL-6.

In the scattering intensity based detection, Oh et al. [63] developed a multiplexed LSPR system for simultaneous measurements of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-2, IFN-γ, and TNF-α) and anti-inflammatory cytokines (IL-10) secreted by T cells. The cell culture and cytokine detection were conducted in independent steps. The sensitivity reached 20–30 pg/mL. Faridi et al. [64] applied similar system to characterize the secretion of IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF), secreted from human monocytes and lymphocytes. The same principle has been applied to monitor neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) and fibril released from single neutrophils [65]. Raphael et al. [66] achieved the real-time imaging of anti-c-myc antibodies secreted from single hybridoma cells with gold nanostructured arrays. The electron beam lithography was implemented to fabricate the square arrays of gold nanostructure on glass coverslips. The gold nanostructure arrays have a diameter of 70 nm, a height of 75 nm and a separation distance of 300 nm. The differing distances between the position of the settled single cell and the centers of arrays provide spatial resolution to observe the protein secretion. The c-myc peptides conjugated to plasmonic gold nanostructures captured the secreted anti-c-myc antibodies in a real-time manner. The caused binding displayed an increase in scattering intensity due to LSPR effect, which is measured through changes of light reflection. In parallel with reflected light based LSPR characterization, the transmitted light and fluorescence microscopy were integrated for live cell imaging. The transmitted light imaging enables observation of the position of single cell and its morphological change. The fluorescence microscopy allows
the monitoring of membrane dynamics through a cell plasma membrane label-
dye rhodamine DHPE, which distinguishes the signal due to occasional outward
protrusions of lamellipodia from protein secretion signal. To model the singular cell
secretion, the cell was assumed a spherical emitter producing a propagating pulse of
antibodies with a Gaussian concentration profile, where the diffusion constant $D =
r^2/6\cdot t$. This method provides a sensitivity of 100 pM (~4.88 ng/mL) for the detec-
tion of anti-c-myc antibodies.

2.1.2.2 Extraordinary optical transmission (EOT)

In EOT biosensor, regularly periodic nanohole structure of subwavelength in a
metallic film results in significant enhancement of light transmission through the
nanoholes. This phenomenon is associated with both localized and propagating
surface plasmons on the nanohole structures. By collecting and analyzing the trans-
mision spectra, the light frequency-dependent transmission enhancement could be
easily recognized. The molecular binding event on surface is corresponding to the
transmission spectral shift. Consequently, the binding event can be visualized in a
real-time manner through tracking the changes of transmission spectra. Combining
localized and propagating surface plasmons, the spectra of EOT provide a wealth of
information with varying sensitivities at different regions of nanoholes. In addition,
the nanohole structures allows the flow-through design, which changes the manner
of the mass transfer of analytes, and increases delivering rate of analytes from bulk
to the sensing surface [67].

To achieve real-time imaging of cell secretion, Li et al. [68] first developed a
microfluidic device that separated a cell culture module and an EOT sensing mod-
ule. The nanohole array sensor has a hole diameter of 200 nm and a periodicity of
600 nm, and was fabricated by deep-UV lithography and functionalized by bioti-
nylated antibodies. This detection module is directly connected with an adjacent cell
culture module made of a zigzag single-channel PDMS unit. This biosensor system
achieved a detection limit of 145 pg/mL for VEGF. In this study, the VEGF secretion
was detected from the media containing a group of cancer cells, and the mapping of
secretion was disabled due to the separated configuration of detection and cell cul-
ture modules. Subsequently, they developed a microfluidic system suitable for the
secretion imaging of a single cell [69]. Enclosed in a microchamber, a single cell was
attached to nanohole arrays, functionalized by antibodies. To achieve the function
of real-time imaging, spectrum profiles on a perpendicular 1D line was collected,
and the selected positions of the region-of-interest were analyzed. This sensor
achieved a detection limit of 39 pg/mL for interleukin-2 (IL-2) in complex media.

2.2 Photonic Crystal Resonator (PCR)

Similar with plasmonic sensors, Photonic Crystal Resonator (PCR) exploits
an evanescence field to interact with and sense the surrounding medium, i.e. the
changes of its refractive index. PCR is created by Photonic Crystals (PCs) that own
periodically varied refractive indices, which forbid the light propagation of certain
wavelength of light in certain directions inside the material. This causes construc-
tive or destructive interference of the light, and therefore a minimum in the trans-
mision spectrum and a maximum in the reflection spectrum could be observed.
Dependent on material, geometry and the index contrast, the decay length of PCs
ranges from dozens of nanometers to the order of a few microns [70]. PCs com-
posed of silicon nitride ($\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$) or titanium dioxide ($\text{TiO}_2$) have been proved able to
achieve cellular imaging with resolution 2–6 $\mu$m [71].
Juan-Colás et al. [72] monitored the secretion of thrombopoietin at single cell level using photonic crystal resonant imaging (Figure 2). The PCR surface micro-fabricated by electron beam lithography, consists of a grating with period of 555 nm on a 150-nm-thick Si3N4 film. It displayed a penetration depth of ~200 nm. To realize hyperspectral resonance image, reflection spectra was taken in a sequence of illumination wavelengths with 0.25-nm wavelength step. Under each wavelength, the intensity value of each pixel was analyzed and fit into a Fano resonance curve to accurately obtain the resonance wavelength for each pixel. To create a sensitive surface for analyte capture, antibodies were functionalized on a 3D matrix consisting of branched glucan dextran, which increased the density of antibodies on the surface. This sensor was demonstrated to detect lower than 125 ng/mL of suspended recombinant Human thrombopoietin. The interaction of antibody-antigen was treated as a single adsorption process, and the protein secretion was modeled as a Langmuir adsorption distribution. By quantifying the total secretion area in a timely manner, the single-cell secretion rate was calculated as 22 μm²/h.

In addition, the wide field of view allows parallel imaging of 30 cells on an area of 500 × 500 μm, so that their dynamics and the kinetics could be characterized simultaneously.

Figure 2. Photonic crystal resonant imaging protocol for monitoring TPO secretion from a single BHK-TPO cell. (a) Dextran molecules are employed to create a 3D network of antibodies. Casein protein is employed as a blocking agent to prevent nonspecific binding from other proteins expressed by the cells. The secreted cytokines (i.e., TPO) from attached cells diffuse through the 3D network to specifically bind to the antibodies immobilized throughout the dextran network. The amount of deposited casein protein is optimized to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the detection system. (b) The region of interest (55 × 40 μm), with a wavelength uniformity of Δλ ± 0.5 nm. (c) A hyperspectral PCRS image reveals the adhesion of a BHK-TPO cell to the PCRS, whose high concentration of cell adhesion molecules located in the inner region is translated into a higher refractive index content area. (d) Over time, this secretion area increases as TPO molecules are secreted from the cell and bind to the surface-immobilized antibodies, therefore locally increasing the refractive index around the BHK-TPO area. (e) The secretion of TPO is then monitored over time, and a Langmuir adsorption distribution is fitted to the data to model the secretion from the BHK-TPO cell accounting for the area covered by the adhered cell. Reprint (adapted) with permission from Ref. [27] under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License. Copyright 2018 Juan-Colás et al.
2.3 Interferometric Scattering Microscopy (iSCAT)

Interferometric Scattering Microscopy (iSCAT) is a single-molecule detection based approach. It relies on the light scattered by subwavelength objects. The signals come from the interference between the scattered light by the detected object and a reference light (Figure 3d). With the capability of single-molecule detection, iSCAT has shown its remarkably high sensitivity in cell imaging, single-particle tracking, label-free imaging of nanoscopic (dis)assembly, and quantitative single-molecule characterization [73]. Meanwhile, iSCAT microscopy itself does not provide adequate chemical or biological specificity due to its nature in collection of scattered light from all small objects [74].

McDonald et al. [75] reported an iSCAT contrast method to distinguish proteins secreted from an Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-transformed B cell line (Figure 3a). The observed contrast on an iSCAT image reflects the amplitude of the electromagnetic field scattered by proteins, which is directly correlated with the scattering cross-sections of detected molecules (Figure 3c). Here, the iSCAT demonstrated its capability of monitoring secreted proteins with varying molecular
weight 100 kDa–1 MDa. To provide iSCAT the detection specificity for human Immunoglobulin G (IgG), the sensing surface was functionalized with anti-human IgG, which showed high specificity on the adsorption event of IgG (Figure 3b, d). The quantification of IgG was realized by counting over certain integration period. It was found that the secretion of IgG antibodies in single Laz388 cells proceeded at a rate of 100 molecules per second.

One of the challenges in iSCAT for cell secretion is that, the recognition of small molecules is difficult due to their limited iSCAT contrast. In above work, the minimum protein molecular weight from iSCAT was approximately 100 kDa. Most cytokines have molecular weight range from approximately 6 to 70 kDa, which fall out of the iSCAT’s detection range.

3. Labelling techniques

3.1 Fluorescence

Fluorescence based detection provides superb sensitivity of detection, and flexibility in labeling. Fluorescence microscopy features high spatial and temporal resolution, and capability of tracking multiple cells simultaneously [14]. Therefore, fluorescence based detection has been widely used for tracking protein secretion.

3.1.1 FLUOROSpot

A simple and widely used method of single cell secretion analysis is the enzyme-linked immune absorbent spot (ELISpot) that utilizes the immunosandwich-based assay for the measurement of footprint of cells [76]. Cells are loaded into wells precoated with primary antibody. Secreted proteins are captured, and further bound with labeled secondary antibodies. The addition of substrate gives rise to the spots indicative of secretion footprint. Based on similar principle, FLUOROSpot was developed which uses fluorescent dyes to replace the enzyme labels. In this way, more than one protein could be analyzed at the same time [77]. In spite that ELISpot and FLUOROSpot have been used as common methods for the detection of cell secretion, several drawbacks hinder its applications in the real-time imaging of protein secretion, including spectral overlap, varied individual spots, limited temporal resolution caused by long incubation time (12–48 h), limited number of simultaneously tracked proteins, and cell lost during the process [78].

3.1.2 Microengraving

Inspired by the principle of FLUOROSpot, the microengraving method was developed to isolate and confine single cells in a planar array of microwells. The protein secretion of segregated cells can be tracked as protein detection microarrays are integrated with the microwells, which are conventionally made of elastomeric polymers such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). These microfabricated wells have subnanoliter volumes. A glass side fabricated with antibodies is covered to the array of microwells, to capture the proteins secreted by confined cells. Subsequently, the slide is removed and incubated with fluorescently labelled secondary antibodies. The single-cell cytokine secretion analysis is implemented by fluorescence imaging. Bradshaw et al. [79] showed that the same cells in the microwell can be applied on two detection microarrays successively, allowing monitoring the secretion of four types of cytokines and antibodies. In the meantime, the segregated cells in the wells can also be directly stained by immunofluorescence to determine their lineages.
A drawback in this method is that, the tracked number of proteins is limited by the capability of differentiation of multiple fluorophores within a single spectrum.

### 3.1.3 Barcode chip

The number of secretion protein types from above methods is limited due to the spectral overlap as multiple fluorescence labels employed on the same detection chip. This spectral overlap was overcome by separating functionalized antibodies into different lines, using a barcode design. With a proper distance between, up to 15 parallel antibody lines can be contained within a nanoliter cell-trapping chamber. This improved spatial resolution results in an enhanced its capability of simultaneous multiplex detection [28, 29, 80]. Lu et al. [81] further extended the multiplexing capacity by further improving the spectral encoding, namely, in each isolated line, three antibodies with distinct fluorescent labels are contained. This strategy enables simultaneous analysis of 42 types of proteins secreted from a single cell.

Barcode chips provide valuable information for accumulated cell secretion over a period of time. However, the underlying limitations restrict its applications on the real-time monitoring of protein secretion. For instance, the lag between cell secretion and protein detection is inevitable since capture antibody and detection antibody have to play their part in distinct steps. Given their coexistence during cell secretion, strong background fluorescence signal is expected from the unbound labeled antibodies, thus secreted proteins are difficult to be distinguished from the background noise. In addition, to remove excess probes and avoid non-specific bindings, the sensor surface after incubation with cells requires intensive wash steps, which inhibits the shortening of analysis duration into a few hours.

### 3.1.4 Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM)

Shiraskaki et al. [82] proposed a solution for the challenge mentioned above using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) combined with microengraving method. They deposited single cells on microwells, on the bottom of which anti-cytokine capture antibodies were fabricated. Instead of separate incubation of a sensor chip with a cell and the detection antibody, the fluorescent detection antibody is present in the cell culture medium, so the cytokine capture is in step with the binding of detection antibody. An objective lens of high numerical aperture was used to achieve high incidence angles, generating evanescence field. The near-field excitation by total internal refection enhances the fluorescence signal from the detection antibody in the sandwich immunocomplex, and reduces the background signal from the unbound detection antibodies in the culture medium (Figure 4a). With these features, imaging of cytokine secretion was achieved within a single step (Figure 4b). Meanwhile, the cell staining (calcine and SYTOX) was applied to investigate the membrane integrity during IL-1b secretion (Figure 4c). It was found the onset of IL-1b secretion was consistent with the onset of calcein disappearance and the second protein SYTOX influx (Figure 4d). This phenomenon indicated the loss of membrane during IL-1b secretion. The limit of detection of this approach reached down to 2000 cytokine molecules.

### 3.1.5 Nanoplasmonic fluorescence

The near-field excited fluorescence can also be realized by nanoplasmonic resonator. Wang et al. [83] developed a tunable nanoplasmonic resonator (TNPR) enhanced fluorescence immunoassay for imaging of IL-2 secretion in
submicrometer resolution (Figure 5). In this study, the fluorescent secondary antibody was not present while the cytokine secretion was in progress. Instead, cytokine capture and detection step was separated by washing step. With a TNPR structure of 100 nm in diameter, and an optimized fluorescence enhancement at ∼10 nm from a gold surface, the fluorescence signal was enhanced 117-fold in the TNPR area. The limit of detection was lower than 100 ng/mL.

3.1.6 Bead biosensors

Another fluorescence based strategy is associated with bead-based biosensors. The cells are confined in microwells, along with antibody-labeled microbeads, and fluorescently-labeled secondary antibody. The capture of secreted proteins on beads was accompanied by the increasing density of secondary antibody, and increasing fluorescence intensity of microbeads. A key advantage of bead biosensors is that,
it breaks the limit of target-molecular adsorption kinetics, which is controlled by diffusion rates, and exists in majority of immobilized or stationary biosensors [84]. In addition, the regeneration of biosensors can be as simple as removing used beads, and infusing new beads [85]. Son et al. [86] used microcompartments as small as 20 picoliter to confine single cells, suspended antibody-labeled microbeads, and fluorescently-labeled secondary antibody together. The quantitation of secreted cytokines was achieved by tracking the intensity changes of fluorescence on microbeads. They found that the number of microbeads confined within a single microcompartment did not significantly affect the fluorescence enhancement on a single microbead. An et al. [87] utilized a microwell device for cell confinement, and detected the fluorescence changes on functionalized detection beads which are co-incubated with single cells.

Other than the design of microwell, Cui et al. [88] developed an microfluidic immunoassay device that integrated a cell culture chamber, an array of cytokine detection units and an array of active peristaltic mixers for on-chip sample mixing. Cells were isolated, cultured and biochemically stimulated in the same chamber. The detection chambers were loaded with cytometric fluorescent beads. Upon sandwich structure formed after cytokine secretion, the fluorescence intensity changes were analyzed by flow cytometry. The continuous monitoring of cytokine secretion was achieved by the extraction of a small portion of the cytokine-containing culture media to the detection chamber. With this system, the secretion profilings of IL-6, IL-8, and TNF were observed with a detection limit of 20 pg/mL and a sample volume of 160 nl.

3.1.7 Cell-surface affinity sensors

Cell-surface affinity sensors functionalize cell surface to capture secreted molecules from cells. These targets can subsequently be detected by fluorescent labeling. An appealing advantage using this strategy is that, the effect of heterogeneous spatial distribution of secreted molecules is minimized [89, 90]. As secreted molecules release from the cell surface, their diffusion and dilution pose a challenge to the sensitivity of sensors. As the cell surface is turned into sensor surface, these molecules could be captured prior to their diffusion. This immediate interaction enhances the sensitivity of secretion detection. Various cell secretions have been studied previously.
utilizing cell-surface affinity sensors, including ATP [91, 92], growth factors [93], cytokines [94], and antigens [95]. Liu et al. [96] developed a detection method that utilized fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles labeled secondary antibody, and achieved a detection limit of 0.1 pg/mL. The cell surface was biotinylated, and functionalized by neutravidin and a biotinylated IL-6 capture antibody. Upon the binding of cytokines secreted from cells, fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles labeled secondary antibodies are introduced for indication of the amount of cytokine secretion.

A challenge of cell-surface affinity sensors is the damage and cell viability caused by cell surface modification [97]. Due to the high background signal from free labeled secondary antibody, the cells after secretion have to undergo wash steps to remove free secondary antibodies. This limits its application on the real-time monitoring of cell secretion.

3.1.8 Droplet microfluidics

Droplet microfluidic techniques involve mixture of the aqueous phase and oil phase, and generation of water-in-oil microdroplets in the microfluidic chips [98]. Droplet shape offers encapsulation of a single cell in a picoliter droplet, which confines individual cell and entraps its secretion, restrains the interference from surrounding environment. To achieve real-time monitoring of cell secretion, droplets microfluidic techniques are conventionally integrated with cell-surface affinity sensors or bead-based biosensors. Qiu et al. [94] developed a membrane-anchored aptamer sensor and combined it with droplet microfluidics for IFN-γ detection. This aptamer sensor has a hairpin structure, resulting in quenched fluorescence. Upon binding with IFN-γ, the aptamer switches on the fluorescence signal by aptamer structure change. The limit of detection was approximately 10.0 nM. Due to the proximity of the aptamer sensor to the cell surface, this method achieved monitoring of cytokine secretion at a single-cell level. Chokkalingam et al. [99] took advantage of free capture beads in droplets to detect the secreted cytokines from cells. The cytokine capture step and fluorescent detection step were separated by the gelation of droplets, and de-emulsification. Wei et al. [100] combined LSPR with droplet technique, developing a sensor with a detection limit of 6–7 ng/ml for VEGF and IL-8. The LSPR spectrum shift was obtained by dark-field spectroscopy. Due to the advantages of droplet technique, the plasmonic droplets in a continuous flow allow high-throughput detection of 600–1800 droplets/min, 100–150 cells/min.

4. Challenges and future trends

Isolated cell culture in a confined environment for subsequent secretion detection allows good flexibility in the selection of sensing techniques, but such module-based strategy has not been achieved for real-time detection of individual cell secretion. Meanwhile, the integration of cell culture and secretion detection has shown promising results in real-time monitoring single cell secretion by physically presenting the target cells in close proximity to the sensing region. However, there are still significant challenges and difficulties ahead as indicated below.

1. Cell secretion dynamics are found associated with cell states, therefore, it is important for the sensor systems to precisely quantify the cell secretion. An obstacle for current methodology is that, the molecule secretion and molecule detection are both dynamic process occurring at the same time.
The concentrations of target molecules in solution are constantly changing, such that an equilibrium-state based calibration curves are difficult to obtain. Therefore, on one hand, novel or improved detection methods with more rapidly reached equilibrium state are required to minimize the effect of detection process. On the other hand, a comprehensive dynamic model involving secretion and detection dynamics is necessary to understand this complex process and precisely quantify the cell secretion [101, 102].

2. The real-time imaging process requires highly specific and selective responses from sensors. Since the specificity and selectivity of biosensors might be compromised by non-specific binding in complex biological media used in experiments, significant efforts are needed to eliminate the matrix effect. Several blocking strategies that instantaneously passivate the sensor surface and do not affect the recognition chemistry are developed, including protein (like BSA), detergent (Tween, etc.), or different polymer blockers. In imaging experiments, a thoroughly optimized blocking strategy should be applied.

3. It is important to investigate the effects of important experiment conditions for the detection. Previous works mainly focused on the innovation of methodology, improvement of the sensitivity, enhancement of the capability of multiplex detection, etc. However, the influence of multiple important experimental conditions are lack of attention. For instance, in previous works, cells during their secretion were manipulated in various status, including suspended in media, immobilized on the ceiling of microwells, or directly absorbed on sensor surface. These distinct distances between sensing surface and cells are expected to influence the local concentrations of secretions on sensor surface, leading to considerable impact on detection sensitivity.

4. In current stage, multiplex real-time imaging of cell secretion is a great challenge. Though the fluorescence based barcode chip has demonstrated its capability in profiling up to 42 types of proteins secreted from a single cell, the real-time imaging of these proteins is incapable due to the lag between cell secretion and protein detection, and intensive wash steps which require several hours. Nanoplasmonic biosensors and SPR imaging have difficulty to broaden their multiplexity owing to their label-free characteristic. Therefore, to achieve the multiplex real-time imaging, the integration of these techniques might provide promising opportunities.

5. Current studies focus on the secretion of single type cells. The interactions of different cells, and their intercellular communication through proteins such as cytokines demand comprehension and further exploration. Therefore, a platform capable of monitoring of multiple cells’ real-time secretion is demanded.

5. Conclusions

In the past two decades, cell secretion monitoring has gained increasing attention. To understand the heterogeneity of protein secretion in single cell level, various optic methods have been developed including labelling and label-free techniques. The label-free techniques such as plasmonic sensors, PCR, EOT, are able to recognize the secreted proteins by sensing the changes of refractive index on the sensor interfaces. The limit of detection differs from 20 pg/mL to 50 ng/mL. The signal transduction during the analyte-ligand interaction does not require
the involvement of any additional materials, therefore, the label-free techniques allow simple operation and fast response, suitable for real-time imaging. The labelling techniques such as fluorescence microscopy utilize fluorophore-labeled bioreceptors to recognize the proteins. Different from the label-free techniques, the fluorescence based methods conventionally use two recognition elements to form a sandwich complex, one of them as the capture element, the other as the signal transducer (the fluorophore-labeled bioreceptor). The limit of detection differs from 0.1 pg/mL to 20 ng/mL. Even though the two recognition element approaches involve additional processing and washing steps, which prolong the response time, the extraordinary sensitivity and low background improve the reliability and allow multiplex detection, making it very attractive to some applications.

For instance, TIRFM has demonstrated its possibilities on real-time imaging of protein secretion from single cells by utilizing both high sensitivity from fluorescence microscopy, and wash-free process due to the evanescent field created by total internal reflection. In spite of the achievements mentioned above, intensive work is demanded in future such as understanding of cell secretion dynamics, improving the detection specificity, developing multiplex real-time imaging platform, and investigating the interactions of different cells, and their intercellular communication.
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Chapter 10

Novel Biosensing Strategies for the \textit{in Vivo} Detection of microRNA

Junling Zhang, Shanshan Zhao and Jikui Wu

Abstract

As a regulatory molecule of post-transcriptional gene expression, microRNA (miRNA) is a class of endogenous, non-coding small molecule RNAs. MiRNA detection is essential for biochemical research and clinical diagnostics but challenging due to its low abundance, small size, and sequence similarities. In this chapter, traditional methods of detecting miRNA like polymerase chain reaction (PCR), DNA microarray, and northern blotting are introduced briefly. These approaches are usually used to detect miRNA \textit{in vitro}. Some novel strategies for sensing miRNAs \textit{in vivo}, including hybridization probe assays, strand-displacement reaction (SDR), entropy-driven DNA catalysis (EDC), catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA), hybridization chain reaction (HCR), DNAzyme-mediated assays, and CRISPR-mediated assays are elaborated in detail. This chapter describes the principles and designs of these detection technologies and discusses their advantages as well as their shortcomings, providing guidelines for the further development of more sensitive and selective miRNA sensing strategies \textit{in vivo}.

Keywords: microRNA, hybridization probe assays, strand-displacement reaction (SDR), entropy-driven DNA catalysis (EDC), catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA), hybridization chain reaction (HCR), CRISPR

1. Introduction

MicroRNA (miRNA) is a kind of endogenous non-coding RNA with a length of 18–25 nucleic acid sequences. It is usually integrated into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to execute its biological function of degrading mRNA or inhibiting transcription. MicroRNA is highly conservative and has strict temporal and spatial specificity. It plays a key regulatory role in the development of animals and plants, cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis, immunity and metabolism, angiogenesis, tumor invasion, and metastasis. Mature miRNA has the disadvantages of small fragment, no poly (A), high similarity among family members, and low expression level. As a result, it is difficult to sensitively and accurately detect miRNA. Therefore, it is very important to establish fast and simple methods with high sensitivity and specificity for miRNA detection [1].

Many miRNA analysis methods, including polymerase chain reaction (PCR), DNA Microarray, and Northern blotting have been developed. Although these traditional strategies are the gold standard methods for miRNA identification, detection, and analysis \textit{in vitro}, it is very difficult for them to achieve accurate and sensitive spatio-temporal information of miRNA in living organisms. Therefore, in this chapter, we summarize the novel strategies for biosensing miRNAs \textit{in vivo}.
including hybridization probe assays, strand-displacement reaction (SDR), entropy-driven DNA catalysis (EDC), catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA), hybridization chain reaction (HCR), DNAzyme-mediated assays and CRISPR-mediated assays. These contents involve their principles and methods, including their advantages and shortcomings, in order to provide important help for the further study of related detection technology.

2. Overview of traditional miRNA detection methods

2.1 Northern blotting

Northern blotting, invented by Alwine in 1979, is the first established method to identify and detect miRNA. It is widely used to detect the expression of miRNAs of various sizes from long primitive miRNAs to mature miRNAs. In the process, the miRNA was separated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in total RNA, then transferred to the imprinted membrane, hybridized with the radionuclide labeled probe. The RNA molecule of interest is detected by the signal of labeled probe. This method can detect both the quantity and the length of miRNA, but it has some defects such as cumbersome operation, low sensitivity, time-consuming, and large sample consumption, which limits its application in clinical diagnosis.

To improve the detection sensitivity, Válóczi et al. [2] employed locked nucleic acid (LNA) probe instead of traditional oligonucleotide probe to enhance the affinity and stability of the nucleotide double strand. Pall et al. [3] utilized 1-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodimide hydrochloride crosslinking method instead of the traditional UV crosslinking method to improve the binding efficiency of miRNA and nylon membrane. The method of biotin labeling instead of isotope labeling was used to conduct chemiluminescence detection and reduce radioactive pollution [4].

2.2 Microarray

The microarray, developed in the early 1990s, enables the high-throughput miRNA detection in a parallel fashion. In this method, the target miRNA is incubated and hybridized with multiple probes (complementary to the target miRNA sequence) on a chip. After removing the non-hybridized part, the signal can be detected and analyzed by fluorescence scanning or northern blotting [5]. DNA probe-based microarray usually consumes a large amount of samples, and has disadvantages such as low sensitivity and specificity and false positives caused by cross-reactions. However, LNA probe can reduce the consumption of starting materials and improve the sensitivity and accuracy of microarray [6]. Furthermore, liquid suspension microsphere hybridization can effectively avoid cross-reaction in the solid chip to decrease the occurrence of false positives.

2.3 qRT-PCR

Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) is one of the main methods to detect low abundance miRNA with high sensitivity and accuracy [7]. The principle of this method is to reversely transcribe miRNA into the corresponding cDNA that is used as a template to initiate real-time PCR, and then indirectly analyze miRNA by detecting the signal of amplified products [8]. Because the miRNA sequence is short (18 ~ 25 nt) and similar to the length of PCR primers, researchers overcome this shortcoming by introducing stem-ring
primers for reverse transcription [9] or adding poly (A) into RNA to initiate reverse transcription and dyeing with SYBR Green. Besides, pri-miRNA and pre-miRNA can be introduced into qRT-PCR, causing inaccurate quantification [10]. qRT-PCR usually requires complex primer design and precise reaction temperature control, thereby greatly increasing the cost and complexity of the experiment.

Although the traditional miRNA detection methods are widely used in miRNA detection, there are still some shortcomings such as complex operation, low sensitivity, poor specificity, and large sample consumption. These shortcomings greatly limited the application of these methods in clinical diagnosis and treatment. Importantly, these approaches are only applied to the in vitro measurement of miRNA.

3. Emerging sensing techniques in microRNA detection in Vivo

3.1 Hybridization probe assay

Hybridization probe assay is a simple and direct detection method without amplification of target miRNA. The principle of this method is as follows: firstly, miRNA is fixed in the tissue or cell. Secondly, signal-labeled nucleic acid probes are added and hybridized with the miRNA based on the principle of complementary pairing. Finally, the position of target miRNA to be detected in the tissue or cell is displayed by certain detection means.

With the principle of hybridization, Wang et al. [11] combined the excellent fluorescence-quenching ability of Ti$_3$C$_2$ nanosheets with a double-labeled DNA fluorescent probes to design a chimeric DNA-functionalized Ti$_3$C$_2$ nanoprobe. When this probe crosses the cell membrane, TAMRA-labeled plasma membrane glycoprotein MUC1 aptamer interacted with MUC1 and peeled off from Ti$_3$C$_2$, lighting up red fluorescence. In the cytoplasm, FAM-tagged hairpin DNA hybridized with miR-21, leading to green fluorescence recovery. This strategy can perform in vitro measurement of miR-21 and MUC1 with nanomolar sensitivity and in situ simultaneous imaging of dual biomarkers in living cells. Although Ti$_3$C$_2$ greatly reduces the fluorescence background, the sensitivity of the probe is still limited because one target miRNA only restore the fluorescence of one fluorescent molecule.

To further improve the detection and imaging sensitivity, fluorescence double-labeling and double-quenching strategy is undoubtedly a good design. Molecular beacon (MB) is hairpin-structure DNA probe. Its two ends are labeled with two identical fluorescent molecules. When MB is in a close state, self-quenching effect between two fluorescent molecules occurs. Graphene oxide (GO) is a good fluorescence quencher. The electrostatic interaction between DNA probe and GO also quenches effectively the fluorescence of DNA probe. Based on the aforementioned properties of MB and GO, Yang et al. [12] designed a MB-GO fluorescent sensor for sensitive imaging of intracellular miRNA (Figure 1). Two Cy5 fluorophores were tagged at the both ends of MB. MB was electrostatically adsorbed on the surface of GO through the π-π stacking effect. Two Cy5 fluorophores was quenched through their self-quenching effect and cy5-GO resonance energy transfer, which greatly reduced the fluorescence background of sensing system. Once target miRNA hybridize with MB probes, hairpin-structure MBs were unfolded to separate two Cy5 molecules and the MB-miRNA complex with rigid structure was released from the surface of GO, recovering fluorescence signal and significantly enhancing the detection sensitivity (Limit of detection, LOD = 30 pM). This method also visualized miRNA-21 in cancer cells and three xenograft tumor models.
Another approach to enhance the sensitivity of hybridization probe assay is to use the plasmon coupling effect of assembled nanostructures, especially, dissymmetric nanostructures. Xu et al. [13] developed a plasmonic nanorod probe by miR-21-directed in situ self-assembly of DNA-modified Gold nanorods (AuNR) in living cells. The formation of NR@PS-PAA dimers gives rise to intense chiroplasmonic signal and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). The LOD were 0.081 fmol/10μg·RNA (CD signal) and 1.12 fmol/10μg·RNA (SERS signal), respectively. Highly sensitive quantitative analysis and in situ imaging of microRNA in cells are achieved.

Although the introduction of nanomaterials (gold nanoparticles, graphene oxide, upconversion nanoparticles, MnO2 nanosheets, quantum dots, silver nanoparticles, noble metal nanoclusters, and silica nanoparticles) remarkably enhanced the sensitivity of hybridization probe assay, the lack of signal amplification limits its practical application in the sensitive detection of intracellular miRNA.

### 3.2 Strand displacement reaction (SDR)

Strand displacement reaction (SDR) is a dynamic process of hybridization-driven DNA strand exchange accompanied by branch migration [14]. In this process, a single-stranded reactant (input, target miRNA) reacts with multi-stranded DNA complex and releases another single-stranded product (output signal) and a new DNA complex. This process operates autonomously through a series of reversible DNA hybridization and dissociation steps to produce numerous output strands, thereby generating cascaded signal amplification [15, 16].

Using SDR, Wang et al. [17] constructed a double-stranded fuel catalyzed DNA molecular machine. The machine was divided into two parts: the first part was composed of the Cy5-labeled signal strand and BHQ-2 labeled complementary quenching strand. The second part was double-strand fuel (DSF), consisting of fuel strand and protected fuel. The target miRNA bound to the quenched strand and triggered the first SDR to obtain the miRNA-quenching double-strand, releasing the signal strand to recover the fluorescence. At this time, DSF initiated the second SDR, the dominated fuel hybridized with quencher strand, replacing miRNA to produce double-stranded waste and intermediated miRNA protected fuel. The
new signal strand can combine with the protected fuel to release miRNA again and repeated the above-mentioned cycle reaction. Thus, the target miRNA was continuously released from intermediate 2 and circularly participated in the subsequent reaction to achieve signal amplification. This method has high sensitivity, strong signal amplification ability, and relatively low background signal.

Ma et al. [18] similarly developed an artificial intelligence signal amplification system (AISA). The system also consists of a fluorescence-quenching double-strand and fuel-protection double-strand. It underwent three-steps reaction: miRNA replaced signal strand and combined with quenching strand, fuel strand replaced miRNA and combined with quenching strand, and new signal strand replaced miRNA to achieve the reuse of it (the last two steps of reaction could be recycled to produce amplified signal). Based on this principle, they built two AISA systems to detect Hsa-miR-100 and Hsa-miR-484, respectively. Their versatility and feasibility were proved to be actively used in disease diagnosis and treatment, evaluation, stem cell tracking, and other fields, but the design of the probe was cumbersome.

In recent years, the combination of SDR and nanomaterials for miRNA detection has become a hot spot. Li et al. [19] constructed dsDNA-AuNPs nanoprobes by means of using toehold strand displacement reaction (TSDR) to attain the amplification detection of trace let-7a in living cells (Figure 2). The molecular catalytic machine contained dsDNA-AuNPs nanoprobes and DNA fuel strands, while the dsDNA contained an unfolded hairpin sequence labeled with FAM and TAMRA at both ends. Binding to the linker strand of the dsDNA, the target miRNA replaced the hairpin to restore its folded structure. Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET) signal occurred between the fluorescent groups. At the same time, the target miRNA was recycled by cascaded strand displacement reactions realizing the amplification and detection signal of the target miRNA. Zhang et al. [20] developed a kind of dendritic mesoporous silica nanoparticles encapsulated by tumor cell
(MCF-7) membrane (DMSN-DP@CM) and simultaneously modified with DNA photoacoustic probe and fuel strand. The target miRNA triggered the release of the near-infrared fluorescence strand from the quenched strand and the fuel strand further replaced the target miRNA. The alternate replacement of target miRNA and DNA fuel strand generated an amplified photoacoustic signal ratio to realize the miRNA detection.

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) refers to that when molecules approach the metal surface of nanostructures, the Raman signal of molecules is enhanced. Gold nanoparticles with the core-satellite structure are important SERS substrate structures, which are composed of a single Au (or Ag) inside and multiple Au (or Ag) linked outside. The core-satellite structure is combined with SDR to detect miRNA and produce the SERS signal.

Li et al. [21] designed the core-satellite plasma rulers (PRs) for the quantitative determination of miRNA-21 in living cells. Several small gold nanoparticles were assembled on large gold nanoparticles with dsDNA to form a core-satellite. MiRNA-21 initiated a single hybridization event, leading to the destruction of core-satellite structural components. The plasma displacement between the core and the satellite initiated the wavelength changing of scattering intensity. The expression and the amount of miRNA-21 could be detected via statistical analysis of the wavelength signal. This method enabled highly sensitive detection of the intracellular miRNA without side effect.

Gold nanorods have strong and controllable plasma resonance properties, which can be widely used in photothermal therapy and amplification detection of miRNA. Qu et al. [22] used the assembly of Ag2S on the surface of platinum (Pt)-modified gold nanorods (AuNR-Pt) to form a nuclear-satellite structure (AuNR-Pt@Ag2S). The probe can complete the near-infrared imaging of miRNA in vivo. Target miRNA bound to the complementary DNA sequence and released the strand modified with Ag2S, thereby destroying the core-satellite structure and recovering the fluorescence. The LOD was 0.0082 amol ngRNA−1, providing a multifunctional nanoplat form for tumor diagnosis and treatment in vivo.

Inspired by Qu's work, Yan et al. [23] utilized the electrostatic interaction between polye thyleneimine (PEI)-modified gold nanorod and nucleic acid probe to construct a Fuel Improved miRNA Explorer (FIRE) sensing platform. The detection system included a double-strand DNA labeled with BHQ-2, Cy5 fluorescence-quenching group and a fuel strand that realizing the cycling of miRNA for signal amplification. The target miRNA triggered the release of dsDNA to recover fluorescence. In this design, the preparation of FIRE is simple via electrostatic interactions. Moreover, AuNRs enhanced the photoacoustic imaging and real-time monitoring capabilities of FIRE, resulting in sensitive detection of miRNA and effective tumor treatment effect.

In addition to the strand displacement reaction catalyzed by fuel strand, toehold-mediated strand displacement is another commonly used amplification strategy. A novel catalytic self-assembly nanosensor based on quantum dots was constructed [24] to detect miRNA in vivo. As an efficient catalyst, miRNA triggered the toehold-mediated strand displacement cascade reaction to produce multiple Cy5/biotin double-labeled dsDNA, which were assembled on a 605QD surface, resulting in significant FRET signal. The nanosensor was simple to operate and has high specificity and sensitivity. Also, the synergistic effect between telomerase and the catalytic strand was helpful to distinguish cancer cells from normal cells, which provided a valuable method for clinical diagnosis.

Enzyme-mediated strand displacement reaction enables the exponential accumulation of DNA products through the continuous polymerization-nicking-displacement cycle process catalyzed by polymerases. Based on the amplification
methods, Yang et al. [25] proposed a novel strategy by utilizing branched DNA ligation enhanced isothermal strand displacement polymerization (B-ICSDP) for \textit{in vitro} quantitation and intracellular miRNA imaging. This internal Y-shaped DNA structure consisted of a circular DNA scaffold and three repeatable molecular beacons (MB). MiRNA triggered the conformation conversion of MB and recovered the fluorescence. Additionally, polymerase-based cyclic SDR produced a large number of extended Y-type DNA structures (one DNA scaffold could hybridize with three MBs), thus generating amplified signals. This method had the advantages of high sensitivity, high specificity, and simple design. Besides, it could be used to detect single or multiple target miRNAs in living cells.

Peng’s team [26] developed a telomerase-catalyzed FRET ratio probe for accurate miRNA detection. AuNPs were modified with capture probe containing recognition sequence and telomerase primer located at the 5’ of capture probe strand. The detection probe (a molecular beacon labeled with donor FAM and acceptor TAMRA) hybridized with the capture probe, separating the fluorescent donor and acceptor and causing low FRET signal. Once miRNA specifically recognized and hybridized the capture probe. The detection probe was then replaced by miRNA to form a stem-ring structure. Thus, the FAM and TAMRA were brought in close proximity to produce high FRET signal. In addition, the capture probe was extended with telomerase primers and hybridized with the catalytic strand to displace target miRNA. The released miRNA also triggered the above-mentioned detection system. This method had low background signal and can detect low abundance miRNA molecules in living cells.

### 3.3 Catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA)

Catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA) is an enzyme-free, hairpin fuel-driven, and autonomous nucleic acid amplification technology. A CHA system needs to design two hairpin structures according to the sequence of target miRNA [27]. One segment of the first hairpin is complementary to the target miRNA sequence [28]. Its hairpin structure can be unfolded by miRNA, and then form a complementary structure with another hairpin probe. The target miRNA will be replaced and dissociated, which can further catalyze CHA between other hairpin probes, forming a cycle to generate amplification signal. The catalytic hairpin assembly has been widely used in nucleic acid detection due to its enzyme-free and target-recyclable advantages.

Like SDR, CHA usually employs nanomaterials as a scaffold and carrier to deliver DNA probes into living cells. As shown in Figure 3, Liu et al. [29] developed a core-satellite nanoprobe (AuNPs-AuNDs CS). Hairpin1 (H1) was immobilized on the Au nanoparticle surface (AuNPs-H1, satellites) and hairpin2 (H2) was assembled on the surface of the plasmonic gold nanodumbbells (AuNDs-H2, core) via Au – S bonds. MiRNA triggered CHA by targeting AuNPs-H1 (AuNPs-H1-miRNA). AuNDs-H2 then hybridized with AuNPs-H1-miRNA to form a core-satellite nanostructure, whereas target miRNA was displaced from AuNPs-H1-miRNA. The released miRNA originated the next assembly of AuNPs-AuNDs CS, generating an amplified signal. This design engineered metallic nanoparticle aggregates to increase electromagnetic hot spots, thereby realizing the highly-sensitive SERS detection of low abundant miRNA.

Wang et al. [30] modified the fluorescence-labeled hairpin H1 to the surface of AuNPs. The fluorescence of H1 was quenched by AuNPs. When the probes delivered into cells, the hybridization between H1 and miRNA unfolded H1. The exposed single-strand domain of H1 induced H2 (hairpin fuel) hybridization and displaced miR-21. The released miR-21 participated in the subsequent reaction cycle. The
sensitivity of hairpin-fuelled catalytic nanobeacons is two orders of magnitude lower than that of noncatalytic nanobeacons.

Aruni et al. [31] exploited a genetically encoded means to design a RNA-based CHA circuits for imaging miRNA in living cells. In this design, Broccoli, a specific RNA aptamer for DFHBI-1 T, was used as fluorescence reporter. It was split into two non-fluorescent parts (Broc and Coli). Broc was attached to the 5′ end of H1, while Coli was conjugated to the 3′ end of H2. The target miRNA initiated CHA and hybridized with H1. The unfolded H1 then hybridized with H2 to displace target miRNA and form dsDNA. The recombinant Broccoli activated the dye DFHBI-1 T to emit fluorescence, and the target miRNA can be recycled to catalyze the fluorescence of ten to hundreds of broccolis, achieving signal amplification. This strategy provided a new opportunity for the application of gene-encoded RNA circuits in cells.

To improve the kinetics and efficiency of CHA in the complex intracellular environment, inspired by spatial-confinement effects of cells, Liu et al. [32] constructed a three-dimensional DNA nanocube to implement the localized hairpin-DNA cascade signal amplification. The hairpin H1 and H2 labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 were modified in the cube, respectively. MiRNA could specifically unfold H1 and then unfold H2. The rapid and efficient imaging of miRNA could be monitored.
by FRET. This cascade amplifier significantly improved the speed (7 times faster) and efficiency (2.6 times higher) of signal amplification. Furthermore, this probe possesses good cell permeability, good nuclease resistance, and the ability to avoid false-positive signals.

### 3.4 Hybrid chain reaction (HCR)

The hybridized chain reaction proposed by Dirks and Pierce in 2004 is an isothermal signal amplification technology based on DNA strand displacement reaction [33]. Single strand promoter DNA (target miRNA) binds to the stem-loop nucleic acid probe and causes conformation changing of hairpin DNA. The unfolded hairpin structure can unfold a new DNA hairpin. Two kinds of stem-loop probes were alternately hybridized to form double-stranded DNA containing a large number of repeat units [34]. This method has the advantages of constant temperature, efficient signal amplification, and without the requirement of enzyme. It has been applied to the detection of DNA or RNA.

Wang et al. [35] combined CHA with HCR to design a sensing system with six DNA hairpins (Figure 4). Target miRNA first catalyzed CHA and formed numerous double-stranded products (H1•H2) containing initiator sequences to initiate downstream HCR circuit. The resultant dsDNA products then triggered subsequently autonomous cross-hybridization reactions to form HCR copolymer (H3•H4•H5•H6). The resultant HCR copolymer carries many donor-acceptor pairs that can generate FRET signal. The synergistic amplification effect of CHA-HCR system significantly increased the selectivity and sensitivity of miRNA detection.

Exploiting the signal amplification function of protein with multiple binding sites, Huang et al. [36] used streptavidin (SA) as a protein scaffold and four biotinylated hairpin DNA probes to construct a DNA tetrads probe. When miRNA was

---

**Figure 4.**
Schematic of the isothermal CHA–HCR cascaded circuit for miRNAs assay. Adapted with permission from ref 35. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry.
present, miRNA unfolded the Cy3-labeled hairpin H1, triggered HCR, and hybridized with Cy5-labeled H2 to form a cross-linked hydrogel network, generating the signal. It is proved that the DNA tetrad was a highly robust delivery agent and could realize the sensitive imaging of miRNA.

To improve the stability of miRNA sensing system, Wu and coworkers [37] designed a DNA probe composed of tripartite Y-shaped DNA structures, folate probe FAP and hairpin probe H1, H2. MiRNA triggered H1 and H2 hairpin probes to assemble HCR, separating Cy5 and BHQ-2 labeled on H1 to recover fluorescence signal. This method was proved to have high sensitivity with a sub-picomolar limit in vitro, and the probe had high stability in vivo.

3.5 Entropy-driven DNA catalysis (EDC)

Entropy-driven DNA catalysis (EDC) exponentially amplifies DNA signal by target-induced entropy change of pre-design sensing system [38]. EDC is a simple, rapid, and enzyme-free isothermal signal amplification technology based on toehold exchange mechanism and adaptable to different low-abundance targets due to its modular design and tunability.

A EDC system usually is composed of a three-strand substrate complex (output strand and signal strand are complementary with link strand) and a fuel strand [39]. In the absence of targets, the sensing system does not work because the toehold domain in substrate that binds to the fuel strand has been protected. As a catalyst, miRNA can combine with the substrate link strand to replace the signal strand, and then the fuel strand replaced miRNA to be recycled. The production of liberated molecules leads to the increase of entropy, repeating the abovementioned strand displacement reaction to generate amplified signals.

Liang et al. [40] constructed an entropy-driven DNA nanomachine. A three-stranded substrate complex (A/B/C) and an affinity ligand (L) were modified on the AuNP surface, respectively. Target miRNA hybridized with L to replace B from C. A fuel strand (F) bound to C and the C-F complex departed from the AuNP surface, restoring the fluorescence of the FAM-labeled C strand. Thus, such entropy-driven catalytic DNA nanomachine operated automatically and progressively to realize signal amplification. The assay had superior sensitivity (LOD = 8 pM) due to the accelerated intramolecular reaction.

To avoiding the addition of external enzyme or fuel transfection, Lu et al. [41] developed a NIR-controlled DNA sensing system based on entropy-driven catalysis to detect intracellular miRNA. Hollow copper sulfide nanoparticle (HCuSNPs) served as the photothermal conversion agent and a carrier. An entropy-driven DNA probe and DNA fuel were conjugated to HCuSNPs. Under the irradiation of the near-infrared laser, target miRNA-155 recognized toe1 and combined with the probe, replaced Cy3-DNA and exposed toe2 that initiates toehold-mediated strand displacement reactions. Cy3-DNA was released and its fluorescence was recovered. This method possessed facile design and its sensitivity is two orders of magnitude higher than that of molecular beacons (MBs).

3.6 DNAzyme-mediated assays

DNAzyme is a kind of DNA with catalytic function and structure recognition ability. It was screened by Breaker and Joyce through the systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) technology in 1994. The single strand, simulating the function of enzymes in vivo, can catalyze different chemical reactions, including nucleic acid cleavage, nucleic acid ligation, phosphorylation, porphyrin metallization enzyme activity, and peroxidase activity. It has high
catalytic efficiency, simple modification of fluorescent dyes, and strong chemical stability. Also, compared with the traditional protease, DNAzyme can be denatured repeatedly and renatured without loss of enzyme activity. DNAzyme catalytic amplification technology is a constant temperature amplification technology, which is especially suitable for high sensitivity detection of intracellular targets.

Wu et al. [42] constructed a signal-enhanced split DNAzyme probe loaded on gold nanoparticles for miRNA detection in living cells. They split Mg$^{2+}$-dependent DNAzyme into two nucleic acid strands, which were hybridized with the substrate to form a complex. The fluorescence of the complex was quenched without target miRNA. In the presence of miRNA, two split strands hybridized with target miRNA to form a secondary structure with catalytic activity, cleaving the substrate to separate fluorescence reporter and quenching groups and restoring fluorescence. The released miRNA targeted the next DNAzyme probe and switched on recognition-cleave-release cycles to produce signal amplification. In this experiment, split DNAzyme serves as both recognition element and signal reporter. As a carrier, gold nanoparticles increase the biological affinity of nanoprobe and avoid the degradation of the nucleic acid probe in the process of transport into cells. This method improved the detection sensitivity and specificity. Additionally, it had low cytotoxicity, high enzymatic degradation resistance which is effective for detection in living cells.

Yang et al. [43] integrated DNAzyme, its substrate, and recognition strand into a FAM-labeled hairpin-locked-DNAzyme probe. The probe was immobilized on surface of gold nanoparticles. The catalytic activity of DNAzyme was inhibited and the fluorescence of FAM was quenched by gold nanoparticles. When target miRNA hybridized with the hairpin probe, the change of the probe structure activated the DNAzyme to cleave the substrate strand and made the FAM-labeled substrate strand emit fluorescence. After the miRNA was released, it entered the next cycle and generated amplification signals. This design significantly reduced fluorescent background signal. The detection limit of the target miRNA was 25 pM. It can be applied to the in vivo detection of different types of miRNA.

Although AuNP-DNA probes are highly sensitive and selective, they suffer from the aggregation of AuNPs in the complex intracellular environment. To overcome this limitation, there is highly desirable for homogeneous DNA (composed entirely of DNAs) sensing system. Xue et al. [44] utilized a Y-shaped backbone-rigidified triangular DNA scaffold (YTDS) to develop a self-powered DNAzyme walker (Figure 5). This sensing platform consists of YTDS (carrier), nuclide aptamer (transportation), and a locked M-DNAzyme-substrate complex (recognition and signal reporter). The binding of miRNA trigger DNAzyme walker to perform self-powered stepwise walking and amplify the signal at the same time. The detection platform has the advantages of efficient delivery without any transfection agent and amplification of output signal without any protein enzyme.

To effectively protect the probe from degradation by nuclease and greatly improve its cell permeability, Li et al. [45] constructed a DNAzyme probe based on the tetrahedral nanostructure. FAM and Dabcyl were labeled the linker strand and partial complementary strand, respectively. Catalytic activity of DNAzyme was effectively silenced by the locking strand in the absence of target miRNA. The target miRNA hybridized with the locking strand to release DNAzyme. With the assist of Na$^+$ cofactor, the substrate strand was cleaved and the fluorescence was recovered. Activated DNAzyme could compete with inactive DNAzyme for the next locking strand, starting the next hybridization, and generating amplified signals circularly. The LOD of the DNAzyme probe is 16 pM. It possessed high specificity and distinguished target miRNA from its family members.

The catalytic activity of DNAzyme depends on the concentration of its cofactor Mg$^{2+}$. However, the content of Mg$^{2+}$ in the cell is too low to support the long-time
catalytic reactions used for the signal amplification. To circumvent this limitation, Wei et al. [46] constructed a smart autocatalytic DNAzyme imaging machinery to execute magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of miRNA in vivo. The imaging system composed of honeycomb-like MnO₂ nanosponge (hMNS), HCR, and autocatalytic DNAzyme. In this system, hMNS act as three roles, that is, nanocarrier, DNAzyme cofactors, and MRI agents. The multifunctional hMNS effectively delivered the system into the cells and was degraded into Mn²⁺ by intracellular glutathione (GSH) as a DNAzyme cofactor. MiR-21 activates HCR amplification to produce DNAzyme nanowires, mediating the automatic catalytic accumulation of the new trigger and the retroaction to the original HCR sensor. This robust assay can accurately locate miRNAs in vivo and enhance the amplification signal.

3.7 CRISPR-mediated assays

CRISPR/Cas9 system is a new gene-editing technology based on the bacterial adaptive immune defense system. It can insert or delete genes accurately to knock out target genes [47]. CRISPR/Cas9 system consists of CRISPR RNA, transactivating crRNA, and endonuclease Cas9. Cas9 is specific to the protospacer adjacent
motif with the guidance of crRNA and tracrRNA to form RNA–DNA complex. Cas9 can cut double-stranded DNA to complete gene editing.

For the convenience of operation, scientists fused the mature tracrRNA-crRNA dual structure into a sgRNA, its 5′ strand sequence is complementary to the target miRNA, and the 3′ stranded structure could bind to Cas9. Therefore, only one sgRNA needs to be designed to edit the related genes. This method has some advantages such as simple operation, high efficiency, low cost, and no introduction of foreign genes. So far, it has become the most popular gene-editing technology. Similarly, this method has been applied to the detection of miRNA.

Wang et al. [48] constructed a CRISPR–Cas9 sensing platform based on a miRNA-mediated sgRNA releasing strategy. The sensing approach successfully realized miRNA imaging and cell-specific regulation of the CRISPR gene editing system. The sensing system was divided into two parts. One part was composed of Cas9 or Cas9 mutant fusion protein to edit or inhibit gene expression, the other was sgRNA with miRNA binding site without activity, mediating the binding of Cas9 protein in a specific position of the genome. As a result, only specific miRNA could finish cleavage reaction, producing mature sgRNA, and starting CRISPR system. The system could sense two kinds of miRNAs in the same cell and turn on red or green fluorescence respectively. It was proved that the detection platform could accomplish precise regulation of different gene sites by multiple miRNAs, and provided new ideas for other gene therapy technologies.

4. Conclusions

An ideal method for detecting intracellular miRNA should possess high throughput, high specificity, high detection sensitivity, wide detection range, and low detection cost. To achieve this goal, a variety of miRNA detection methods have been developed, but there are many shortcomings, and the technology needs to be improved. The additionally introduced nanomaterials is self-aggregated and enriched in different tissues in a complex living environment. Hybridization probe assay lacks signal amplification capabilities. SDA, HCR, and CHA need to avoid high background signal caused by probe leakage. DNAzyme-mediated assays usually require exogenous cofactors to initiate signal amplification. Therefore, EDC and CRISPR-mediated assays are the most promising detection methods of miRNA in vivo in the future. The establishment of an ideal miRNA detection technology still needs the efforts of scientists and the continuous progress of related science and technology.
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Chapter 11

Electrochemical Response of Cells Using Bioactive Plant Isolates


Abstract

Traditional herbal medical practices continue to be part of the healthcare needs of the world especially residents of sub-Sahara Africa (sSA). However, the mechanism of action of the plant metabolites to elicit their potency continue to be a mystery due to the lack of standardized methods. The mechanism of plant bioactive compounds to cause cell death is gradually being linked to membrane polarization and depolarization behaviour. The current work seeks to probe the electrochemical response of model cells using bioactive compounds captured in bio-zeolites or membrane mimetics. The voltage and current fluctuations emanating from such studies will establish a correlation between cell death and membrane depolarization. It will be a useful biological interface sensing material with the potential to identify plant metabolites that can selectively detect and destroy diseased cells. Several model membranes have already been developed for biomedical applications and this new paradigm will elevate the usefulness of these model systems. The concept was investigated using extracts from Dioclea reflexa (DR) hook which belongs to the leguminous family. There are certain class of compounds in Dioclea reflexa (DR) that have clinical usefulness in both temperate and tropical regions, however the identity of the bioactive compounds responsible for inducing cell death continue to be a major challenge.

Keywords: model membrane, electrochemical, bioactive, polarization, depolarization, bio-zeolites

1. Introduction

Living organisms use small molecules including membrane targeted drugs to enhance membrane fluidity and permeability to elicit their potency in signal transduction as well as in the treatment of various diseases including cancer, fungal and microbial pathogens. Electrochemical signaling from reactive oxygen species (ROS) is a major mechanism used to regulate different cancer-related processes including cell proliferation, migration, invasion, metastasis and vascularization. The key players in the redox microenvironment of the cancer and neighboring cells are superoxide (O2\textsuperscript{−}), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), nitric oxide (NO) and ions which are produced or regulated by membrane bound nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), oxidases known as NOX and by the dual oxidases (DUOX),
or nitric oxide synthases. For example studies using scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) and fluorescence microscopy confirmed the release of ROS from prostate cancer (PC3) cells [1, 2].

Among the ion channels that are membrane bound include voltage-gated Na⁺ channels that selectively allow the passage of Na⁺ ions into cells resulting in membrane depolarization leading to generation of action potential in excitable cells including neurons, heart and skeletal tissues. It is known that strongly metastatic prostate cancer cell lines such as PC3 cells demonstrate significantly higher expression of voltage-gated Na⁺ channels (Nav1.9 alpha subunit). Studies have shown that inhibiting specific voltage-gated Na⁺ channels activity have helped to reduce cell proliferation and therefore such channels including K⁺, Ca²⁺, and Cl⁻ may emerge as novel biomarkers and therapeutic targets for certain cancer treatments. The concept is to develop small molecular probes or nanoparticles that are either delivery vehicles or the nanoparticle itself having the potential to specifically block a particular ion channel to prevent the movement of ions across the membrane which is key critical step for tumor cell survival.

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (SC) cells are single-celled eukaryotes and model organisms for studying cellular mechanisms including DNA damage and repair as well as systematic fungal infections. Additionally, S. cerevisiae shares the complex internal cell structure of animals without the high percentage of non-coding DNA that can confound research in higher eukaryotes. Three of the most extensively used antibiotic drugs for studying SC is amphotericin B (Amp B), rifampicin and fluconazole [3, 4]. The antibiotics target different cellular organs to elicit their antimicrobial and antifungal effects. For example, Amp B is membrane mediated thereby increasing the permeability of ions and small molecules by binding more strongly to ergosterol, the principal fungi sterol found in SC [5]. Rifampicin and fluconazole on the other hand have broad antibacterial and antifungal influence with rifampicin targeting different forms of mycobacteria by inhibiting DNA-dependent RNA polymerase activities, whereas fluconazole is used for a number of fungal infections including candidiasis as well as other fungal diseases. Since Amp B and rifampicin are redox mediators that can interact with eukaryotic cell membrane thereby increasing redox activity by creating pores or inhibiting the synthesis of ergosterol respectively, it will be interesting to compare their redox activity with fluconazole. These antifungal drugs were used as model drugs because they have been extensively used for various in vitro and in vivo studies of model cells.

Based on the background outlined, it is obvious that there are essentially two pathways (lipid-mediated and diffusion porins) through which both hydrophobic and hydrophilic plant metabolites or drugs elicit their potency at the cellular level. It is obvious that the degree of permeation of the cell membrane has a major impact on the redox activity. In addition, the presence of a hydrophobic drug within the complex architecture of the membrane, enhances easy access of small ions through pores which can be detected electrochemically. Non-membrane-mediated drugs diffuse freely through the membrane and may not necessarily destabilize the membrane architecture; thereby limiting ionic flow that can be captured by electrochemical detection techniques. In the current work, an entrapment strategy was developed using aluminosilicate minerals to selectively pool plant metabolites using different pH conditions and evaluating the polarization and depolarization of model cells using electrochemical sensing techniques. For membrane targeted bioactive compounds, the fluctuation in the redox signals will reveal important lead bioactive compounds for further investigation.

Several biopolymers and aluminosilicate minerals derived composite drug delivery carriers have been reported from several laboratories. For example halloysites natural tubules (HNTs) are aluminosilicate minerals composed of
different proportions of aluminum, silicon, hydrogen and oxygen often with the chemical formula Al₂Si₂O₅(OH)₄.nH₂O [6, 7]. They are empty cylinders with widths of about 100 nanometers and consist of two structures; the anhydrous structure with an interlayer dispersing of approximately 7 Å and the hydrated structure with an augmented interlayer dividing of 10 Å, due to the presence of water in the lamellar spaces [8–10]. In each layer of the halloysite nanotube, the SiOH groups are found on the outer surface whiles the AlOH groups are situated on the inner surfaces making the outer and inner surfaces to have different charges [11–13]. The positive charge of the internal lumen is a consequence of protonation of the AlOH group at low pH whereas the SiOH groups have overall negative charge due to the coordination of the atoms. When the halloysites nanotubes are modified with biopolymer such as chitosan new functional materials with improved physicochemical properties are generated. The composite materials can serve as effective drug carriers.

The charge disparity of halloysites has also drawn interest from the research community whereby overall negatively charged proteins taken above their isoelectric points are mostly loaded into the positively charged nanotube lumen [14]. Therefore, in a pool of organic compounds, halloysites nanotubes can facilitate the formation of a transient bond between selected bioactive compounds and the AlOH or SiOH as a function of pH conditions and can be very effective as a nano drug carrier for different applications [15–19].

Traditional herbal medical practices continue to be part of the healthcare needs of the world especially residents of sub-Sahara Africa (sSA) [20–23]. However, the mechanism of action of the plant metabolites to illicit their potency continues to be a mystery due to the lack of standardized methods. Electrochemical detection of drugs interacting with most biological systems is an important strategy to understand cellular stresses that causes cell death [24–26]. Evidence emanating from previous findings, indicate that there are several membrane redox centers in most eukaryotic cells that can be targeted to monitor redox activities in the presence of certain drugs including plant metabolites [27–29].

The concept is investigated using extracts from Dioclea reflexa (DR) hook which belongs to the leguminous family. There are certain class of compounds in Dioclea reflexa (DR) that have clinical usefulness in both temperate and tropical regions [30–33]. Extract of DR seed has been shown to boost hematological parameters and antioxidant activities which protect the kidney and blood from oxidative and related injuries under acute and chronic toxicological challenges [30, 31, 33–37]. Also, the aqueous extract of the seeds produces 100% mortality in third stage mosquito larvae of Aedes aegypti. The seed is a potential food source which contains around 14% protein, 8% fats and 58% carbohydrates [32]. Though these metabolites continue to show promise in disease treatment, there is very limited data in the literature of the properties of single isolates and their medicinal relevance, albeit due to the difficulties in pursuing systematic separation of the complex mixtures in a single separation method. Thus, the current work describes the use of a simplified method to systematically pool bioactive compound mixtures from DR and test their inhibitory effects on breast (MCF-7) cancer cells and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (SC) cells. The rationale is that the larger surface area coupled with the differential polarity of the lumen and the surface of the halloysites nanotubes will be sufficient to bind selectively with the plant metabolites in the crude extracts of DR. The evidence of the entrapped species on the halloysites nanotubes was monitored using X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to determine the degree of aluminol (AlOH) and the siloxane (SiOH) groups modification since these two functional groups will be key sites for bioactive compounds interaction. pH-dependent eluted samples were then tested on breast (MCF-7)
cancer cell lines to investigate their inhibitory effects and the mechanism of inhibition were determined using cyclic voltammetry and flow cytometry analyses [38–41]. The results are reported here and show evidence of differential inhibitory effects of the bioactive compounds from the various pH conditions.

2. Methods

2.1 Extraction of bioactive compounds

*Diokea reflexa* seeds were obtained from the District of Jaman North in the Brong Ahafo region of Ghana (7°57’1.8″ North and 2°41’52.08″ West). The content of the seeds was dried in the sun, and the cotyledon ground into powder using a laboratory mortar and pestle. The drugs used for the study were obtained from a Company (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA). 5 gram of *Diokea reflexa* Seed powder was dissolved in 30 mL of 70% ethanol. 5 mL of the supernatant was used for immobilization using 10, 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200 mg of HNTs. 200 mg gave the best entrapment. The loaded HNTs were released with a buffer with pH ranging from 4 to 9 and the contents vacuum dried followed by dissolution in 1% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to give a final concentration of 3.2 mg/mL.

2.2 Cell viability and electrochemical detection

The methods used for preparing stock solution of the drug are previously described [23]. Cells were treated with the drugs or the extracts to study the effects at prescribe time interval followed by estimating cell death. A correlation of cell death to electrochemical behavior was conducted using cyclic voltammetry under steady-state conditions as previously described [17].

3. Results

The stepwise procedure in this work probes the mechanism of action of standard drugs for treating microbial infections and the results compared to plant bioactive metabolites and chitosan nanocomposites. Two classes of standard drugs were used for comparison; anti-microbial drugs that include amphotericin B, rifampicin and fluconazole as well as cancer drugs which included curcumin and gossypol. Whereas the plant metabolites were derived from *Diokea reflexa (DR)*. The therapeutic effect of nanocomposites were also tested. Chitosan nanocomposites were synthesized using chitosan as the base material and Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) as well as acetic acid as modifiers. Our hypothesis stipulated that drug candidate target membrane environment of cells leading to polarization or depolarization. The outcome in this case would enhance ionic mobility across membranes which could be captured through electrochemical detection as shown in Figure 1.

The various standardized drugs, plant metabolites as well as the synthesized nanocomposites used to investigate the electrochemical behaviour of the cells are displayed in Table 1. The cell lines and their sources are also indicated in Table 2. First, the electrochemical behaviour of *S. cerevisiae* cells was investigated using the standard antimicrobial drugs, amphotericin B, fluconazole and rifampicin. As shown in Figure 2, fluconazole and rifampicin exhibited very limited changes in the anodic peak potential (Figure 2A and B) compared to the amphotericin B doped *S. cerevisiae* cell lines (Figure 2C). The results obtained confirmed membrane polarization/depolarization behaviour of the *S. cerevisiae* due to the
presence of amphotericin B leading to increase ionic mobility. Fluconazole and rifampicin which are not directly linked to membrane destabilization as the former are mainly responsible for RNA synthesis inhibition and rifampicin being responsible for inhibition of ergosterol synthesis.

A correlation between cell death and electrochemical response was established using *S. cerevisiae* cell lines and MTT assay detection. Although the result indicated cell death in the presence of the antimicrobial drugs, Amphotericin B exhibited

### Table 1.
List of compounds used for the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluconazole</td>
<td>Human milk</td>
<td>Triazole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rifampicin</td>
<td>Streptomyces</td>
<td>Polyketide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphotericin</td>
<td>Streptomyces nodosus</td>
<td>Polyene with seven adjoining trans double bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gossypol</td>
<td>Cotton plant</td>
<td>Natural phenol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curcumin</td>
<td><em>Curcuma longa</em> plants</td>
<td>Beta-diketone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan nanocomposite</td>
<td>Synthesized from chitosan and Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)</td>
<td>Chitosan modified with TEOS in different sequence (no known structures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dioclea reflexa</em> Extract</td>
<td>Seed</td>
<td>pH dependent elution of plant metabolites from halloysite nanotubes (no known structures)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Extracted or synthesized and unpurified.

1The following composites were tested: CT; chitosan modified by TEOS followed by acetic acid, CC; chitosan modified with TEOS/acetic acid mixture, CA; chitosan modified with acetic acid, and CT, chitosan modified with TEOS.

2Plant metabolites obtained from pH ~4.1–9.6.
enhanced cell death probably due to the high degree of membrane permeability of ions as indicated in the voltammograms in Figure 2C. To test the electrochemical behaviour and redox activity of the *Dioclea reflexa* extracts, cyclic voltammetry analysis was conducted using interdigitated gold electrodes (IDEs), (Metrohm, DropSens). The current from the quasi-reversible oxidation curve was plotted against concentration of the plant metabolites. Figure 3A (control, black) indicated insignificant redox mechanism, however, the extracts showed quasi-reversible oxidation values ranging from 0.25 to 0.70 mA at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. The water extract (SWE) had higher redox potential compared to those of the ethanol extract (SEE). The water extract (SWE) (red) demonstrated the most cell death followed by methanol extract (SME) (purple) and ethanol extract (SEE) (blue) respectively with the control cells (black) exhibiting the least cell death at higher concentrations and extended incubation time periods. SWE (red) revealed cell death of about 57%, whereas SME (purple), SEE (blue) recorded about 31 and 22% respectively at the same concentration. It was concluded that the extracts caused membrane porosity to initiate reactive oxygen species release leading to cell death.

Another important strategy in plant phytochemical studies is to develop local immobilization materials that can capture bioactive plant metabolites and release the cargo steadily onto diseased cells. Optimization parameters were developed to capture plant metabolites from *Dioclea Reflexa (DR)* seed extracts on halloysites nanotubes (HNTs). An encapsulating capacity of 13% was obtained when approximately 5 g of DR extracts was immobilized onto about 1 g of HNTs. Evidence of plant metabolites entrapment was monitored with FTIR and X-ray diffraction methods. As shown in Figure 4A, changes in the FTIR signatures peak intensities of the halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) revealed all the functional groups present in the empty halloysites nanotubes (black). The inner Al-OH and outer Si-OH groups have characteristic stretching peaks at 3624 and 3691 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. Bending vibrations of Al-OH and Si-O revealed absorption peaks at 907 cm\(^{-1}\). In addition, the uneven stretching vibrations of the Si-O bond gives a strong absorption peak at 1005 cm\(^{-1}\). There was a significant reduction of the transmission peak after immobilization of the DR extracts on the halloysites nanotubes (blue) and this indicated a modification of the nanotubes with the plant metabolites. Following the release of the bioactive compounds from the nanotubes, the transmission peaks reverted to the original peaks of the empty nanotubes (red). Similarly, Figure 4B, showed the characteristics 20° peak positions of the nanotubes which occurs at 11.7, 20.5, 24.8, 37.5, 43.3 and 64.4° (red). After immobilization of the DR extract on the nanotubes, there was dramatic reduction of peak intensities at the same 20° positions and that indicated chemical modifications of the nanotubes by the bioactive constituents in DR extract (black). The bioactive constituents were eluted with 70% ethanol and resulted in the reversal of the nanotubes peaks as shown in Figure 4B (blue). The characteristic peak intensities reverted to those observed in the control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell lines</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Redox behavior</th>
<th>Cell viability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prostate cancer (PC3)</td>
<td>ATCC (Manassas, VA)</td>
<td>Cyclic Voltammetry</td>
<td>Trypan blue and MTT assays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast (MCF-7) cancer</td>
<td>ATCC (Manassas, VA)</td>
<td>Cyclic Voltammetry</td>
<td>Trypan blue and MTT assays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. cerevisiae</em></td>
<td>(ATCC/LGC Standards, Teddington, UK)</td>
<td>Cyclic Voltammetry</td>
<td>MTT assay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.
*Cell lines and Detection methods used for Investigating membrane mediated effects.*
The antiproliferative activity of the crude extracts did not reveal significant inhibitory effects on breast (MCF-7) cancer cells, however, the pH-dependent eluted metabolites revealed that the acidic pH samples exhibited profound antiproliferative effects on the cancer cells compared to the basic pH metabolites using both trypan blue dye exclusion assay and MTT viability test as shown in Table 3. pH ~ 5.2 demonstrated IC₅₀ of 0.8 mg and a cyclic voltammetry oxidation peak potential and current of 234 mV and 0.45 μA respectively indicating membrane polarization/depolarization of the cancer cells as shown in Figure 5. It was confirmed through fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) studies that the plant metabolites influenced breast cancer apoptotic signaling pathways of cell death as shown in Figure 6. The studies proved that plant metabolites could be captured using simplified screening procedures for rapid drug discovery purposes. Such procedures, however, would require the integration of affordable analytical tools to isolate individual metabolites.
for testing. Our approach could be an important strategy to create plant metabolite database based on pH values.

Biopolymers such as chitosan, gelatin and cellulose have been used with different additives in order to modify their surfaces for biomedical application. In the

Figure 3.
(A) A graph of current versus concentration of plant extracts revealed the water extract generated highest current, followed by the methanol extract, ethanol extract and the control cells in that order. (B) Investigating cell death as a function time. The water extract revealed significant cell death (red) after 2 days of incubation, followed by the methanol extract, ethanol extract and control in that order.
next paragraph, a description of the synthesis of chitosan nanocomposites using tetraorthosilicate (TEOS) and acetic acid (AA) to study their influence on prostate cancer (PC3) cell lines would be described. The particles synthesized for the study include SC; chitosan modified by TEOS followed by acetic acid, CC; chitosan modified with TEOS/acetic acid mixture, CA; chitosan modified with acetic acid, and
CT, chitosan modified with TEOS. As shown in Figure 7A and B, The electrochemical response of normal cells and prostate cancer cells (PC3) when treated with the particles revealed the latter showed modest response whereas the PC3 cells anodic peak currents changed dramatically with the treatment with the nanocomposites especially the SC nanoparticles. The cell viability studies revealed a corresponding decrease in cell viability as measured by a cell counting device. The normal cells again showed no significant difference in cell viability after 24–48 hours of cell growth as shown in Figure 7C and D. The results were compared with a standard drug used to treat cancers, gossypol (GP).

4. Discussion

In the current work, a systematic approach was undertaken to carefully investigate standard drugs, plant metabolites and chitosan nanoparticles on the electrochemical behaviour of selected cell lines and also to correlate their electrochemistry to cell viability.

It is becoming evident that taking advantage of the numerous redox mediators, scientists could develop biosensors from many biological systems. For example, *S. Cerevisiae* has several Redox centers which could be exploited using hydrophilic/hydrophobic molecules as extensively discussed previously by Rawson et al. [1, 2]. The fact that Electrochemical behavior could be monitored using membrane targeted drugs [42–45], opens avenue for future development of a biosensor for identifying potential drug candidate from plant sources. For example, the famous antifungal drug, Amp B has been used to treat fungal infection effectively and its mechanism of action has been well characterized [46, 47]. It is established that the antifungal drug binds to ergosterol in the cell membrane to enhance leakage of ions leading to depolarization of the membrane [48]. Increase in ions leakage across membrane could ultimately increase the oxidation potential across membranes. Such source of ions can be detected through electrochemical techniques as already observed in our studies as well as studies from other groups [2].

The fact that Amp B and the plant extracts behave similarly on *S. cerevisiae* cell viability supported a general claim that Amp B and the plant extracts exhibited a common mechanism leading to cell death. Hence, due to the quasi-reversible oxidation process observed in the anodic response, it was concluded that membrane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample/Dry extract</th>
<th>IC_{50} (mg)</th>
<th>R squared value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH 4.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH 5.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH 6.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH 7.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH 8.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH 9.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Experimental IC_{50} values of the extracts eluted at different pH conditions all measured in milligram quantities of the seed extract.
polarization/depolarization leading to ionic leakage might have been the mechanism through which one or more of the organic bioactive molecules illicit their action. This correlation had highlighted an important opportunity that could be further exploited for identifying bioactive plant metabolites in the natural product field.

We used pH dependent elution of the DR bioactive compounds from the halloysites nanotubes to further validate the activity of the captured metabolites on electrochemical behaviour and cell death. Halloysite nanotubes have SiOH and AlOH
groups which are found on the outer surface and the inner surface making the outer and inner surfaces to have different charges respectively \[10, 49, 50\]. Thus, depending on the pH conditions, aluminol (AlOH) and the siloxane (SiOH) groups could either be protonated or deprotonated leading to different affinities towards certain macromolecules and organic compounds. Our hypothesis was that partially positive metabolites will be weakly attracted to SiOH groups whereas negatively charged metabolites would prefer the latter. The pH dependent release of the metabolites from the HNT were not statistically different after determining the amount in milligram quantities and expressing the entrapment efficiency as a percentage value. However, when tested against the breast (MCF-7) cancer cell lines, the acidic pH elution demonstrated significant anti-proliferative activity against the cancer cell lines. The most profound activity was found in the pH \(~ 5.2\) which was supported by IC50 calculated values.

Depolarization is an indicator of mitochondrial dysfunction in most cancer cells and therefore investigating polarization and depolarization could inform the mechanism of cell death \[51\]. In this work, Cyclic voltammetry measurements were used to probe the extent of polarization and depolarization by relating the voltage to current surge using electrochemical methods. The results revealed that the metabolites exhibited quasi-reversible redox behavior and concentration dependent reduction in the applied voltage \[52\]. The currents also showed a triangular modulation with a rise in oxidation current at lower pH, followed by another rise beyond acidic pH and further reduction to the strongly basic pH. Metabolites from the pH \(~ 5.2\) extract required a higher voltage application to generate the minimum amount of current in the cells indicating cell membrane polarization in the presence of the metabolite was achieved. The extracts from pH \(~ 7.4\) and pH \(~ 8.1\), even though gave higher IC50 values, the voltage required to initiate cell depolarization

![Figure 6.](image)

**Figure 6.** Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis of the inhibitory effects of breast (MCF-7) cancer cells using bioactive extracts at pH \(~ 5.2\) (best IC50 concentration). The results were compared to the inhibitory effects of a Commercially available cancer drug, curcumin. (A) untreated cells, (B) cells treated with extract and (C) cells treated with curcumin all at cell concentration of 1 x10^6 cells/well.
in the cells was at a minimum as indicated in the maximum current generation. The results highlighted that the metabolites could cause cell death through a polarization/depolarization mechanism as documented by other researchers in the literature [53]. Flow cytometer-based analysis showed that the metabolites showed dose-dependent apoptosis of MCF-7 cells. It was noted that exposure of 2 mgmL$^{-1}$ concentrations of the metabolites led to greater than two-fold increase in apoptosis in comparison to the untreated cells. Curcumin is a well-known polyphenol and widely used for its anti-oxidative and anti-cancerous application. Curcumin effects on the breast cancer cells were also investigated and compared with the result from the metabolites. It was observed that curcumin improved cell death significantly without going through the apoptotic phase indicating synergistic effect could be
developed when both metabolites and curcumin are used to treat cancer. Finally, the chitosan nanoparticles also demonstrated that membrane polarization and depolarization could also be used to monitor particle permeation into cell membrane to induce varied cell behaviour.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, electrochemical behaviour of cells in the presence of plant metabolites if carefully pursued could help establish a database with fundamental information on herbal medicine isolation and characterization to serve the scientific community in future studies of herbal medicine. It is also simple, robust and required a specific protocol that could be adopted for understanding the medicinal plants behaviour for easy characterization. It has to be emphasized that further work needs to be pursued to understand the mechanism of these membrane targeted behaviours.
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This book covers novel and current strategies for biosensing, from the use of nanomaterials and biological functionalized surfaces to the mathematical assessment of novel biosensors and their potential use as wearable devices for continuous monitoring. Biosensing technologies can be used in the medical field for the early detection of disease, monitoring effectiveness of treatments, detecting nervous system signals for controlling robotic prosthesis, and much more. This book includes eleven chapters that examine and discuss several strategies of biosensing, proposing mathematical designs that address the latest reported technologies.